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President’s statement

The past year has been one of change—for the
world and for Sandia. We are hopeful that the threat
of nuclear war has diminished significantly and
irreversibly. A Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty was
signed in July 1991, and two months later President
Bush and former President Gorbachev directed that
nuclear weapon arsenals be reduced even further.

The dramatic reduction in the stockpile raises an
important question: Should capacity at the national
laboratories also go down? The United States gov-
ernment spends close to $20 billion per year in
support of nearly 700 laboratories, the majority of
them engaged in defense R&I). Are the taxpayers
getting their money’s’ worth?

It is clear that the federal R&D complex must
become more cost-effective. Government should
streamline its R&D infrastructure. The federal
agencies responsible for technology development
should cooperate to eliminate unessential duplication
in programs and facilities. Fiscal pressures will surely
force these changes over time, but a better way is to
manage this process through planning based on
national technology goals.

I regard this imperative for change as a formidable
challenge. Sandia’s industrial management makes it
well suited to embracing this challenge constructively
and realistically.

American industry is going through a period of restructuring and streamlining to meet
the challenges of the future, and we must do the same. Sandia has recently implemented a
restructuring plan that will increase our focus on the needs of our sponsors, improve project
management, and reduce the levels of management in the communication chain. The
result will be a more cost-effective and responsive organizational structure.

We are also performing an examination of our internal service centers to determine
where functional consolidations or substitutions can result in better use of resources. For
example, we will consolidate our supercomputing operations over the next few years at a
single site, while expanding our high-speed communications and networking capabilities to
provide service more cost-effectively. We are making changes to our accounting practices
to permit more kinds of costs to be allocated to users on the basis of measurable usage. We
will become more cost-effective by applying marketplace concepts to the delivery of
internal services.

Similarly, DOE should apply marketplace concepts to the management of the national
laboratories under its purview. The most daunting long-term problem facing those respon-
sible for the vitality of the DOE laboratories is how to maintain core competencies in the
face of tightening budgets. To succeed, they will need to encourage consolidation and
cooperation among the federal laboratories and support strategic alliances with industry and
universities. These trends are already in evidence with the planned consolidation of
nuclear testing, tritium support, and plutonium research activities and the increased effort
devoted to technology transfer and teamwork with other sectors.

Notwithstanding these positive changes for greater cost-effectiveness, the national
laboratories must retain a strong applied research capability. The problems facing the
nation, now and in the future, have technical dimensions that are increasingly complex
and multidisciplinary. To solve them we begin with fundamental understanding and then
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apply this understanding to technology development. Mature, useful technologies result
only from sustained research that interfaces effectively with the development process.

A robust technology base is essential to the success of new concepts of deterrence. We
can be confident of discouraging adversaries from engaging in expensive and adventurous
military developments if our R&D infrastructure remains capable and responsive.

Sandia has worked with DOE, the other nuclear weapon laboratories, and the DOE
production plants to develop a process for maintaining nuclear competency. The first level
of this process, called Focal Point, evaluates new component subsystem concepts. It draws
upon technologies with demonstrated feasibility and determines their fitness for weapon
applications. The second level, STEP (Stockpile Transition Enabling Program), advances
these concepts to standardized, modular subsystems and components. MAST (Multiple
Application Surety Technologies), a prototype warhead system, uses currently available
improved surety components and subsystems in a product realization process that will
assure that the laboratory/production agency interface remains robust. Programs like Focal
Point, STEP, and MAST are cost-effective tools for improving nuclear weapon surety and
maintaining the nuclear weapon technology base.

There are also new opportunities that very effectively use the DOE technology base not
only for qualitative changes in the stockpile but also for benefit to U.S. commercial R&D.
Squeezed by formidable overseas competition and adverse economic conditions, U.S.
industry is looking hard at its R&D expenditures. There is a growing awareness of the fact
that the national laboratories can be a resource for leveraging industry’s R&D efforts.
Technology transfer is now regarded more as technology teamwork.

We are working very hard to improve our industrial interface. In the past, national
laboratory arrangements with industry were often self-serving. Expectations of laboratory
contributions were sometimes unrealistic and delivery of tangible benefits was frequently
disappointing. These early experiences revealed that the laboratories lacked an under-
standing of industry’s real needs. A more constructive relationship is now evolving, and we
are beginning to earn industry’s trust, confidence, and support. The laboratories are learn-
ing more about the real challenges faced by industry in technology maturation, product
development, and manufacturability. They are learning how to set realistic commitments,
meet deadlines, strive for excellence with their industrial partners, and demonstrate greater
accountability for investment dollars. As a result, wc scc encouraging evidence that
industry is beginning to appreciate the value of the national laboratories as a resource.

One of the five objectives stated in Sandia’s strategic plan is to “become a national
leader in quality and quality progress. ” Candid self-assessment and benchmarking against
the best industrial standards are essential to this approach. In order to achieve this objec-
tive, we are striving to continuously improve everything we do: our business practices, our
management effectiveness, our ES&H performance, our project processes, and our product.
Our initiatives in manufacturing development engineering, internal reconfiguration,
component standardization, and other areas will provide better value for the taxpayers’
investment. I am confident that the result will be a Sandia National Laboratories whose
contributions arc essential to the nation.
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Sandia National Laboratories mission

Our primary mission is to implement
the nation’s nuclear weapons policies
through research, development, and
testing related to nuclear weapons, arms
control, and weapon surety. As a multipro-
gram laboratory, we also serve the nation
by using our core competcncies to make
special ~ontributions in other areas of
national importance.

Mission statement

As part of its strategic planning
initiative, Sandia’s Marlagement C~uncil
adopteci a mission statenicrrt that defines a
corporate culture and service orientation
that wc will strive to demonstrate in the
execution of all our mission assignments:

Scrrrdio hratiorrfi] L.frborotorie$ is ffcdi-
cated to erlhancin,q the seclirity, prosperi-
ty, and well-iwin<~ of the nation.

We crfirm o[!r dedicfition by valliincy
our cll.storrrcrs in ,yovcrnmerrt, in flli.stry,
and ecl[(ccrtion. As u Department of
Encr<yy tnllltipro<qram labom tory, we are
clcvoted to leadership in o}lticipatin<q
national priorities and in applyincf the
bc.$t inte<ymtion of scientific and cncyineer-
ing creativity to OC}Iievc comprehcn.yi vet
timely, ond cost-effective sollltions to ollr
nation ‘.s most pressincy pro blctns.

We pledLyemirscdvcs to the high ston-
dards af il]tc<yrity and objectivity de-
manded of the nfltion ‘.s rrliclcflr weapons
procymm ond by AT&T, which opemtcs
Sanciia. We apply the.sc some standards of
excellence to allr encrtyy, en vironmcnt,
ecanornic competitivcrress, and other
notional secllrity pro<~mms.

OIir qllfllity .stondard is rrwctin<q
cllstomer reqllircments every titrre; olir
pcrfi)rtnancc standard is continlu)[i.s
irnprovemcnt.

Achievin,y o[lr mis.siorr dcperrds 011 the
vallws of irrdividllal ,yrowtll, crcwtivity, f711d
teomwork, (rnd an cw(lllrin<y commitment
to the protection of the cnvironrnct It,
scrfcty, and lwaltb ofali Sondians and tlw
comrnllnity.

.–..~....... .. .. ..—.

Albert A/arid raises the DOE flag at Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque.

Mission assignments

Our L1OE missions encompass five major
categories of activity:

1. Research, development, and engineer-
ing associated with advancing nuclear
explosives to integrated, functional
weapons for Doll weapon delivery sys-
tems. Activities include evaluation of
ncw weapon concepts; component
development, design definition, and
systems integration; nuclear weapon
surety, including safety, command and
control, and security; testing and
weapon effects simulation; production
and dismantlement support; and
stockpile surveillance.
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2. Other DOE defense-related programs,
including the development of verifica-
tion and control technologies to sup-
port progress towards arms reduction
agreements and to provide intelligence
on foreign technologies and weapon
systems; concepts and systems for the
safeguarding and security of nuclear
materials.

3. Research, development, and engi-
neering of technologies for safe
storage, processing, transport, and
disposal of hazardous and radioactive
wastes from nuclear materials and
weapons production; development of
manufacturing processes and substitute
materials to minimize hazardous by-
products in the production of non-
nuclear components of nuclear
weapons; research, development, and
engineering of processes and tech-
nologies for remediation and restora-
tion of weapon production sites.

4. Implementation of the National
Energy Strategy through research and
development of concepts for increas-
ing energy efficiency in utilization,
storage, and transmission; securing
future energy supplies through
improved recovery techniques,
conversion technologies, and devel-
opment of alternative energy sources;
protecting the environment through
characterization and assessment of
environmental change phenomena
and research and development of cost-
effective technology applications for
ameliorating environmental degrada-
tion; fortifying the foundations of our
national energy strategy by deepening
our understanding of the basic energy
sciences, improving the mathematics
and science education opportunities of
our youth, and enhancing the general
technical literacy of the public.

5. Support the economic security of the
United States by helping U.S. industry
compete effectively in international
markets through the transfer of feder-
ally owned or originated technologies
to private industry, state and local gov-
ernments, and universities or other
nonprofit organizations so that the

prospects for rapid commercialization
of such technologies are improved.

An important part of our mission also
includes performing work for entities other
than DOE when such work contributes
directly to a DOE program or is judged to
exercise and strengthen Sandia’s capa-
bilities in areas germane to our DOE
missions. Such work is frequently an effec-
tive means of accomplishing technology
transfer, a mission assigned to the laborato-
ries by the 1989 amendment to the Atomic
Energy Act. It provides access to Sandia’s
unique facilities, services, and expertise
and often makes available technologies de-
veloped in the nuclear weapons program
that are not obtainable from industry, uni-
versity, or non-DOF. government sources.

Work for others is classified among
activity groups:

●

●

●

●

●

Nuclear weapons-related-Fuzing,
test, or component development work
directly related to a nuclear weapon
system and studies of nuclear weapon
survivability, security, and command
and control.

Safeguards and .wcurity-Devclop-
ment of physical protection systems
for facilities handling special nuclear
materials and for nuclear weapons in
storage or at deployment location;;
anti-terrorist security systems for gov-
ernment and public facilities; technol-
ogy systems to assist in the national
effort for interdiction of illegal drug
importation.

Verification and control tcchnolo-
gic.s—Analysis, research, and develop-
ment to provide systems to verify
compliance with arms control treaties.

lr/tclligence—H ardware development
and studies for the U.S. intelligence
community, including the study of
nuclear effects on intelligence harcl-
warc; battlefield intelligence systems.

Strategic Defense Initiative—Studies
and concept definition for the Strate-
gic Defense Initiative Organization in
the areas of discrimination, cmrnter-
measures, space power, pulsed power,

4



Sandia National Laboratories mission

●

●

●

threat definition, space survivability,
space experiments, and new concepts.

Space systems-Support of the
nation’s space exploration program
through development of nuclear
propulsion and power beaming, space
vehicle design and flight testing,
construction in space, components
hardened against cosmic radiation,
sensors for earth monitoring, life
systems sensors, and data collection
and analysis.

A dvanccd military technology—Con -
ventional military applications of
technologies derived from or con-
tributing to the nuclear weapons
program, including guidance and navi-
gation, high-performance parachutes,
reentry vehicle design, electronic
arming, fuzing, and firing systems,
teleopcratcd devices, command and
control, cncrgctic materials, and
others.

Radiation-hardened microelectron-
ics—Design and fabrication of
radiation-hardened microstructure for
use in military hardware, satellites and
other space applications, and secure
communications systems.

7!!?!

Particle beam tcchnology—Develop-
ment of hardware concepts for the
military application of high-power
charged particle beams, microwaves,
accclcrators, and pulsed power.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission—
Research, analysis, and technical
assistance in the assessment and
licensing of commercial nuclear fuel
cycle facilities with major emphasis on
safety, waste management, and
safeguards.

Environmental protection—Support of
the nation’s environmental quality
programs through development of
techniques for the minimization and
management of hazardous wastes and
the reduction of noxious by-products
from energy conversion and utiliza-
tion; and the development of sensing,
collection, and data processing systems
for the measurement of global envi-
ronmental change.

Activities for nonfederal entities—
Work to facilitate the transfer of tech-
nologies to the nonfederal sector and
to make available to industry special
capabilities, such as Sandia’s unique
testing facilities.

Parris Holmes operates
one of the six radar
stations of Sandia’s
Tonopah Test Range.
The range provides
extensive flight test
capabilities and
supports both DOE and
DoD mission needs.
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]eremy Sprung checks a high-temperature
solar furnace developed as part of

Sandia’s project to use solar energy to
destroy hazardous materials.
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Laboratories strategic plan

Sandia and the other DOE Defense Programs national laboratories were originally estab-
lished to provide the nation with a nuclear dctcrrcnt. Since the 1970s these laboratories
have also helped meet other national needs, such as developing energy supply alternatives
and enhancing the capabilities of conventional weapon systems. Today Sandia is a multi-
program national science and engineering laboratory with a broad base of capabilities
applicable to many national priorities, including national security, environmental pro-
tection and remediation, and economic competitiveness.

Events of the last few years have left behind the cold war. We are now f~ccd with more
dynamic and less predictable international conditions. Given these changes, how can
Sandia best continue to render exceptional service in the national interest?

To help prepare for a future with diverse new challenges, management established a
strategic planning process in 1989. In early 1990 Sandia’s first high-level strategic plan was
developed, beginning a process of reassessment and cultural change throughout the organi-
zation. In 1991 management continued strategic planning with an examination of the
Laboratories’ core products, core competencics, and strategic intent. The strategic planning
process is now being expanded to include integrated business planning and coordination
with the major laboratory initiatives of ES&H, quality, and change management.

Planning assumptions

Sandia’s operating environment is very
broad. It is affected by changes in interna-
tional relations as well as by shifts in do-
mestic priorities and social attitudes and
directions. Because research and develop-
ment is our principal activity, trends in
science and technology are also important.

Six planning assumptions about Sandia’s
future operating environment were identi-
fied in early 1990 to serve as a basis for our
strategic planning. It is interesting to look
at those assumptions now, nearly two years
later, and see how the trends identified
then have continued to evolve. The fol-
lowing arc statements of the original as-
sumptions (in italic), followed by a current
evaluation.

Planning assumption: International
relations are transforming from a bipolar to a
multipolar basis, with incre(?sed political uncer-
tainty, shifting threats, and evolving military
reqlliremerrt.s.

This statement was written after the
dismantlement of the Berlin Wall and
before the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The leaders of the new Commonwealth of
Independent States now face the arduous
tasks of moving from autarky to integration
with the world economy and building new

political institutions and relationships.
Clearly, their focus has turned to these
problems and away from any ideological or
military confrontation with the United
States and NA”I’O.

On September 27, 1991, President Bush
acted on the opportunity afforded by this
change to redirect the nuclear weapons
posture of the United States. He an-
nounced cuts in theater nuclear weapons
worldwide, removed strategic bombers from
alert status, and terminated some nuclear
weapon programs. The Soviet Union re-
sponded with similar actions.

Perhaps even more important than
these dramatic cuts was the reorientation of
U.S. nuclear weapon policy contained in
the President’s announcement. While
maintaining the importance of deterrence
as a strategic principle, the President added
arms reduction, nonproliferation, and bal-
listic missile defense as parallel thrusts of a
comprehensive nuclear weapon policy. In
his words,

We can dramatically shrink the arsenal
of the world’s nuclear weapons. We
can more effectively discourage the
spread of nuclear weapons. We can
rely more on defensive measures in our
strategic relationship. We can enhance
stability and actually reduce the risk of
nuclear war.

7
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Deterrence is no longer the prepon-
derant focus of our nation’s nuclear
weapons policy. In the future, deterrence,
arms reduction, nonproliferation, and
ballistic missile defense will be pursued in
parallel to enhance stability and reduce the
risk of nuclear conflict.

This multifaceted policy reflects the
new realities of a multipolar world.
Although deterrence did not fail during the
tense decades of the cold war, there is no
guarantee that it will not fail in a multipolar
world with several nuclear-capable nations,
some of which might be led by fanatical or
desperate regimes. Arms reduction involv-
ing the very large stockpiles of Russia and
the United States is clearly in the best
interests of both parties. Progress in arms
reduction is requisite to demonstrate a
commitment and provide an incentive for
other nations to adhere to nonproliferation
agreements. However, intelligence, tech-
nology control regimes, and political and
economic inducements will need to be
pursued in order to thwart rogue nations
pursuing nuclear capability clandestinely.

The proliferation of ballistic missile
capability is of increasing concern to de-
fense planners. The terror of even fairly
unsophisticated ballistic missiles was amply
demonstrated by Iraqi Scuds in attacks on
Israel and Saudi Arabia during the Persian
Gulf war. As President Bush observed in his
September 27 speech, “The United States
and the Soviet Union are not the only
nations with ballistic missiles. Some fifteen
nations have them now, and in less than a
decade that number could grow to twenty. ”

The simultaneous proliferation of nu-
clear weapons and ballistic missiles is an
alarming phenomenon and identifies an
imperative for affordable and technologi-
cally feasible ballistic missile defense. For
either to be effective, ballistic missile
defense and arms control must be pursued
jointly. In the absence of any missile
defense system, a nation may depend on
the survival value of a large stockpile of
nuclear weapons as insurance against cheat-
ing. Thus, a viable missile defense technol-
ogy can reduce reliance on large stockpiles
and permit arms reduction to proceed to
lower levels than would otherwise be
acceptable.

Over time, nuclear weapons will assume
a position of lower relative importance in
our nation’s panoply. The mix of weapons

the nation must support to respond to new
threats will change. Operation Desert
Storm showcased the effective use of ad-
vanced conventional weapons in a modern
military conflict. The successes of non-
nuclear technologies in that campaign
reinforce the trend to regard nuclear
weapons primarily as a deterrent against
first use of weapons of mass destruction,
while relying on advanced conventional
weapons for virtually all other operational
military needs.

Notwithstanding such trends in military
planning, nuclear weapons possess an abso-
lute and enduring importance by virtue of
their destructive power. It is crucial that
they continue to bc properly engineered,
manufactured, and maintained for safety,
security, control, and reliability, regardless
of the size of the stockpile.

There are several implications for the
nation’s nuclear weapons program as a
result of the trends discussed above. The
President has already started moving us
toward a smaller stockpile. ‘1’he nation is
demanding a smaller and more cost-
effectivc nuclear weapons complex. DOE
has already announced steps to consolidate
nuclear weapon production facilities.
Reconfiguration options for the design
laboratories are still being examined.
I;inally, it is clear that the nation’s expecta-
tions with regard to nuclear weapons are
for greater surety (safety, security, and
command and control) and enhanced
survivability. These expectations will
require continued program excellence in a
context of greater cost-effectiveness.

Planning assumption: The declining
rclfitive economic position of the U.S. jeopar-
dizes our well-beincy, olir military strength, and
o[~r ability to in~~wnce international events.

An appropriate military capability pro-
vides a foundation for worldwide security
and stability. Yet national security is much
more than military security. Economic
vitality forms the basis for continuously
expi.rnding national wealth and infrastruc-
ture investments that sustain and improve
the quality of life. A nation’s wealth is
earned by producing and selling products
and services of value in the world markct-
place.

The economic security of the U.S. is
seriously threatened by our inconsistent
ability to compete successfully in high-

8
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technology world markets. In addition, U.S.
corporations have increasingly become
international in ownership and outlook and
are able to choose where to locate their
production, research and development,
and other operations. Currently the
United States is experiencing unfavorable
investment trends, especially for research
and development, plant and equipment,
and public infrastructure. The national
wealth and material well-being of U.S.
citizens may suffer as a result.

A structural component of this problem
is the crisis in American education. U.S.
schools are not producing enough students
with the skills required for success in
technical and scientific careers, while
schools in several other countries are. This
situation will create a shortage of technical
and intellectual resources for U.S. industry
and public institutions.

Planning asslimption: The central chol-
lenge in technology will be to intc<ymte science
and engineering to develop pro fflicts rapidly
and effectively.

An inability to rapidly commercialize
new product concepts is considered to be a
major weakness in American technology.
The gaps between research and develop-
ment and between design engineering and
manufacturing engineering must be closed.
As the National Critical Technologies Panel
observes,

Increasingly, successful firms are not
necessarily the discoverers and devel-
opers of the latest innovation, but are
those that are able to swiftly bring
associated products to market. . . .
Discovery, development, and de-
ployment must be integrated and
viewed as concurrent rather than
sequential activities.1

In the future, the ability of an industrial
organization to effectively integrate all
phases of the development cycle—
research, design engineering, production,
and marketing—will be a major competitive
advantage.

lReport of the National Critical Tcchnolo-
gics Panel, March 1991, Government Printing
Office.

Planning assumption: Competing
national needs and interests will place great
stress on the federal budget, causing taxpayers
and Congress to demand greater accountability,
broader oversight, and better management of
government programs.

In fiscal year 1992 the United States
government will fund approximately 25
percent (roughly $350 billion) of its opera-
tions by borrowing money. The federal
debt stands close to $4 trillion and is esti-
mated to approach $5 trillion in a few
years. Public and, in some cases, govern-
mental resistance to the idea of sustaining
so large a debt is growing.

At the same time, urgent new demands,
including the war on illegal drugs, the
savings and loan bailout, international aid,
and a persistent economic recession, are
competing for federal budget dollars. As a
result, policy makers will likely become
more demanding trustees of the public
chest and expect a greater return on the
investment in the national laboratories.
The federal R&D community will have to
eliminate duplication where it occurs, share
facilities and capabilities where possible,
and compete to minimize costs.

Planning assumption: Energy, environ-
mental, and h[lmanitarian concerns will affect
the United States and the world at unprece-
dented levels dltrincq the 1990s and into the
next century.

The United States must urgently pro-
vide for energy security. The decades of
the 1990s and the early twenty-first
century will bring an unprecedented
demand, which will stress the already
limited world energy resources and may
further complicate international relations.

Accompanying this demand for energy
is the growing concern over the condition
of the natural environment. It is unfortu-
nate that the most abundant energy
resource in the United States is coal, by far
the largest contributor of gases that lead to
“greenhouse” warming. This phenomenon
is very likely a serious long-term environ-
mental threat. Innovative approaches to
natural resource usage, fossil energy
conversion, renewable energy, nuclear
power, and conservation will reenter our
options mix.

Major new environmental concerns
have surfaced during the last decade. The
national infrastructure for handling

9
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hazardous and toxic wastes from industry
and the DOE nuclear weapon production
complex has been shown to be weak, and is
drawing heavy criticism. Environmental
policy issues will receive more attention
from federal, state, and international
governments.

Energy and environment directly affect
a developing nation’s ability to accumulate
national wealth that can be applied to
solving social problems. Humanitarian
issues such as famine and natural disaster
response, refugee treatment, public health,
and overpopulation make international
relations increasingly difficult. The dispar-
ity between industrialized and developing
countries is growing and threatens world
stability. The United States and other
industrialized nations may have to define
more effective vehicles for humanitarian
assistance.

Planning assumption: New entrants to
the work force in the next decade will re/lect
greater cultural diversity, changin<y expecta-
tions, and insuflcient technical training to
meet demand.

Several national studies, including the
Department of Labor’s report, W’orkforce
2000, have shown that entrants to the
work force after 2000 will primarily be
women, minorities, and naturalized United
States citizens. Employers will have to
provide environments, work-related
policies, and career opportunities that will
attract and retain this new work force.

In addition, the national scientific
community, including the national labora-
tories, will have to sponsor educational
outreach activities that will encourage
American youth to pursue technical studies.
Recent international tests have shown U.S.
students to be near last place in mathemat-
ics and the physical and life sciences
compared not only to our current interna-
tional competitors, Japan and western
Europe, but even to children from many
less developed countries. Unless this trend
is reversed in the next few years, U.S.
competitiveness in high technology will
suffer greatly.

Program directions

Defense programs

In his address to the nation on Septem-
ber 27, 1991, President Bush reinforced,
both directly and by inference, the statu-
tory responsibilities of the departments of
Defense and Energy for meeting the
demands of an evolving national security
strategy. As steward of the stockpile for
over forty years, Sandia National Laborato-
ries has a tradition of responsibly anticipat-
ing and managing transitions dictated by
policy and strategy changes. We have
already taken some measures to realign our
research, development, and testing activi-
ties to support and implement the guid-
ance provided by the President.

The weapons retirement program
announced by the President presents
several technical and managerial challenges
for the Laboratories. We are augmenting
our efforts to meet these unprecedented
challenges. We have created a team of
qualified, experienced personnel to furnish
dismantlement process and design support
to the nuclear weapons complex—a sup-
port capability that is unique to Sandia.

President Bush emphasized the consis-
tency between his current initiatives and
the existing National Security Strategy,
including the need to preserve both a cred-
ible nuclear deterrent and the national
capability and capacity to rebuild nuclear
forces in response to unforeseen circum-
stances. ‘1’o respond to these requirements
while preserving nuclear competence will
require that we pursue a comprehensive
set of current activities as well as a range of
new initiatives. We have refocused the
efforts in our current programs to capitalize
on common design elements and reapply
the maximum recoverable value of ex-
pended resources toward the moderniza-
tion and surety of systems that may be
required to serve well into the next
century.

In identifying new programs to be
pursued, Sandia has attempted to recognize
the critical issues confronting the nuclear
weapons complex, DOE, and the nation. A
balanced strategy for addressing these issues
has been developed, a strategy that utilizes
the unique capabilities of the Laboratories
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Jill Fohrenholtz examines a
robotic system under
development at Sandia that
will help disassemble
decommissioned nuclear
weapons. Recent arms
reduction initiatives will
multiply the disassembly
workload of the nuclear
weapons complex.

to respond to constrained resources by Weapon surety—Surety is an increas-
offering substantive returns on propo’secl
funding investments. This balanced
approach consists of nine distinct but
related thrusts:

Disrnant2ernerzt-A number of formi-
dable technical challenges complicate the
extensive dismantlement activities that will
occur in the near future. At DOF.’S direc-
tion, Sandia identified many of these
challenges during the past several years and
has aggressively explored technical solu-
tions for them. This initiative will expand
and accelerate the work needed to resolve
many of the remaining challenges and
support the broad comprehensive planning
necessary for the success of the disman-
tlement process as a whole.

ingly im~ortant a~ea involving issues raised
by the House Armed Services Committee’s
Panel on Nuclear Weapons Safety in their
December 1990 report. Weapon surety is
generally regarded as comprising safety,
command and control, and security. Those
concerns extend throughout the entire life
cycle of a weapon. We must preserve
weapon surety during transportation and
handling and the logistics associated with
retirement and dismantlement. In addi-
tion, we must satisfy new surety demands
associated with a smaller and more flexible
stockpile. This initiative consists of eight
related activities, each of which has been
structured to have a focused impact on
critical surety areas.

An important challenge for the nuclear
weapons complex is the proposed DOE
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Weapons Surety Five-Year Plan. The first
objective of the plan is to create, with Dot)
participation, an overarching definition of
surety roles, responsibilities, and processes
to guide surety efforts within DoD and DOE
and facilitate dual-agency surety judgments.
The second objective is to ensure that
warhead production and modifications of
existing warheads emphasize nuclear deto-
nation safety, plutonium dispersal safety,
and enhanced security and use control.
Simultaneously, R&D must support the
third objective of developing and imple-
menting weapon architectures that provide
intrinsic safety and enhanced security and
use control. We view our participation in
this plan as a major, long-term thrust for
the Laboratories. While many of the activi-
ties outlined in the plan have been part of
Sandia’s weapons program for decades, the
plan will focus and integrate our efforts to
ensure that optimizing all aspects of surety
is a primary objective.

Weapon design—It will be essential to
preserve a robust capability for nuclear
weapon design to serve as a virtual or actual
deterrent, should the need arise. However,
nuclear competence must be based upon a
comprehensive approach that ensures the
feasibility of producing required quantities
of weapons in a timely manner. This initia-
tive stresses both the evolution of new
concepts into mature technologies and the
systematic prototyping of robust designs.
The objectives of this initiative are to main-
tain the nuclear competence of our staff;
reduce the need for exotic, unique, or
costly production processes; and maximize
weapon surety through the incorporation
of improved safety, use control, and secu-
rity features. We will continue to pursue
development of more intelligent, self-
monitoring, self-diagnosing weapons that
can serve as “wooden bombs” in the stock-
pile over extremely long life spans with
minimal maintenance requirements.

Exploratory technologies—Obta ini ng
the full value of further work in weapons
surety, advanced weapons systems, and
improved manufacturability will depend
upon the evolution of advanced structural,
electronic, and optoelectronic materials
and technologies. These advanced and
exploratory technologies are the enabling
mechanisms behind virtually every weapon

system and subsystem, including advanced
guidance systems, communications, com-
mand and control, and arming, fuzing, and
firing systems. This group of related pro-
grams was assembled on the basis of broad
potential applicability and benefit to
weapon performance, surety, and manufac-
turability.

Internal reconfiguration and consoli-
dation—Growing constraints upon available
resources have resulted in a shift within
the nuclear weapons complex away from a
demand for volume and quantity and
toward a greater insistence upon quality,
value, and increasingly effective use of
funds. Sandia has attempted to support
these efforts through both improved oper-
ational efficiency and the consolidation of
some potentially redundant functions. This
initiative will accelerate and broaden the
consolidation process.

Integrated manufacturing and
design—’l’his initiative will develop and
refine management tools and build a foun-
dation for implementing a more compre-
hensive, better integrated, cradle-to-grave
approach to weapon design, production,
deployment, dismantlement, and disposal.
It will link many of the initiatives discussed
here and begin the process of better inte-
grating many of the ongoing activities of
the Laboratories and the nuclear weapons
complex.

Preparation for test limitations—
Testing, in the broadest sense, will remain
essential to sustaining technological vigi-
lance and ensuring the integrity of the
stockpile, particularly as it is reduced and
streamlined. Further limitations on under-
ground testing will pose significant chal-
lenges. Meeting those challenges with
above-ground test simulation facilities will
require a major reorientation of effort and
new tools. Although efforts outlined in this
initiative will lay the groundwork for
progress, the construction and calibration
of additional facilities will be necessary to
accommodate further limits on testing.

Arms control and verification—Future
arms control agreements may include pro-
visions for inspecting the stockpile and
facilities of the nuclear weapons complex.
Complying with such provisions would pose

12
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a wide variety of significant challenges.
This initiative will assist DOE in meeting
these challenges and continue research on
technologies for monitoring foreign nuclear
weapon activities.

Technical assistance to the Common-
wealth of Independent States—The issues
and required expertise associated with
reducing the stockpile of the defunct
U.S.S.R. (including, ironically the need to
ensure stockpile security and integrity) are
virtually identical to the challenges in-
volved in reconfiguring our own forces. In
his speech on September 27, 1991, Presi-
dent Bush proposed discussions with the
U.S.S.R. to explore cooperation in 3 areas:
(1) safe and environmentally responsible
storage, transportation, dismantlement, and
destruction of nuclear warheads; (2) physi-
cal security and safety of nuclear weapons;
and (3) command and control. This initia-
tive will enable us to respond effectively to
the President’s call for cooperative efforts.

Sandia must be technically strong to
successfully pursue these initiatives and
meet the nation’s changing nuclear
weapons needs. ‘1’bus, we will adopt a
prudent investment strategy for the tech-
nologies we pursue and the capabilities, or
competencies, we maintain.

A balanced technology portfolio should
include mature, growth, and emerging
capabilities. In the mature category are
proven technologies that can be moved
quickly into application. Growth technolo-
gies are at a younger phase of the tm-hnol-
ogy life cycle and will be applied as mature
technologies expire. Emerging technolo-
gies are new concepts with such strong
potential for payoff that they demand
exploration.

Optical detonation systems and syn-
thetic aperture radars are examples of
growth technologies under development
today. Massively parallel processing
(enabling much greater computational
speeds) and compound material semicon-
ductors are examples of emerging tech-
nologies that have great potential, not only
to the weapons program, but to space
exploration and other sectors, including
commercial industry.

The keys to a healthy technology base
are adequate facilities, a technical staff with
superior expertise, and sustained compe-

tence in critical capabilities.
Funding for Sandia’s nuclear weapons

technology base has been decreasing in the
past few years. We have had to rely on
reimbursable work from other agencies
(primarily DoD) to compensate for this
decline. A reasonable strategy for the
future will be to work more closely with
industry to exploit their capabilities where
possible and make available unique capa-
bilities of the nuclear weapons program for
industrial purposes.

Energy programs

Sandia will seek to expand its energy
R&D programs in support of the National
Energy Strategy. Operation Desert Storm
amply demonstrated that energy security is
a crucial component of national security.
While the reasons for our involvement in
Desert Storm were more complex than
simply a “war for oil, ” our failure to have
achieved energy independence during the
past twenty years was certainly a major
factor. As a national laboratory, Sandia has
a special responsibility to research, de-
velop, and transfer technologies that can
improve the energy posture of the United
States. Improved energy extraction, con-
version, and conservation are needed if we
arc to reduce our dependence on foreign
sources and minimize environmental
impacts.

Research in energy programs by the
national laboratories has been shown to be
cost-effective:

Federal support for energy conserva-
tion R&D . . . has saved billions of
dollars for industry and consumers.
For seven case studies . . . , federal
investments totaling $16 million
generated eventual savings of $68
billion. If these seven projects had to
justify the entire federal investment
in energy conservation R&D over the
past decade, they would represent a
SO to 1 return.2

2“Thc Role of Federal Research and Devel-
opment in Advancing Energy Efficiency: A $S0
Billion Contribution to the U.S. Economy, ”
Howard Gcller, Jeffrey P. Harris, Mark D. Levine,
Arthur H. Roserrfeld in AIIIIMI Revkw of Energy,
Vol. 12, 1987. Jack M. Hollander, Ed., Annual
Reviews, Inc., Palo Alto.
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Funds spent on energy R&D at Sandia
since the 1970s have already had positive
impact registering in the billions of dollars.
In the late 1970s Sandia engineers devel-
oped the concept of using synthetic poly -
crystallinc diamond discs manufactured by
GeneraI Electric in a new type of drill bit
for geothermal, oil, and gas drilling. We
worked closely with engineers from GE to
develop a technique for reliably bonding
the diamond discs to metal studs. We used
computer codes derived from the weapons
program to position the diamond cutters on
a drill bit face to ensure proper cooling,
balanced cutter wear, and optimum
performance. The technology was then
demonstrated to the drill bit industry
through a concerted technology transfer
effort, and the greatly improved perfor-
mance of the bits was validated through
cooperative tests. Today these bits have
demonstrated an improvement in drilling
productivity of at least 25 percent in hard-
to-tap formations. The value of this im-
provement in the context of total drilling
activity around the world translates into a
dollar impact in the billions.

In recent years Sandia has applied its
expertise in battery technology to energy-
related applications. Since the 1950s
Sandia has developed batteries with unique
performance characteristics for nuclear
weapons. Battery researchers arc now
developing ways to provide power to deep
space probes, supply rechargeable batteries
for electric cars, and store electricity from
photovoltaic cells. The U.S. market share
in the battery business has decreased, but
Sandia is aggressively pursuing collaborative
work with industry. In particular, we are
active in DOE’s cooperative agreement
with the United States Advanced Flattery
Consortium, an industry-led group.

Another high-impact contribution to
enerb~ supply is Sandia’s technique for
optimizing the placement of oil and gas
wells to help drain hard-to-tap reservoirs.
‘l’he technique, anclastic strain recovery,
measures stresses in rock formations, allow-
ing fractures from boreholes to be accu-
rately predicted and adjacent wells to be
properly positioned. Improper placement
of just a single well can cause millions of
dollars of oil or gas to be left underground.
The impact of the worldwide use of this
technique is in the billions of dollars.

These examples demonstrate the

enormous leverage afforded by R&D con-
ducted in partnership with industry to
improve the performance of specific tech-
nologies. With federal funding severely
limited, substantial increases in energy pro-
grams arc highly unlikely. Thus, partner-
ship and teamwork with industry become
very important. The market pull afforded
by the technology needs of industry is a
necessary discipline for federal R&D. It will
continue to be our strategy to seek out col-
laborative arrangements with U.S. industry
as wc apply our research and development
capabilities to energy problems.

The mix in Sanrlia’s energy activities
will undergo little change over the plan-
ning period. Wc expect slight growth in
Energy Research, primarily in flasic Energy
Sciences and Carbon Dioxide Research. We
also anticipate modest growth in Conserva-
tion and Renewable F.ncrgy, primarily in
transportation and industrial sector tech-
nologies. Fossil Energy will maintain a
steady, robust program, and our Nuclear
Energy and Nuclear Regulatory Commission
activities will require continued commit-
ment. Work for the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management will
decrease as the repository project advances
from site characterization to construction.
These trends arc shown in the chart.

Our strategy in Basic Energy Sciences
(IIES) is to sustain research thrusts in scien-
tifically tailored materials, computational
materials science, superconductivity, beam-
cnhanced growth of semiconductor materi-
als, and geoscience research. Combustion
research will accelerate development of
technologies for fuel use, equipment
design, and mitigation of environmental
effects. DOE responsibilities under the
national High-l> erformance Computing and
Communications Program impact several
IIES programs and should experience strong
growth. The magnetic fusion program will
maintain an emphasis on materials and
component development, and we expect
increasing demand for support of both
domestic and international programs.

Wc will continue vigorous development
of catalytic coal conversion processes that
can significantly reduce the undesirable by-
products of coal combustion. Continued
improvement in catalyst design will permit
large-scale commercial processing of cleaner
burning fossil fuels with greater hydrogen
content and reduced nitrogen and sulfur.
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15-Year Activity Trends for Energy R&D
(Percent of FY 1992 Direct FTEs)
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The potential market value of such cata- Programs for sponsors other
lysts when transferred to industry will be in
the hundreds of millions of dollars per than DOE
year. Wc will form alliances with industry
to address key issues in coal utilization.

Sandia’s nuclear waste management
efforts support the relatively nc”ar-term
goals of the defense and civilian waste
management programs. The Yucca Moun-
tain Project has become a major activity for
us and will receive greater support over the
next five years. By the late 1990s our
involvement in nuclear waste programs will
decline, and programs in nonnuclear
hazardous waste and toxics disposal will
receive more emphasis.

We will continue with selected roles in
other energy technologies such as conser-
vation, energy storage, solar, wind, and
geothermal, where wc have historically
shown strong participatiorr. ‘1’hcse pro-
grams can pr”ovidc significant benefits in
the twenty-first century, and the nation
needs to keep these energy options open.
We will also continue to develop the oil
and gas technology partnerships and
pursue advanced technology for environ-
mentally compatible coal utilization.

Since the early 1970s DOE has recog-
nized that work for other agencies is essen-
tial for sustaining the tcchnolob~ base
required for the nuclear weapons mission.
Sandia and the other DOE Defense I%o-
grams lfiboratorics have a continuing broad
mission responsibility for nuclear weapons.
However, a formidable management prob-
lem is how to sustain the required core
cornpetencies for this mission over the long
term. Fortunately, many of the constituent
technologies for nuclear weapons also have
significant value for the broader defense
and commercial sectors. In principle,
facilities that simultaneously serve multiple
needs can be more cost-effective from a
federal R&D investment standpoint and
have greater benefit-realization potential
than those serving a single user.

In the 1990s such synergism will be-
come especially important if budgetary
authorizations for nuclear weapons activi-
ties decline. Consequently, we intend to
manage our work for the customary
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non-DOE sponsors (principally DoD) close ●

to its historical lCVC1of about 30 percent of
laboratory direct effort throughout the
planning period.

Sandia also intends to contribute
actively to any new, major technology
initiatives that may be planned by the ●

federal government in the future. Such
initiatives—whether in transportation,
space, infrastructure redevelopment, ●

energy, environment, or other arenas—
must coordinate the core competencics of
many agencies and sectors to be successful
and cost-effective. We refer to this inte-
grated approach to federal technology
s~onsorshi~ with the acronvm GUII,D
(Government-University -lntiustry -
Laboratory Development). ‘[’he objective
of GUILD is to accelerate the development
of solutions to major national problems by
joining the DOE national laboratories with
teams involving government, industry, and
academia. Wide application of the GUILD
concept will promote a stronger science
and technology base in which synergistic
talents arc shared cost-effectively among
partners with complementary strengths.

GUILD will provide an effective strat-
egy for addressing major technological
issues on a larger scale than has been possi-
ble with the traditional approach. The

A unified approach to structuring major
national initiatives, such as space ex-
ploration, transportation, advanced
manufacturing, biomedical engineer-
ing, energy security, and environment;

A national team approach to problem-
solving;

A mechanism for reducing develop-
ment risks for industry and exploiting
economic opportunities for the nation
through strategic programs to demon-
strate precompetitive technologies in a
realistic market-oriented setting.

To effectively practice GUILD, the
national laboratories must improve their
interface with the nation’s other major
technology sectors: industry and universi-
ties. In September 1990 the President’s
Office of Science and Technology Policy
released a document entitled U.S. Technol-
ogy Policy that outlines the imperative of
cooperation and teamwork among govern-
ment, industry, and academia. This vision
of partnership between the federal gov-
ernment and the private sector provides a
workable foundation upon which the DOE
national laboratories can build to play a
stronger role in applying technology to

potential advantages are compelling: national needs.
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Frank Zanner and Phil
Sackinger of Sandia
examine an ingot re-
moved from a vacuum
arc remelting furnace.
Twelve companies have
teamed with Sandia to
increase U.S. competi-
tiveness in the world
specialty metals market.
The Specialty Metals
Processing Consortium
brings together private
industry, universities,
and DOE.
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Managerial implications

Sandia management has continued and
broadened its strategic planning efforts into
an integrated process for charting current
and future laboratory activities. Efforts at
defining Sandia and its future activities
began in 1989 when we laid the foundation
with a “Vision Statement. ” In 1990 Sandia
developed its first corporate strategic plan,
which formally defined Sandia’s corporate
values of teamwork, integrity, quality, lead-
ership, and respect for the individual. The
strategic plan also presented a set of five
long-term objectives for Sandia. These
objectives are global statements of desired
results that will serve as strategic guidance
to managers, organizations, activity commit-
tees, and employees:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Achieve an empowered Sandia culture:
Sandia will be a customer-oriented,
energetic, dynamic, enthusiastic,
participative organization in which
people have the freedom to have an
impact.

Demonstrate our leadership with com-
prehensive, innovative, creative, and
cost-effective solutions in areas of vital
national importance.

Exhibit leadership in defining, creat-
ing, and exercising stewardship of the
nuclear weapons stockpile for a chang-
ing world.

Become a national leader in quality
and quality progress.

Strengthen and broaden the Depart-
ment-of Enerbv’s mission. -

Phase I of strategic planning established
the groundwork on which major change
initiatives at Sandia are based. They in-
clude our change management, ES&H
Improvement and Compliance, and “1’otal
Quality Management programs.

In FY 1991 Sandia completed its Phase
IA strategic planning process, which de-
fined a concept we call ‘strategic unity’ and
proposed an initial identification of core
competencies. Strategic unity is a cus-
tomization of the concept ‘strategic intent)
introduced by business scholars Gary Hamcl

and C. K. Prahalad.:~ According to thcm,
strategic intent is a statement of an organi-
zation’s ultimate goal as well as an active
management process for achieving it. Our
customized concept focuses on the distin-
guishing ways in which Sandia will be
accomplishing its missions in the future. In
particular, it acknowledges the important
role we expect industry to play in charac-
terizing the dcgrcc to which Sandia contin-
ues to provide “exceptional service in the
national interest. ”

Core compctcncics4 are the distin-
guishing integration of skills, technologies,
and facilities Sandia requires to achieve its
strategic objectives. They provide us with
access to a variety of opportunities for
unique service in the national interest. In
addition, they make significant contribu-
tions to our sponsors’ appreciation of the
value of the products and services wc
provide and are not widely duplicated by
other organizations.

Core competencies were the subject of
much discussion throughout the Laborato-
ries during and after the Phase 1A process.
Insights gained during this debate led us at
length to visualize a structure with core
competencies as the foundation supporting
a set of integrated compctcncies which in
turn support generic product realization
capabilities. Phase IA identified the
following set of core competencics:

●

●

●

●

●

Engineered materials and processes

Computational simulation and high-
pcrformance computing

Microelectronics and photonics

Pulsed power

Physical simulation and engineering
sciences

These core competencies do not solely
exist as discrete entities but are also inte-
grated into intelligent manufacturing,

3Gary Hamcl and C.K. Prahalad, “Strategic
Intent,” Harvard Bwi/Iess Review (May-June 1989):
6.3-76.

4C. K. Prahalad and Gary Hamel, “The Core
Competence of the Corporation, ” Harvard
BII.siIw$s Review (h4ay-June 1990): 79-91.
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Core Competencies Support Product Realization

Product Realization Competencies

Systems Test and
engineering evaluation

Integrated Competencies

Intelligent Electronics and Rapid

manufacturing instrumentation prototyping

Core Competencies

Engineered Computational
Physical

materials simulation and Microelectronics
simulation Pulsed

and high-performance
and

and photonics engineering
power

processes computing
sciences

electronics and instrumentation, and rapid
prototyping. Integrated compctencics in
turn support our product realization activi-
ties, which may be generically character-
ized as systems engineering and test and
evaluation. Thus, core competcncim alone
do not make Sandia excellent; rather, it is
the integration of core competencies into
our product realization process that makes
Sandia an outstanding R&I) laboratory. This
concept is illustrated in the figure.

Sandia is about to enter Phase 11 of its
strategic planning work. Phase II will begin
a process for making decisions on invest-
ment or disinvestment in laboratory func-
tions and activities. ‘1’hc t)rocess. dcsixned

Sandia’s corporate values. It is envisioned
that the process will be iterated each year.

Sandia, with DOE/AL, is also establishing
and prototyping a rigorous self-assessment
and performance improvement program to
ensure high standards of excellence. ‘l’he
appraisal program is integrating line organi-
zation self-assessments, internal indepen-
dent assessments, and external assessments
to appraise overall performance in three
broad areas: compliance with corporate re-
quirements, commitment to strategic goals,
and conformance to program requirements.
‘l’he four-phase program, covering two fiscal
years per cycle, will help meet the I.abora-
tories’ goal of continuous improvement:

using A~&T’s Process Quaiity Mahage~ent
and Improvement (PQMI) Guidclincs, s will “
focus on how we make resource allocation
decisions. Based upon insights gained
during Phase I and Phase IA, major pro-
grammatic sectors and organizations at ●

Sandia will be challenged to create opera-
tional plans for the purpose of quantifying
expected programmatic activity and
requirements and establishing account-
ability for strategic objectives. At every
juncture of this process, decisions will be
influenced by ES&H goals and requirements
as well as other boundaries, including

●

5AT&T Quality steering Committee, Process
Qufllity Matmg>tnctlt & Itnprovetnettt Guidelilws,
Al&T, (1988).
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Phase 1: Selection of activities and
programs to be appraised during a fiscal
year.

Phase 2: Performance assessment to
identify strengths and areas for im-
provement. (A subset of the processes
identified for improvement becomes
part of annual agreements between
Sandia and DOE on specific programs
and functions to be improved and
appraised during the following year.)

Phase 3: I’recess improvement, draw-
ing upon the previous year’s assess-
ment to establish and implement
improvement strategies.
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● Phase 4: A DOE/Sandia appraisal to
evaluate compliance with previous
year’s agreements and define a
quantitative score reflecting that
degree of adherence.

We believe that our efforts to integrate
strategic and operational planning and our
development of a self-assessment program
will permit us to effectively continue our
contributions to U.S. scientific and techno-
logical needs. It is becoming increasingly
clear that the major technology challenges
in defense, energy, environment, and
economic competitiveness are interrelated,

The problems of the 1990s will only be
successfully addressed if U.S. technology
programs embrace much greater coopera-
tion, permitting industry’s competitive
energies to be focused more strongly on
meeting specific market needs. For this
change to happen, we need strong tech-
nology advocacy at the federal level. DOE
and its national laboratories have the
potential to become catalysts for realizing
national strategic intent in technology,
based on an approach that stresses team-
work and partnership among all members
of the U.S. technology community, public
and private sector alike.
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In the Nuclear Weapons Complex, many tasks require
the use of remote systems controlled by an operator.

Sondia has developed the COPILOT controller, in which
robot control is shared by both a human operator and

a computer to ensure safe operations at all times
-even when the robot is under manual control.

20



Initiatives

This section presents initiatives for consideration by DOE or reimbursable sponsors.
Their inclusion here does not imply DOE approval, nor does it represent a commitment by
Sandia to implement any of the initiatives. Funding and personnel increments required for
these initiatives are in addition to ongoing programmatic funding summarized in the
resource projection tables located at the end of this plan.

Initiatives for Defense Programs

Robotic manufacturing science
and engineering for nuclear
weapons complex
modernization

The imperative to minimize waste,
enhance occupational safety, and improve
quality in the nuclear weapons complex—
all at less cost—will require innovative
management and technology. Advanced
robotics can help achieve these goals.

DOE contractors have found standard
industrial robots (designed primarily for
high-volume manufacturing) to have lim-
ited applicability to their operations. How-
ever, with appropriate research and devel-
opment, robotic systems can be designed
that will be specifically applicable to DOE
requirements.

Sandia has been closely involved with
weapon production for many years, provid-
ing product definition data, assembly

procedures, and consultation to DOE pro-
duction facilities. The Defense Programs
laboratories have a continuing responsibil-
ity to provide the production plants with
technologies and processes to permit them
to perform their jobs safely and effectively.
Sandia’s robotics engineers are knowledge-
able of both the DOE complex and the
range of disciplines needed for the devel-
opment of advanced robotic systems.

The Robotic Manufacturing Science and
Engineering Project will draw ~pon Sandia’s
base of robotics technology expertise.
During the past several years, Sandia has
carried out robotics development for the
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management, the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management, and
the Assistant Secretary for Defense
Programs. We are currently transferring
robotic technologies to several DOE sites,
including Pantex, Mound, Y-12, Savannah
River, Allied Signal, and Rocky Flats.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Robotic Manufacturing Science and Engineering
for Nuclear Weapons Complex Modernization

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Operating 6.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
Capital Equipment 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Total Cost 7.0 12.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

Direct Personnel 25 40 50 50 50
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Furthermore, we are consulting with Preparation for testing
several other groups in the production
complex and are performing ongoing R&D limitations
in advanced manufacturing for DOE mission
applications.

In many ways, DOE’s design and pro-
duction activities are a microcosm of much
of U.S. manufacturing. The Robotic Manu-
facturing Science and Engineering Project
(in its relation to reconfiguration and mod-
ernization of the nuclear weapons com-
plex) offers an opportunity for DOE to
become an important contributor in assist-
ing U.S. industry in solving some of the
manufacturing problems associated with a
decline in competitiveness.

The project will conduct research in
automated programming and planning,
geometric modeling and reasoning, and
high-speed, sensor-driven control—areas
key to the broad application of robotics to
DOE problems. In addition, it will construct
prototypes of advanced systems targeted
for specific applications within DOE
Defense Programs. The laboratory will be
organized to ensure that managers from
across the complex are regularly consulted,
particularly with respect to developmental
activities. In order that technology may be
efficiently transferred, engineers from the
DOE production plants will be involved in
prototyping machines, and Sandia designers
will continue to be active as full-scale
production systems are built, brought up,
and operated.

There is a critical need to improve our
aboveground radiation testing (AGT) capa-
bilities in preparation for further restric-
tions on the conduct of underground
nuclear tests. We must be able to certify all
nuclear weapon subsystems provided by
Sandia in radiation environments now
obtainable only through underground
testing (UGT). The construction of two
new simulation facilities will significantly
improve our capability to cover the testing
levels that can now be conducted only
underground.

The first new facility required is the
Externally-Driven Nuclear Assembly
(EDNA), which would employ a state-of-
the-art linear induction accelerator and a
fast-burst reactor. EDNA represents a
unique above-ground capability to test
systems in gamma and neutron radiation
threat environments. EDNA will operate
in four radiation modes, which will provide
testing flexibility currently not available in
abovcgrouncl simulation. These modes are:

1. Reactor driven by the accelerator to
provide very short-pulse neutron
testing of an entire warhead system
and subsystems;

2. Accelerator pulsing independently in
.

the bremsstrablun<q mode to provide

Externally-Driven Nuclear Assembly (EDNA)
(Schematic representation)
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3. .

4.

gamma-ray testing or source region below prompt critical, thus providing a
electromagnetic pulse (SREMP) testing substantial margin of safety. The cavity of
over large volumes; the reactor will be large enough to accept

full warhead systems, and the neutron
Reactor pulsing independently to environment will create a fission density in
provide large-volume neutron and excess of 2.0 X 1015 fissions/kg in the war-
prompt-dose testing; head subsystems. The neutron pulse width

from this design will be approximately 30
Reactor and accelerator pulsing microseconds, far shorter than can be
independently to provide both
neutron and gamma-ray beams for
endoatmospheric synergistic testing.

Sandia recently developed the 18
million volt, 650,000 ampere Hermes 111
accelerator using linear induction tech-
niques. This technology can be extrapo-
lated directly to support the EDNA con-
cept, providing an accelerator that will
operate at 50 million volts, 1.2 million
amperes, and produce a 20 nanosecond
gamma pulse (FWHM). Such a burst of
energetic Kamma radiation focused on the

achieved anywhere abovcground over such
a large test volume. In both gamma and
neutron testing, EDNA will provide excel-
lent simulation fidelity with the actual
threat environments.

The second new facility required is a
cold and warm x-ray facility that would
permit testing of materials and components
that currently can only be tested in UGTS.
‘l’he facility will be an extension of new
technology developed in the long-pulse
Plasma Opening Switch (POS) Program. This
facility will have a 600 trillion watt pulsed
power Xencrator to drive a 60 million

corr~ct tar-get will ~roduce a very fast ~mperc-z-pinch implosion to produce x-ray
source of 5.0 X 10 S neutrons. The nuclear energies from one thousand to twenty
assembly will be a thin-walled, cylindrical thousand electron volts over much larger
reactor that will multiply the source neu- exposurc areas than are now possible with
tron burst by a factor of 1000 but remain current above-ground simulators. This

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Preparation for Testing Limitations

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ fl ~ ~ ~
EDNA

Operating 10.1 11.0 12.7 8.1 2.5
Construction 4.2 29.7 28.1 20.8

Total Cost 10.1 15.2 42.4 36.2 23.3

Direct Personnel 40 40 40 40 40

X-Ray Simulator

Operating 5.7 6.3 7.3 4.6 1.4
Construction 2.5 17.2 16.3 12.0

Total Cost 5.7 8.8 24.5 20.9 13.4

Direct Personnel 25 25 25 25 25
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capability will provide excellent simulation
fidelity for the testing of optics, materials,
and many components.

Providing these testing capabilities is
fundamental to nuclear weapon systems
certification and survivability analysis,
especially if additional limitations are
placed on underground testing or in the
event of a comprehensive test ban. Obvi-
ously, with the decision to maintain a much
smaller stockpile, each weapon becomes
more valuable and its survivability is critical.

Reuse of existing stockpile components
in new configurations represents a major
certification effort. Fratricide effects from
closely spaced warheads can also be ad-
dressed. SREMP effects are very important
to the military services employing surface
tactical equipment. In addition, x-ray
effects on reentry vehicles and space sys-
tems, which now can only be tested under-
ground, may be tested above-ground in
high-fidelity environments. EDNA and the
new x-ray facility are the keys to ensuring a
survivable nuclear stockpile and the sup-
porting space and ground based systems.

Projection x-ray lithography
using a laser plasma source

U.S. industry must develop new litho-
graphic patterning technologies to remain
competitive in the production of future
high-density integrated circuits (10) with
feature sizes below 0.2 microns. It is WCII
recognized that minimum line widths of
0.35 microns will be required for 64-megabit
IC devices planned for the near future.
Beyond this, new pattern transfer tech-
nologies need to be developed for chips as
large as one gigabit, anticipated to be in
production by the year 2000.

Electron beam, direct-write technology
has recently been demonstrated by Hitachi
to produce the first 64-megabit memory
prototype. Volume production of memory
chips at this density, however, is still
several years away. While the direct-write
electron beam method N capable of high
resolution, it and focused ion beam tech-
niques suffer from the fact that they write
in a serial mode and thus are not suitable
for large-scale production.

In addition to direct-write techniques,
projection electron beam lithography, x-ray

lithography, and deep ultraviolet lithogra-
phy using excimer lasers are now being
considered for 64-megabit memory chips
and beyond. While debate continues as to
which patterning technique will be the
one of choice, it is clear that x-ray lithogra-
phy is a strong contender for volume
production with feature sizes down to at
least 0.2 micron and possibly below.

At present, two lithographic ap-
proaches using x-rays are under develop-
ment worldwide. The first, proximity x-ray
lithography, utilizes a one-to-one, shadow
printing approach and is the x-ray technol-
ogy currently receiving the greatest atten-
tion. Japan is the worldwide leader in
development of this technique, which
relics on synchrotrons radiation sources.
While these sources are extremely intense,
they are also exceedingly costly and com-
plex. The difficulty of integrating them
into existing production lines has become a
formidable barrier to implementing proxim-
ity x-ray lithography using synchrotrons
radiation sources.

The second x-ray lithography approach,
soft x-ray projection lithog-raphy (S-X-PL),
holds the promise of achieving 0.1 micron
line widths. This technique, which only
recently has received serious attention,

I

Atomic-force microscope imoge of results
obtained using the Sandia laser-plasma source
system,
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Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Projection X-Ray Lithography Using a Laser Plasma Source

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

w m m m m

Operating 4.5 7.5 10.0 10.0 7.5

Direct Personnel 10 15 25 25 25

employs a reduction method utilizing all this development program is successful, the
reflective optics. The ability to grow nearly techniaue of SXPL with a laser rdasma
atomically smooth multi lay~r films has ‘
enabled fabrication of highly reflective
coatings for the soft x-ray region of the
spectrum and thus has been a key factor in
the development of SXPL.

Sandia, in collaboration with industry,
has achieved exciting experimental results
using a laser plasma source for x-ray projec-
tion lithography, including printed feature
sizes as small as 0.05 micron. These results
represent a significant breakthrough.

!Mndia intends to pursue the next step
of SXPL development in collaboration with
industry. The program will address such
issues as high-reflectance condenser and
illumination optics capable of printing over
large-areas, evaluation and testing of high-
powcr lasers for producing soft x-rays,
reduction of plasma target debris, and
optimization of the plasma conversion
efficiency. It is our goal to demonstrate
with industry the feasibility of SXPL for
commercial fabrication of circuits with
feature sizes between 0.1 and 0.2 microns.

If this program is successful, it will place
advanced [J.S. chip manufacturing on a
very competitive footing vis-a-vis foreign
manufacturers. Within the past year, both
the Japanese and the Europeans have initi-
ated research and development projects to
couple laser plasma sources to soft x-ray
projection lithography. To date only the
Sandia effort has demonstrated diffraction-
limitcd reduction printing using a laser
plasma source. The vigorous pursuit of the
program is critical to retaining the U.S. lead
in soft x-ray projection lithography driven
by laser plasma sources.

The potential benefits to the U.S.
microelectronics industry are enormous. If

source ~an be incorporated in a’ chip pro-
duction line. This initiative will develop a
laboratory prototype that could ultimately
lead to direct replacement of optical step-
pers in operation on existing lC manufac-
turing lines. The capability to manufacture
one-gigabit SRAM devices will place the
U.S. microelectronics industry in a very
competitive position with respect to
Japanese manufacturers, who are currently
heavily committed to a competing x-ray
lithography approach.

Flat panel display technology

A critical need exists for DOE laboratory
assistance to U.S. industry in the area of
electronic display technology. As society
advances through the information age, the
display monitor will become the primary
vehicle by which people will interface with
microprocessor-controlled equipment.
Rugged, compact, reliable, and inexpensive
flat-panel displays (FPDs) with superior
image quality will universally displace con-
ventional cathode-ray tubes within the
next several years.

Display technology will ultimately
control the electronics industry as a whole.
The display is typically larger than other
electronic components, and it already
incorporates a substantial amount of elec-
tronic function. Displays will increasingly
include large quantities of semiconductor
memory and microprocessors for signal
processing and image decompression.
Ultimately, the display will become the
total system package for many products.

As more proprietary features of end
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products are embedded in displays, end
product companies will need access to
manufacturing sources to stay competitive.
Because the cost of a display is typically
leveraged by a factor of five in commercial
products (e.g., a $400 display in a notebook
computer selling for $2,000), and by a
factor of fifteen in military systems, the $4
billion per year display market controls at
least $20 billion per year in sales and repre-
sents tens of thousands of high-quality
manufacturing jobs. For these reasons, the
development of a high-volume display
industry within the United States is one of
the most critical of all the current high-
technology battlegrounds.

A U.S. organization, the Optoelectronics
Industry Development Association (OIDA),
has outlined a national program to establish
a competitive U.S. manufacturers’ position
in flat-panel display technology. The OIDA
plan calls for a major private sector invest-
ment in exchange for a federal government
commitment for complementary funding
and support from the national laboratories.
The objective is to create a new technology
and secure a commanding share of a new
market. Thus, the OIDA program differs
fundamentally from existing national
efforts, such as SEMAITCH, MCC, and SRC,
which exist to preserve U.S. market share
in established technologies.

The national laboratory support envi-
sioned by the OIDA plan involves coopera-
tive R&D on manufacturing processes for
current FPD technologies and R&D on suc-
cessor technologies. The plan calls for the
creation of a National Center of Excellence
(NCE) at a national laboratory to serve as
the focal point for industry/laboratory
collaboration. The NCE would coordinate

activities within the national laboratories
and universities. A major purpose of the
NCE would be to assure that federal R&D is
connected to the real needs of the private
sector, with particular emphasis on robust
manufacturing processes and equipment.

Sandia possesses an infrastructure and
advanced capabilities that are directly
applicable to industry’s requirements for
generating and sustaining manufacturing
technologies for flat-panel displays. The
state-of-the-art Microelectronics Develop-
ment Laboratory (MDL), with over 12,500
square feet of better-than-Class-1 clean-
room space, represents a capability un-
rivaled within the national laboratory
system. MDL programs benefit from access
to the broad technology base of scientists
and specialized facilities that supports
Sandia’s multiprogram science and technol-
ogy mission. Manufacturability will have
equal weight with technology content in
determining the fate of high-volume pro-
duction of flat-panel displays. In that
regard, Sandia is already coupled to the
relevant U.S. manufacturers through collab-
orations with SEMATECH, Semiconductor
Research Corporation, and Sandia’s Micro-
electronics Quality Reliability Center, an
industry support program.

The liquid-crystal displays that predom-
inate today are a market completely con-
trolled by Japanese industry. Japanese
companies have also invested heavily in
the development of the newer, active
matrix, liquid-crystal displays (AMLCD) as a
successor technology, and they control the
world market for them as well. However,
AMLCDS arc deficient in several important
qualities, including scalability to large areas,
true color, brightness, and power economy.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Flat panel display technology

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Operating 10.0 16.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

Direct Personnel 70 100 140 140 140
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Scientists at Sandia’s Microelectronics
Development Laboratory have invented a
field-emission array cathode that holds the
potential for improved efficiency, better
manufacturability, and scalability to larger
areas than the AM LCD technology favored
by the foreign competition. MDL scientists
have also investigated the silicon-on-
insulator and smart-power integrated cir-
cuits that will be needed to drive displays
based on either field-emission, plasma-
dischargc, or thin-film electroluminescence.
Sandia also pioneered and continues to
improve the thick selective metal deposi-
tion process for more manufacturable,
higher reliability, and lower resistance
interconnections required for every matrix-
addressed flat-panel display technology.
Sandia already participates “in cooperative
programs with small U.S. manufacturers to
understand and improve the performance
of plasma display panels. This breadth of
capabilities has led the OIDA to propose
that Sandia play a major role in the national
initiative to develop a competitive U.S.
display industry.

The proposed national program would
begin with immediate support for those
display technologies now in production by
U.S. manufacturers. The program would

Initiatives

also immediately begin assessment of tech-
nology options for future displays. An
industry-led governing board would select
several candidates for further develop-
ment. After a two or three-year research
phase, a few alternative display technolo-
gies would be selected for prototype pro-
duction. Those technologies that survived
the prototype phase would then go into
pilot manufacturing at a shared facility.
The final phase of the program, seven to
nine years after program inception, would
develop a support infrastructure to sustain
the domestic display industry, just as
SEMATECH and other organizations now
help sustain the domestic microelectronics
industry.

Since volume production of domestic
displays is the goal of the national program,
a parallel effort should begin at once to
provide support for specialized manufactur-
ing equipment, processes, and inspection
techniques for flat-panel display fabrica-
tion. As alternative technologies demon-
strate viability, their custom equipment,
processes, and inspection needs should be
addressed by the national effort. Assistance
for display manufacturing equipment
should continue as the domestic display
industry reaches maturity.

,
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Ellen Lemen loads
silicon wafers onto a
platen in Sandia’s
Microelectronics
Development Laboratory
(MDL). The MDL is a
state-of-the-art research
and development facility
for advanced, special-
purpose microelectronic
components.
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Microelectronics and
Photonics Application Center

2.

The rapid pace of development in 3
microelectronics and photonics and the

. .

large investment required to be competent
in these fields have strained the existing
mechanisms for meeting government 4.
microelectronics needs. Government sys-
tems often require unique components
that may be unprofitable for private indus-

Fabricate and evaluate emerging pho-
tonic and microelectronic components.

Research and develop new materials,
systems, and devices for enhanced per-
formance.

Establish the base technology for de-
sign and manufacture of fabrication
equipment.

try to develop. - Production requirements
for a component may be so small that pro-
totypes built to establish manufacturing
methods may fulfill the application de-
mand. Moreover, electronics for govern-
ment systems must operate in harsh envi-
ronments, including radiation and high
acceleration, and they may require very
high reliability and long lifetimes.

The existing microelectronics consortia
(SEMATECH, SRC, and MCC) currently do
not address government needs for unique
and rugged parts. The Microelectronics and
Photonics Applications Center (MPAC) will
address this need. The center will use a
multifaceted approach to developing the
rugged microelectronic and photonic tech-
nologies critical to the specialized require-
ments of defense systems. It will also
transfer commercially useful research
advances to domestic manufacturers.

MPAC activities will include:

The center’s initial projects would
include the emulation of standard micro-
processors in environmentally rugged
technology, microwave processing using
optoelectronic techniques, advanced
microelectronics and photonics processing
equipment, ferroelcctric memory devel-
opment, periodic table groups III–V com-
pound semiconductor complementary logic,
far-lR detector arrays, advanced sensor
systems for environmental monitoring of
DOE’s complex, and technology transfer.

Funding should be provided by the
federal government, the primary customer
for this work. Initial funding should be $50
million per year, with funding for eight mi-
croelectronic and photonic projects essen-
tial to the needs of the government. It
should grow to $100 million per year in five
years. After five years, if industry has
found that working with the center has
strermthcned its com~etitivcness, it is rea-

1. Design, fabricate, package, test, and
sona61e to expect it tb contribute matching
funding to allow growth to $200 million per

certify rugged silicon and compound vear within the followinx five years.
semiconductor integrated circuits.

.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Microelectronics and Photonics Application Center

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ ~ m m w

Operating 45.0 82.5 90.0 125.0 150.0

Capital Equipment 25.0 30.0 35.0 35.0 35.0

Total Cost 70.0 112.5 125.0 160.0 185.0

Direct Personnel 90 165 180 250 300
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Initiative for Defense Programs and Energy Research

Massively Parallel Computing Research Laboratory:
Research, design, and development through simulation

High-performance computing and
computer simulation are becoming increas-
ingly important for DOE missions. For a
variety of reasons, DOE’s historical depen-
dence on experimentation and large-scale
testing for performing nuclear weapons
R&D is becoming problematic. In many
cases, large-scale tests are becoming eco-
nomically, environmentally, or politically
less feasible. At the same time, DOE is
faced with the need to shorten develop-
ment cycles and reduce costs without
sacrificing innovation or quality. One way
to achieve these goals involves relying on
simulation as the major design tool.

Unfortunately, simulation capabilities
are not yet adequate for reliable design. In
addition, increased focus on weapons
surety introduces extraordinary design
requirements. The very detailed, threc-
dimcnsional physical simulations that are
required to address surety issues cannot be
performed using today’s supercomputers
and vectorizcd simulation models.

“rhis initiative will expand capabilities
in computational simulation and create
computing infrastructures needed to realize
the full advantage of such capabilities for
DOE programs. Over the next five years,
the national High-Performance Computing
and Communications Program (HPCCP) is
targeting increases of three or more orders
of magnitude in the size and complexity of
problems that can be accurately simulated.
It is also targeting the development of
ultra-high bandwidth communications and
networks for broad access to those
capabilities.

‘l’he first key to achieving such in-
creases will be the incorporation of mas-
sively parallel (MP) computing. The second
and more challenging key is the clevelop-
ment of efficient, scalable software and
algorithms for new MP architectures, as well
as the development of software infrastruc-
tures to create a true MP production com-
puting environment.

Sandia pioneered the early use of Ml’
computers and was first to successfully

demonstrate the application of MP comput-
ing to real scientific and engineering prob-
lems. In 1988 we won the Gordon Bell
Prize for parallel computation for our work
in developing scalable MP software and
efficient infrastructures. That same year we
also won the Karp Challenge by being the
first to achieve speed-ups in excess of a
factor of 200 using MP computers on real
problems. Our work won R&D-100 awards
in 1989 and 1990. Several individual
awards have been received by Sandia
researchers for advances in MP computa-
tion. In 1992 we have received a patent
for our scalable MP software structures.

Sandia’s research has been so successful
that we are now prepared to begin the
larger task of bringing MP technology into
the mainstream. When Sandia’s MP tech-
nology is routinely used for large-scale simu-
lation, we will be able to use simulation in a
new, dominant role in our DOE program-
matic R&D tasks. In particular, we will be
able to carry out detailed and accurate
three-dimensional, time-dependent simula-
tions of virtually all aspects of new designs.
This capability will increase reliability and
shorten development cycles by identifying
problems before products enter the expen-
sive prototyping phase. It will spur addi-
tional innovation by making it easy to
evaluate new ideas on the computer rather
than having to fabricate prototypes. It will
also reduce dependency on testing as a
design tool by permitting engineers to care-
fully plan a few tests to verify the accuracy
of a design or a process model, rather than
performing an extensive battery of tests for
every new design.

Sandia is carrying out advanced research
in MP software and algorithms under the
DOE/ER HPCCP program. In the HPCCP,
we are also developing MP models for use
in DO E/CHAMPP Global Climate Change
studies. Sanr.fia is the lead laboratory for
Computer Design of Materials and Mole-
cules, a DOE HPCCP computational “Grand
Challenge. ” The goal of this grand chal-
lenge is to create new computational
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A computer simulation of a reentry flow field for a conical vehicle flying at
Mach 8. The bow shock is clearly visible, as is a contour slice depicting
variations in flow field density. The massively parallel computation used
64 NCUBE-2 processors and achieved a parallel efficiency of 86%. MP
processing can attain much higher resolutions of the flow field, permitting
engineers to “test” design changes without a wind tunnel.

structures that enable design of new 4.
materials using computer simulation as the
principal design tool.

These high-performance computing and
computational simulation activities are to
be centered in the Massively Parallel Com-
puting Research Laboratory (MPCRL) at
Sandia Albuquerque. The MPCRL will: 5.

1. Provide prototypes of advanced, high-
performance computing technology.

2. Provide advances in scalable MP algo- 6.
rithms, MP graphics and visualization,
and Ml’ systems software.

3. Lead the Computer Design of Materials 7.
and Molecules project, an interdisci-
plinary partnership of national labora-
tories, industry, and universities.

30

Serve as a vehicle for interagency
collaboration in defense computing
with groups such as the Defense
Supercomputing Research Alliance, a
consortium of DoD laboratories, indus-
try, and Sandia.

Form interdisciplinary partnerships
with Sandia’s Defense Programs and
I;nergy Research applications groups to
create new simulation capabilities.

Provide innovative educational struc-
tures and partnerships with universi-
ties, school systems, and industry.

Turn DOE advances in computing
technologies into competitive advan-
tage for American industry through
technology transfer. The MPCRL will
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collaborate with the Computer Science
Policy Project (CSPP), a consortium of
major computing manufacturers.

8. Provide technical leadership of -
Sandia’s MP4 (MP Prototype Produc-
tion Project) partnership, comprising
research computing, production com-
puting, Sandia’s computing applica-
tions community, and Thinking
Machines Corporation, to bring MP
computing into the DOE mainstream
within a two-year time frame and turn
advances in simulation and modeling to
DOE advantage.

9. Along with the Center for Network
Research at Sandia Livermore, provide
a major test bed for ultra-high band-
width communications and networking
technology under the HPCCP.

The MPCRL will be funded by DOE
Defense Programs in support of its national
security missions. It will also be funded by
DOE Energy Research Scientific Computing
staff to carry out research in support of the
HPCCP. These two efforts will leverage
each other, and by coordinating research
programs they will achieve more than they
possibly could separately. Funding partici-
pation is also expected by DoD, DARPA,
and other agencies for work that augments
the overall defense technology base.
Finally, funding will also come from part-
nerships with American industry, both as
work-for-others agreements and through
the CRADA process. Funding for a core
team of MPCRL researchers is being
requested. On-going funding will also be
required for the continued acquisition of
“beyond-the-state-of -the-art” research
computing resources.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Massively Parallel Computing Research Laboratory

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

m ~ m ~ m

Operating 6.0 8.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Capital Equipment 6.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 6.0

Total Cost 12.0 18.0 16.0 20.0 16.0

Direct Personnel 20 25 50 50 50
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Initiatives for Energy Research

Climate change research and
remote sensing

In FY 1990, Sandia started an important
new program in global change research.
The thrust of the program is to join our
expertise in instrumentation, systems
engineering, and massively parallel process-
ing with complementary expertise at other
laboratories to address three key areas: (1)
three-dimensional remote sensing of the
atmosphere, primarily of clouds, water
vapor, and aerosols; (2) data management
of large climate data sets; and (3) significant
increases in the computational throughput
of climate models.

Initial efforts are directed at two new
DOE initiatives to improve the general
circulation models (GCMS) used to guide
policy. One of these initiatives, the Atmo-
spheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
program, seeks to test and refine our
understanding of such key processes as
radiation transport and the role of clouds.
The other program, Computer Hardware,
Advanced Mathematics, and Model Physics
(CHAMMP), has as its goal a major increase
in the computational throughput of a wide
range of climate models.

We are involved to various degrees in
the major elements of the ARM program:
the development of advanced lidar instru-
mentation; the implementation of atmo-
spheric probes to test CART (Cloud And

Radiation Test bed) sites; science team
experiments; and a major new initiative
involving small climate satellites (ARMsat)
and unmanned aerospace vehicles (UAVS).

In addition to these activities, we are
pursuing a broader range of laser remote
sensing applications, including space-based
lidars and aircraft-deployed systems for
detecting drug processing, chemical
weapons use and manufacture, and so
forth.

Combustion Dynamics
Initiative

“l’he Combustion Dynamics Initiative
(CDI) is a joint proposal by Sandia National
Laboratories and Lawrence Berkeley Labo-
ratory in support of DOE’s national role in
combustion research. The goal of the ini-
tiative is to enhance the efficiency of
combustion processes while minimizing
pollutants and other undesirable effects.

The CD] comprises two important facil-
ity requirements: completion of the unfin-
ished Combustion Research Facility (CRF)
Phase 11 at Sanclia and construction of the
Chemical Dynamics Research Laboratory
(CDRL) at Lawrence Berkeley.

Work at the CDI will involve advanced
combustion modeling. This activity will use
data from experimental and theoretical
studies to develop reliable, predictive

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Climate Change Research and Remote Sensing

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

Operating 9.0 14.0 14.0 15.0 15.0

Capital Equipment 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0

Total Cost 10.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0

Direct Personnel 25 28 30 30 30
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computational models for combustion sys-
tems. Such models could be very useful to
U.S. industry in designing next-generation
combustion systems. Work at the CRF will
emphasize development of optical diagnos-
tics for combustion, studies of chemical
kinetics and reacting flows, and comple-
mentary studies in chemical physics. CDRL
research will focus on elucidating the pro-
duction, structure, and reactivity of critical
combustion species, and on the dynamics
of chemical reactions. In conjunction with
researchers from universities and industrial
laboratories, Sandia and Lawrence Berkeley
will develop the most advanced instrumen-
tation that can be brought to bear on
research pertinent to combustion.

These activities will result in new
insights into the elementary reactions
involved in hydrocarbon combustion, the
structure and dynamics of highly excited
molecular species and reactive interme-
diates, and molecular energy flow pro-
cesses, all of which are critical for advancing
combustion technology. Research results
from fundamental studies of chemical reac-
tivity and fluid mechanics will be incorpo-
rated into models that can improve the

design of engines, burners, boilers, fur-
naces, and gas turbines. The proposed CDI
modeling effort already has several indus-
trial participants, including Allison Gas
Turbine Division of General Motors,
Cummins Engine, the Gas Research
Institute, and the John Zink Company.

The CDI will offer unparalleled re-
sources for users to study fundamental and
applied combustion processes. Researchers
at Sandia’s CRF will be able to utilize ad-
vanced laser systems to study ultrafast pro-
cesses in chemistry and combustion and
perform two and three-dimensional imaging
of the physical and chemical properties of
turbulent reacting flows. At Lawrence
Berkeley’s CDRL, an advanced infrared free
electron laser and the Advanced Light
Source will provide photons over the en-
tire spectral range of interest.

Management responsibility for the CDI
will reside with a director at each site. A
steering committee of external advisors will
be appointed to provide advice on broad
scientific and policy issues, and a program
review panel of scientific peers will ensure
that the facilities are used for the most in-
novative and productive lines of research.

Anticipated Sandia Funding Requirements for
Combustion Dynamics initiative

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Operating 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Construction 11.0 7.5

Total Cost 16.0 12.5 5.0 5.0 5.0

Direct Personnel 2.5 25 25 25 25
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Initiative for the DOE Office of Arms Control

Nonproliferation technologies

Preventing the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, especially
nuclear weapons, has been an important
policy and technology problem for decades.
Recent international developments make
the concern especially acute. Unfortu-
nately, the principles of nuclear weapon
design are no longer arcane, and the tech-
nology for nuclear weapon development
and production is increasingly accessible to
determined governments.

Sandia has one of the oldest and largest
programs in support of arms control and
nonproliferation. Since the 1950s we have
developed instrumentation to verify com-
pliance with the Limited Test Ban Treaty.
We continue to improve the sensitivity of
satellite-borne sensors that can detect and
locate nuclear bursts in the atmosphere,
and to assist Los Alamos National Laboratory
in providing an enhanced capability for
detecting and locating bursts in space. our
seismic detection systems represent the
leading technology for monitoring under-
ground nuclear testing on a regional or
worldwide basis. We support the DOE
Office of Intelligence by conducting tech-
nology assessments of foreign weapon
development capabilities, and we consult
with the departments of State and Com-
merce on the development of export
controls to inhibit transfer of nuclear
weapon technologies and industrial capabil-
ities. We have designed and transferred to
industry a variety of systems that are used
by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) in support of its containment and
surveillance responsibilities for non-
proliferation safeguards.

Sandia’s initiative in nonproliferation
technologies targets improvements in our
national capability to detect and charac-
terize clandestine nuclear activities,
including materials production, weapon
engineering development (weaponization),
and weapon proof testing. In addition, it
proposes improvements in our capability to
monitor declared nuclear activities.

‘1’he need for better technologies for
detecting nuclear materials production was

underscored by the startling discovery in
1991 of the extent to which Iraq had
pursued the production of weapon-grade
uranium. Sandia has developed promising
new concepts for advanced sensors that
may significantly improve our detection
capability in this difficult area. Ground-
based or airborne air-sampling systems, and
airborne or space-based imaging radiometry
and differential absorption LIDAR may be
effective. Advanced seismic, electro-
magnetic pulse, and radiometric sensors
would be useful for detecting low-yield
weapon proof tests.

Technologies for monitoring declared
nuclear activities can provide significant
information on undeclared activities as
well. Moreover, confidence in trans-
parency technologies (surveillance mea-
sures approved by the host country) is
essential to providing incentive and
assurance to nations that pledge not to
build nuclear weapons.

The recently signed Open Skies Treaty
offers an opportunity to strengthen the
international nonproliferation regime and
augment its cogency as a force for arms
control. ‘[’he treaty opens up most of the
western hemisphere to overflights by
aircraft equipped with surveillance instru-
mentation. A variety of airborne sensor
systems can be developed to obtain data
that can be analyzed for evidence of
weapon development activity.

Sandia’s nonproliferation initiative will
also address the formidable problem of how
to manage and synthesize the deluge of
sensor data and other information to gen-
erate useful knowledge about a country’s
weapon activities. Patterns formed by
seemingly unrelated activities may some-
times combine synergistically to reveal the
spoor of a covert weapon development
program. Sandia is developing systems to
manage the fusion of data from multiple
sensors and sources or consisting of mul-
tiple formats. Knowledge synthesis systems
based on neural networks and rule-based
proliferation profiles have the potential to
increase analysts’ productivity.
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The Sandia initiative is a broad-based poses specific technology enhancements
program dcsignut to bolster the U.S. non- that can provide new classes of prolifcra-
proliferation regime through advanced tion data. The availability and reliability of
technology development. It addresses such information will become increasingly
known deficiencies in capability and pro- important in the new multipolar world.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Nonproliferation Technologies

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

Operating 75.0 115.0 140.0 140.0 140.0

Direct Personnel 200 330 400 400 400
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Initiatives for DOE in partnership with other federal
agencies

National Center for RSTAKA

Conventional deterrence, to be cred-
ible, must demonstrate the ability of U.S.
forces to dominate a battlefield quickly and
achieve military objectives with very few
casualties. The 1991 war with Iraq dis-
played many strengths along these lines.
However, it also revealed some weaknesses.

The acronym RSTAKA stands for
Reconnaissance, Surveillance, Target Acqui-
sition, and Kill Assessment. It is an inte-
grated concept that implies control of the
regional battlefield as a system. The system
requires responsive sensor inputs, rapid
data reduction, and very fast command and
control of strike weapons. While the idea
is impressive as a military scicncc concept,
only a demonstrated capability will have
value as a dctcrrcnt. Demonstrating a
supreme RSTAKA competence will require
innovative R&D teamwork and continuous
improvement of hardware, software, and
interfaces.

Contemporary battle management
systems are swcrcly challenged in several
ways. Reconnaissance systems provide
limited coverage and are not directly task-
able by warfighting commanders. Com-
mand and control systems are too slow to
acquire, assimilate, and reduce data, present
action options to commanders, and direct
responses to targets. Strike systems lack
the speed and accuracy to destroy mobile
and fixed assets with low collateral damage
with impunity from stand-off positions.

Improving RSTAKA capabilities will
require advances in ground, air, and space-
based sensors to characterize an enemy’s
order of battle deep behind his lines.
Command and control systems must be
made extremely responsive with rapid data
fusion and real-time decision capability.
Fast, high-precision, rctargctable, stand-off
strike weapons must be developed with
kinetic-kill or focused conventional lctha]-
ity. Moreover, such advances must be
closely integrated and furnished with a
facile user interface for theater com-
manders.

A coordinated RSTAfCA program should

bc managed by a DoD office tasked to iden-
tify critical needs and the R&D initiatives
required to meet them. The management
should seek the best technical solutions for
RSTAKA problems from industry, universi-
ties, and the federal laboratories. Team-
work arrangements that permit certain
advanced technologies spawned in the
federal laboratories to be fully developed
and exploiter.f will require cooperation
among sectors. Such partnerships should
be encouraged and managed for the opti-
mum benefit to the program. Industry
partnerships can be very useful for engi-
neering producibility into rapidly proto-
type demonstration projects.

Sandia has developed competency in
advanced technologies that would be
important to a RSTAKA program. Unique
capabilities that have emerged from our
ongoing technology base activities include

. Unattcncfed ground-based sensors
systems to detect and classify vehicle
movements;

● Day and night imagery that is two to
three orders of magnitude more sensi-
tive than conventional night vision
systems;

● Synthetic aperture radar systems for
high-resolution, all-weather, day or
night target identification;

● Fast sensor data fusion software to
shorten the time from detection to
weapon tasking and outpace an aclver-
sary’s response time;

● “I_cchnology for high-accuracy, hypcr-
velocity, kinetic energy penetrator
(KF.P) weapons that can reach targets
extremely fast, thus reducing the need
for risky aircraft strikes; and

● Combined KF.P and advanced command
and control systems for an integrated
quick, precision attack systcm (QPAS).
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Sandio’s Tonopah Test
Range is equipped
with odvonced
telemetry capabilities
for the instrumen-
tation of weapon
delivery tests, The
high-technology infras-
tructure, location, and
experience base at TTR
make it ideal for a
RSTAKA demonstra-
tion user facility.

R&D on these technologies can easily
be advanced to demonstration projects in
collaboration with industry partners and
government users. Furthermore, demon-
stration at a higher, consolidated level will
be required to test integrated RSTAKA
systems for combat viability. Sandia has an
extensive and sophisticated testing infras-
tructure that can make a unique contribu-
tion to the RSTAKA effort. In particular,
the ‘ronopah Test Range in Nevada is
superbly suited to large-scale, integrated
RSTAKA demonstration with instrumenta-

conditions. Designating the Tonopah Test
Range a user facility for RSTAKA demonstra-
tion would be a cost-effective and techni-
cally astute application of this outstanding
defense R&I) asset.

The gross funding estimate for Sandia
participation in a national RSTAKA initia-
tive shown below is based on the expecta-
tion of intensive utilization of Sandia R&D
and test capabilities. Costs will vary de-
pending on the mix of activities conducted.
We expect that the installed capital base of
test facilities will be a cost advantage to U.S.

tion and telemetry to support a variety of
flight testing with high fidelity to combat

government and participating ind~stry
users.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
National Center for RSTAKA

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

Operating 30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0 90.0
Capital Equipment 10.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0

Total Cost 40.0 70.0 90.0 100.0 100.0

Direct Personnel 75 125 175 200 200
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Space exploration technology

In 1989 the President announced the
Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) with new
goals for America: return to the moon to
stay, and land an American astronaut on
Mars by 2019. The President commissioned
a blue ribbon panel, the Stafford Synthesis
Group, to define architectures and tech-
nology requirements to achieve these goals.
Subsequent national policy directives speci-
fied a role for DOE as a partner with NASA
and DoD in the SEI.

The DOE Office of Space (OS) has iden-
tified eight technology thrusts where the
DOE national laboratories can contribute to
the SEI and other NASA and national secu-
rity space efforts. These areas overlap the
fourteen supporting technologies identi-
fied by the Stafford Group for SEI.

Sandia’s nuclear weapons technology
base is a rich foundation for contributions
to space activities and is currently support-
ing space technology programs for NASA,
DoD, and DOE. Sandia can make contribu-
tions in all of the space technology areas
identified by OS and nearly all of the four-
teen technologies specified in the Stafford
report. Several of these are described
below:

Space nuclear thermal propulsion
(SNTP)—Nuclear thermal propulsion was
recommended by the Stafford Committee
as an enabling technology for human ex-
ploration of Mars. It is also viewed by the
Air Force as an important technology for its
missions. Sandia is a member of the Air
Force Phillips Laboratory team investigating
the feasibility of a particle bed reactor for
space propulsion. We have a key role in
modeling and testing the behavior of the
reactor fuel particles and elements, as well
as developing new ground test facilities for
nuclear propulsion activities. Assurance of
nuclear safety is also a major Sandia respon-
sibility.

Space nuclear electric power and
propulsion—Sandia has performed systems
level evaluations of space nuclear power
concepts for DOE, DoD, and NASA. We
have developed computer codes to predict
steady state and transient behavior of space
nuclear power systems. These codes model
all subsystems of a concept, including

Artist’s rendering of what a space nuclear
thermal propulsion rocket might look like
orbiting Mars. The nuclear fission reactor
rests forward of the craft’s nozzle, where very
hot, expanding hydrogen gas provides thrust.
(Artwork courtesy of NASA)

reactor, shield, radiator, power conversion
and conditioning, instrumentation and
control, and safety. Codes have also been
developed to compare overall system
masses and radiator areas, two important
parameters affecting cost and survivability.

Sandia is a member of the Phillips
Laboratory team studying the Russian space
nuclear reactor TOPAZ. The objective is to
understand the TOPAZ technology and
combine it with U.S. technology to produce
a more efficient thermionic system.

In a related program, SDIO is planning
to purchase several TOPAZ reactors for test
and analysis. It will attempt to modify one
of the reactors to meet stringent U.S. space
nuclear safety requirements. A subsequent
space launch will serve as a flight test for
performing experiments on U.S. electric
thrusters and evaluating the thermionic
system for delivering electric power for
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satellites. Sandia has been selected by
SDIO for the lead lab role for most nuclear
parts of the program, including flight
safety.

Space nuclear safety—Sandia has a
distinguished history of contributions to
space nuclear safety dating from the incep-
tion of the U.S. space program. Our capa-
bilities for analyzing and testing nuclear
systems safety are unique. Our accident
modeling capabilities cover launch aborts,
explosions, impacts, fires, radioactive debris
transport and dispersion, and atmospheric
entry. We have extensive nuclear and
nonnuclear test facilities for performing a
wide variety of accident simulations.

We used our systems analysis capabili-
ties to calculate the atmospheric breakup
and dispersal of two Soviet nuclear pow-
ered COSMOS satellites that reentered the
atmosphere in 1978 and 1983. More re-
cently Sandia has performed entry analyses
of space nuclear propulsion systems. We
have also made important technical contri-
butions to establishing space nuclear safety
policy. Ensuring the safety of U.S. space
nuclear power and propulsion systems is a
major challenge that Sandia is well qualified
to perform.

Telerobotics—We have developed a
fleet of robotic vehicles at our Robotic
Vehicle Range (RVR) that demonstrate
concepts applicable to SEI requirements.
The robotic fleet ranges from simple tele-
operated vehicles to autonomous naviga-
tion vehicles. Capabilities include multi-

spectral sensor suites, elevated mast plat-
forms, remote onboard manipulators, real-
time multitasking software, and multi-
processor architectures, as well as multi-
vehicle control from both fixed and
portable control stations.

We are exploring collaboration with
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to define a
robotic precursor mission for a return to the
lunar surface by the end of this decade.
The mission would involve the NASA John-
son Spaceflight Center for flight and launch
expertise as well as an aerospace industry
team member for assembly and qualification
of flight hardware. We are also developing
software for autonomous robotic operations
and investigating options for robotic con-
struction of large structures in space.

Sensors—The sensor requirements for
SEI include a variety of chemical and radia-
tion sensors and equipment and life sup-
port monitors. As in the nuclear weapons
program, small, light, highly reliable devices
are design imperatives. Sandia is develop-
ing a variety of radiation-hardened and
EMP-resistant microsensors. We have de-
veloped visible light and near-IR detectors
suitable for space use and transferred them
to industry. Infrared detectors based on
Sandia’s strained layer superlattice technol-
ogy will be developed for manufacturable,
long wavelength, IR focal plane arrays for
space sensor needs.

We have developed a variety of micro-
lasers that can be readily integrated with
electrical components to provide opto-
electronic integrated circuits suitable for

Sandia has developed a
strong capability in
designing tele-robotic
rovers for hazardous
environments in its
work for DOE. This
capability may be
applicable to SEI
requirements.
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applications such as spacecraft and engine
performance monitors. Our silicon micro-
electronic sensors have applications in
propulsion systems, EVA suits, cryogenic
transfer monitoring, automated rendezvous
and docking, radiation effects and shield-
ing, telerobotics, and closed-loop life-
support systems. Sandia’s strengths in
microelectronics, microsensors, telemetry,
software, and materials can contribute
substantially to the design of remote health
monitoring systems for spaceflight crews.
Such systems might also be applicable to
health care uses on earth.

Radiation effects—As a consequence
of our long experience in nuclear effects
testing, many of the issues concerned with
the impact of radiation on crews and
equipment from nuclear engines, nuclear
electric power plants, and natural space
radiation, are well understood at Sandia.
Our sensors, shielding, and radiation trans-
port modeling capabilities will be valuable
assets for designers of nuclear powered
spacecraft.

Materials, manufacturing, and struc-
tures—Sandia has a long history of materials
and manufacturing technology develop-
ment to support nuclear weapons pro-
grams. Consequently, we excel in the
engineering of lightweight materials and
miniature components, an expertise that is
directly applicable to the SEI. A Sandia
program in structural dynamics already sup-

ports Space Station Freedom. Current ma-
terials R&D includes spacecraft debris shield
design and testing, as well as the use of
electromechanical gels for robotic manipu-
lators. In the future, designs for spacecraft,
habitats, rovers, and EVA suits will benefit
from these programs.

Nonnuclear space power systems—All
space missions will require electric power.
Sandia has a long history of accomplish-
ments in power system technologies includ-
ing both space and terrestrial power. Our
solar programs include photovoltaic, solar
thermal, and solar dynamic technologies.
Photovoltaic work has emphasized devel-
opment of concentrator cells and arrays,
and we have achieved efficiencies in ex-
cess of 30 percent. High-temperature solar
thermal svstems have been develo~ed that
can be ap’plied to space power require-
ments for either electrical or thermal
energy.

Nuclear weapons employ long-life,
high-reliability thermal batteries for short,
high-energy power demands. Sandia has
specialized in this technology for many
years. Sandia is a participant in the newly
created battery consortium made up of
industry and government partners. This
effort seeks to improve batteries for appli-
cation in electric vehicles, a technology
that could readily be applied to planetary
rovers or space habitat emergency power
systems.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Civilian Space Technology

(Does not Include SNTP or Flight Topaz)
(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in

Operatinq 10.0 50.0 100.0

FTEs)

m m

130.0 150.0
Capital E~uipment 2.5 15.0 20.0 10.0 10.0

Total Cost 12.5 65.0 120.0 140.0 160.0

Direct Personnel 50 100 200 250 300
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Transportation technology

The transportation infrastructure of the
United States is aging and has not been
fundamentally modernized in three
decades. The last major upgrade was the
construction of the interstate highway
system, and there is little doubt that the
interstates have had a desirable impact on
economic growth. Nevertheless, the
nation now faces a new set of transporta-
tion challenges that will persist into the
twenty-first century.

Our national energy security is tightly
linked to the availability of petroleum
fuels. Unfortunately, the supply of foreign
oil is subject to the political whims of pro-
ducer countries. Weaning our transporta-
tion system from petroleum fuels would
reduce the nation’s vulnerability to oil
supply and price shocks.

Major reductions in vehicle emissions
have been achieved in the last twenty
years through federally mandated im-
provements in vehicle fuel efficiency.
However, the Department of Transporta-
tion (DOT) forecasts that total emissions
will begin to increase again after 1996,
even though more stringent fuel efficiency
standards will be in place. The reason for
the reversal is that total vehicle miles trav-
eled is increasing faster than improvements
in fuel efficiency. Federal air quality stan-
dards cannot be achieved or maintained in
the long term unless significant changes
occur in urban transportation systems.

In 1988 the average speed on California
freeways was 3S miles per hour. By 1998
the average speed is forecast to be 15 miles
per hour. Americans now lose over two
billion work hours per year due to traffic
congestion. Transportation systems play a
vital role in economic and national security
and in the general well-being of the public.
Technological innovation is needed to
modernize the systems in order to ensure a
secure, prosperous future.

Data indicate that the economic com-
petitiveness of a nation is significantly
affected by the availability and cost of
transportation. If transportation systems
impose a relatively higher burden on U.S.
producers, then they will face an institu-
tionalized impediment to their competi-
tiveness. Other countries realize this fact

and are moving aggressively to modernize
transportation infrastructures. High-speed
rail systems are now in service in Japan and
Europe. Prototype intelligent vehicles and
highway systems are now in operation in
Japan. Research on high-speed, magneti-
cally levitated trains has continued in both
Europe and Japan, while U.S. efforts have
languished.

DOT is embarking on a new program to
improve the safety and efficiency of the
U.S. surface transportation system by apply-
ing the latest technology in sensors, data
fusion, and information and control tech-
nology. This effort, the Intelligent Vehicle
and Highway System (IVHS) program, envi-
sions “smart” highways and vehicles that
will improve safety and reduce congestion,
energy consumption and pollution. The
technology involves vehicle tracking sys-
tems, collision avoidance sensors, traffic
control centers, automatic vehicle control
systems, and roadside sensors. The en-
abling legislation for this effort is the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi-
ciency Act of 1991. In this act, DOT is
directed to work with DOE to access and
utilize competencies available at the DOE
national laboratories.

This initiative proposes to direct
Sandia’s core competencies toward practical
solutions to transportation problems. R&D
will be conducted in conjunction with the
private sector and universities to ensure
rapid development and commercialization.
Sandia can help in several areas of the
national transportation initiative:

1. High-Speed Computation and Systems
Analysis. Decisions on future trans-
portation systems will need to balance
the interrelated issues of energy secu-
rity, environmental quality, cost, and
efficacy. It is essential that computer
simulations and systems analyses be
performed before making major com-
mitments to technology development
and commercialization. Sandia’s exper-
tise in modeling and analysis will be
drawn upon to perform analyses at all
levels of system design from compo-
nent and system performance to
national impact studies.
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2.

3.

4.

Management and Control of Ad-
vanced Transportation Systems. ‘l’he
ultimate utility and safety of high-
spced or magnetically levitated trains
depends on the distance between
vehicles. Precise position monitoring
and real-time control of vehicles is
necessary to provide fail-safe operation
for passengers and cargo. %ndia’s
strengths in failure and risk analysis,
remote monitoring of trucks, and real-
time control systems will be employed
to determine the control and monitor-
ing requirements for such vehicles and
develop appropriate control and traffic
management mechanisms.

Alternative Fuels and Vehicles.
Sandia has considerable expertise in
combustion chemistry, catalysis, and
batteries that can be applied to im-
proved vehicle design. Our existing
program in conjunction with a flOE-led
consortium of auto makers to develop
batteries for electric vehicles will be a
springboard and model for this pro-
gram.

National Hi~h-Speed Rail Test fled.
Sandia is exp~oriig with the State of
New Mexico and DOI’ the possibility
of acquiring existing rights-of-way for a
National High-Speed Rail Test Bed.
Due to the availability of the rights-of-
way and other favorable costs, the
system can be built in New Mexico at
approximately half the cost of other

5.

sites. Furthermore, it would be close to
world class research facilities.

Intelligent Vehicle and Highway
System. Much of the technology for
IVHS is a logical extension of work
already underway at DOE laboratories.
The Safe Secure Transport (SST) pro-
gram has developed reliable, secure
systems for transporting nuclear
weapons and materials. DOE has
developed a complete highway data
base to control the SST fleet and pro-
vide emergency response capability.
DOT has expressed interest in this sys-
tem (STARBASE) for their responsibili-
ties in tracking hazardous waste ship-
ments.

Sandia has developed many types of
robust, unattended ground sensors.
This technology may be important to
the IVHS program in developing road-
side sensors for rnonitorinx traffic flow,
“weighing” passing trucks,-and auto-
matically assessing tolls. We have also
developed many versions of tele-
operated and autonomous vehicles.
Consequently, we are leaders in ad-
vanced sensors, intelligent control
systems, and communications as ap-
plied to vehicular control systems.
DOT has expressed interest in using
the DP laboratories to help develop
technology specifically for use by the
IVHS R&LJ community.

Anticipated Funding Requirements for
Transportation Technology

(Dollars in constant FY 1992 millions; personnel in FTEs)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Operating 45.0 50.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

Direct Personnel 90 120 150 150 150
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DOE programs

Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs

The Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (ASDP) is the cognizant secretarial officer
for Sandia National I.aboratories. The Weapon Activities program for the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Military Application employs .53 percent of Sandia’s direct personnel and
includes Research and Development, Testing, Inertial Confinement Fusion, and Production
and Surveillance.

Effective with FY 1992, the Verification ancl Control Technology program and the
Nuclear Materials Safeguards and Security program no longer reported to ASDP. The
Defense Waste Management program was transferred to the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management in FY 1991.

We expect our manpower level of effort in Weapon Activities to contract by about 13
percent between F’Y 1992 and 1994. ‘1’he decrease reflects a marked reduction in new
weapon development. The future level of effort required for Defense Programs is subject
to determinations that are as yet still under consideration at policymaking levels and in
Congress. In view of this ongoing discussion and planning, we project a flat manpower
level of effort for Defense Programs from FY 1994 to the end of the planning period.

Dollars used in the funding summary tables for ASDP and other assistant secretarial
offices in this chapter are not adjusted to compensate for inflation.

Summary of Programs for
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs

(Operating BA in $ million)

Proqram Title

GB Weapon Activities 582.8 583.0 660.2 625.9
Gc Verification and Control Technology 37.8 43.7
CD Nuclear Materials Safeguards & Security 9.9 10.9
GF Defense Waste Management 4.2

Total 634.7 637.6 660.2 625.9
Percent 57% 56V0 49?40 45V0

Weapon activities (GB) tories assesses advanced nuclear weapons
technology, gcncratcs systems concepts,

Research and development performs feasibility studies, and engineers
the wcaponization of nuclear explosive

Nuclear weapon devclopmctj t—Nuclear systems to meet L>epartmcnt of Defense
weapons research and development is the requirements. [n addition, we formulate
largest single program at Sandia. It employs weapon concepts that will meet new DoD
one-third of the population of direct per- mission requirements, and we pursue
sonncl. Under this program, the Labora- (ievelopmcnt of advanced components
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that may be useful for enhancing the
safety, reliability, and control of future
nuclear weapon systems.

The varied and unique demands of nu-
clear weapon development require a strong
research base, both to support the stock-
pile and to assure that there is little, if any,
possibility of failing to anticipate significant
technological advances that could challenge
our national security. This critically impor-
tant research base requires a threshold
level of activity to challenge our staff and
ensure continuity of capability.

Nuclear weapon development is carried
out in C1OSCcooperation with Los Alamos
and Lawrence Livermore national laborato-
ries, which design the nuclear explosive
subsystems. Sandia weaponizes the nuclear
explosive; that is, we design the remainder
of the warhead or bomb, i“ntcgrating the
nuclear explosive component with many
Sandia-designed components to achieve
the desired military capabilities. Sandia
interfaces closely with DoD in the critical
area of weapon surety: safety, command
and control, and security. Component
manufacture and weapon assembly are
performed by other DOE contractors using
designs furnished by Sandia, Los Alamos,
and Lawrence Livermore.

Sandia’s responsibilities principally in-
clude the safing, arming, fuzing, and firing
systems; use control systems; gas transfer
systems; delivery systcm interfaces; military
liaison; stockpile surveillance; and related
testing and instrumentation. Significant
improvements in weapon safety, use con-
trol, size and weight, stockpile longevity,
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The B61 nuclear
bomb has proved to
be a long-lived and
adaptable design.
Sandia has upgraded
its nonnuclear
components over the
years with new,
proven technologies,
resulting in
continuous improve-
ments in safety,
performance, and
control,

and capability have been made in all these
systems during the more than forty years of
Sandia’s involvement.

Nuclear safety is of paramount impor-
tance in warhead development. The goal
of safety design is to provide predictable,
safe response at all times, even during
exposure to unpredictable events such as
accidents. This goal is achieved through a
combination of design features. ‘l-he nu-
clear explosive, detonators, and other
critical components of a warhead’s elec-
trical system are contained in an exclusion
region isolated from power sources by pro-
tective physical barriers. The transfer of
energy through the barriers for normal
operation is controlled by “strong link”
components to ensure electrical isolation in
abnormal environments. Other vital com-
ponents are designed as “weak links” that
become irreversibly inoperable in accident
environments at levels well below the
projected failure levels for strong links.

In the future, significant improvements
in nuclear safety will be realized if electrical
firing sets can be replaced with optical sub-
systems in which the high-power signals
required to initiate detonators are transmit-
ted by photonic energy carried by optical
fibers. In this way, conductive penetra-
tions through the safety exclusion region of
the weapon are eliminated, reducing still
further the unlikely potential that extra-
neous electrical energy might initiate a
weapon during an accident. As part of
Sandia’s Dilcct Optical Initiation project, a
prototype optical firing system has recently
been developed and is being used to
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determine operability in various weapon
environments.

In a related area, we have recently
completed exploratory development of
Laser Diode Ignition technology, which
uses low-power optical signals for control-
ling and initiating various weapon pyro-
technic functions. Through the use of
optical fibers to transmit the ignition stimu-
lus from the laser diode to the energetic
material, concerns over electrostatic cfis-
charge, electromagnetic susceptibility, and
conductance after fire are eliminated.

Control over the use of nuclear
weapons is of similar importance. incorpo-
rating use control devices in weapons or
weapon systems and implementing physi-
cal security measures contribute to meeting
this surety requirement. It is also impor-
tant to design use control devices and their
ancillary equipment to support the com-
mand and control system that permits
weapons to be used when (and only when)
authorized by the President. Sandia is the
principal laboratory supporting DOE in
fulfilling its nuclear command and control
system responsibilities.

Sandia pioneered the development of
Permissive Action Links (PALs), which
greatly enhance use control. A PAL is a
coded device within a weapon that inhibits
unauthorized use by terrorists or persons
with access authority but without command
authority. PALs were intro(iuccd in the
early 1960s when U.S. nuclear weapons
were deployed overseas in significant num-
bers. Sancfia has continurx.f to enhance usc
control designs for greater operational
capability and flexibility.

A new PAL coded switch, the Code-
Activated Processor, now in production,
includes cryptographic features that
substantially improve the security of PAL
code information. In addition, Sancfia is
developing the ground-based ancillary
equipment required to support worldwide
peacetime and wartime I> Al.operations.
These programs have led to involvement
code management systems to facilitate
weapon systems utilization in support of
U.S. response policy and to the develop-
ment of systems that minimize support
manpower required by the user services.

A number of pro~ranls are in place to

in

support the cornnlari’d and control rcquirc-
mcnts of DoD and I.X>I\as defined in a
National Security I>ccision Directive signed

by the President in 1987. The Air Force
has a requirement for the capability to
recode PA1,s on all weapons loaded on the
rotary launcher of a strategic aircraft
through a single connection, as opposed to
dismounting each weapon for individual
recoding. To meet this new requirement,
Sandia is developing a Secure Recode
System (S1{S) that will provide for en-
crypted recode of the weapons’ PAL
devices. The S1/S consists of a new recodcr
and associated headquarters equipment.
This new system will be delivered to the Air
Force in FY 1993.

An encrypted secure recode system is
being developed to support tactical
weapons recode operations. The design of
this system, the Tactical Secure Recode
System, will provide the military increased
PAL code management flexibility and effi-
ciency for the tactical nuclear weapons
stockpile and associated deployments of
the future. Verifiable control procedures
have been developed and arc being im-
plemented worldwide in conjunction with
NSA and LJNA to improve the security of
equipment supporting PAL operations.

Research and development on gas
boosting systems for weapons and weapon
concepts is being pursued. This activity
centers around performance evaluation and
component lifetime prediction in stock-
piled and proposed weapons. Fundamental
research and applied technology are being
used to assure stockpile safety, design
flexibility, long lifetimes, and component
reliability.

Nuclear weapon systems are developed
in response to changing military require-
ments. When a ncw weapon systcm is
needed, L>OE works with DoD to outline its
military characteristics and environments,
specify the number of units required, and
identify an appropriate delivery system.
The DOE laboratories and production plants
arc rmponsiblc for the design, develop-
ment, testing and certification, production,
maintenance, stockpile surveillance, and
retirement of the warhead. These activities
occur in seven phases:

. Phase 1 evaluates new concepts and
advances in technology for possible
application to nuclear weapons.

● Phase 2 involves a competitive
technical feasibility study examining
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the military requirements and cost-
effectivcncss of a new weapon system.
Phase 2A is a detailed design and cost
study for a selected system.

● Phase 3 commences when DoD de-
cides to proceed with a weapon system
acquisition. It involves the engineer-
ing development work for a warhead,
including overall design definition and
component development.

● Phase 4 is production engineering.
Design and manufacturing develop-
ment are completed, and manufactur-
ing processes are established.

● Phase 5 begins with first production.
These first units are rigorously checked
in the laboratory and in the field.
Ancillary equipment and manuals arc
completed during this phase.

● Phase 6 is quantity production of the
weapon and maintenance of the
weapon in the stockpile. Upgrades or
modifications may be perfor]ncd during
Phase 6 if rcquirrxi. Stockpile evalua-
tion sampling and surveillance con-
tinue throughout stockpile life.

● Phase 7 retires the weapon from
stockpile and reclaims nuclear material
and reusable parts.

Sandia is involved in all phases of the
life cycle of nuclear weapons. Applied
R&D is the principal activity in Phases 1
through 4 and continues to support the
production and surveillance activities of
Phases 5 through 7.

Phase 1 studies arc currently in progress
for three warheads: a High-Power Radio
Frequency (HPRF) warhead, a Minuteman
III replacement warhead, and a Precision,
Low-Yield Warhead (P1,YWD). ‘l’he PLYWD
study is just beginning. The HPRF study is
nearly complete and continuation in a
Phase 11 program is being considered.

In addition, Sarrdia is participating in
several informal, joint Do D/L)OE nuclear
weapon studies for weapon options that
will be examined in the FY 1992-97 time
frame. Such studies include hypersonic
delivery, ICBM precision delivery, non-
strategic nuclear forces, advanced technol-
ogy warheads, and insertable components.
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Several pre-l>hase 1 internal studies are also
in progress.

Feasibility of a proposed nuclear
weapon system is studied in Phase 2. A fea-
sibility study must be formally requested by
DoD and begins when accepted by DOE.
Each study is a joint effort involving the
military services, the DOE Albuquerque
Field Office, and the three nuclear weapon
laboratories. During the study period, two
competing design teams—one Lawrence
Livcrmore/Sandia and one Los Alamos/
Sandia-consider a range of design options,
including adaptation of an existing war-
head. The teams must evaluate not only
the tradeoffs among the physical, cost, and
military characteristics of the proposed
weapon, but also the manufacturing and
assembly requirements that would be
imposed.

A Phase 2 study has recently been
completed for a Strategic Earth-Penetrating
Weapon (SEPW) deployable on Air Force
and Navy carriers. A Phase 2A-equivalent
study (cost-effectiveness) has also been
completed for possible application of the
W80 warhead (used on cruise missiles) to
the Short-Range Attack Missile, SRAM-A.

Development engineering for new
weapons or for improvements to weapons
in stockpile occurs in Phase 3. Currently
there are no Phase 3 projects in progress.
During the FY 1992–97 time frame wc are
planning for Phase 3 starts for systems with
greatly enhanced surety features. We are
preserving our essential development
engineering competcncim through internal
programs in technology maturation and
systems engineering.

For example, over two years ago Sandia
began to establish the Focal Point/STEP
process for the maturation of components
and subsystems for stockpile upgrades and
for modular use in future weapon systems.
The program was structured to respond to
two predictions: (1) there will be fewer
development programs for new weapon
systems, and (2) future development
budgets will be limited. In the face of
these constraints, we needed a technology
development process that could generate a
variety of high-quality, state-of-the-art
components that could be applied to
specific weapon system programs with a
minimum of development risk and cost.

The first Icvel of this program, Focal
Point, is advanced development in a system
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context. Focal Point evaluates new system
architectures and components to meet
long-term or emerging needs. It draws
upon technologies with demonstrated
feasibility and seeks to determine their
suitability for weapon applications.

The second level, S’1’EP (Stockpile
Transition Enabling Program), selects from
Focal Point outputs and advances them
through full-scale engineering to produc-
tion readiness. S’l’l;l) demonstrates func-
tionality and producibility with detailed
designs and component testing. ‘1’hc
development environment is not associ-
ated with a specific weapon system.
Rather, it seeks to develop standardized,
modular, advanced subsystems and compo-
nents for multiple system applications.

The Focal Point/STF,P program precisely
defines the stages of component or sub-
system development and imposes formal
milestone reviews to ensure that all com-
ponents in development offer significant
improvements in surety, reliability, waste
minimization, and cost. The reviews in-
volve not only Sandia’s own designers and
technical management, but also representa-
tives from production agencies and DOE.
Advanced components and subsystems
resulting from the Focal Point/S’I’El) pro-
gram are then available for system applica-
tion if needed.

MAST (Multiple Application Surety
Technologies), a current warhead proto-
type system, uses improved surety compo-
nents and subsystems in a product realiza-
tion process conducted with Phase 3 rigor.
Product realization teams composed of labo-
ratory design engineers and production
plant manufacturing and process engineers
exercise modern industrial techniques such
as concurrent engineering, computer-aided
design and process tools, and environmen-
tally conscious manufacturing to emulate
production within targeted cost, schedule,
and waste minimization parameters. ‘l’his
activity assures that the laboratory/
production agency interface remains intact
and fully capable of supporting a quality
weapon-system production program.

Sandia’s work does not stop with com-
pletion of an engineering design (Phase 3)
but continues throughout Phases 4, 5, 6,
and 7. Phase 4 is initiated by the l]roduc-
tion and Planning Directive, the official
DOE order to produce warheads. This
directive authorizes the DOI. production

plants to expend resources for tooling,
capital equipment, and other production
preparations. Similarly, it authorizes Sandia
to prepare for warhead production, includ-
ing the establishment of requirements for
special tooling and production equipment
and preparation of manuals and subsystem
test plans. One program is now in Phase 4:

● W89 Short-Ronge Attack Missile (SRAM)
Warhead—This warhead, originally
designed for the cancelled SRAM II, is
being considered for possible retrofit
into the existing Air Force air-to-
ground short-range attack missile
(SRAM-A).

The First Production Unit (FPU) is a
major program milestone that occurs during
the relatively brief Phase 5. During this
phase, the weapon and its production
processes are evaluated and final problems
resolvccl before quantity production
commences with Phase 6.

The workload associated with weapon
retirements is expected to increase. In the
past, the volume of weapon retirements
was low enough that the work was per-
formed largely by hand. New, automated
processes will have to be developed to
safely and cost-effectively handle the
increased traffic expected in the near
future. Several weapons arc in Phase 7 at
the present time:

● W33, W48, and W79 Artillery-Firccl
Atomic Projectiles (AFAPs)

● B53 Strategic Bomb

. 1]57 Tactical Strike/Depth Romb

● B61-0,4 Tactical Bombs

● W56 Mirrllteman 11 and W62 Minliteman
111 Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
Warheads

● W68 Poseidon Mark 3 Submarine
Launched Ballistic Missile Warhead

● W70 Lance Short-Range ‘1’actical
Surface-to-Surface Missile Warhead

● W71 Spflrtun Anti-Ballistic Missile
Warhead
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Specific weapon dismantlement proce-
dures arc being defined in conjunction
with DOE and DoD. Given the likelihood
that the dismantlement process will be
accelerated, we are placing special empha-
sis on certain activities, including surety
concerns during disassembly, transporta-
tion, and staging. We will expand the
computerized Pantex capacity utilization
model to include methods for optimizing
the utilization of staging assets. The feasi-
bility of developing similar predictive mod-
els for the DOE transportation workload
will be investigated, and software for inte-
grating the various DC)E/DoD stockpile data
bases will be developed.

Sandia’s robotics technologies arc being
used to develop systems to assist in weapon
dismantlement, addressing disassembly,
inspection, cleaning, and packaging func-
tions, including the separation and removal
of high explosives. There will be further
utilization of Sandia’s system engineering,
surety, and systems integration capabilities
in identifying near-term staging and long-
term storage options.

Waste minimization plans for all
weapons programs will be expanded to
include the dismantlement process. Tech-
nologies for the treatment and disposal of
classified wastes will also be developed with
an emphasis on ensuring conformance with
anticipated regulatory policy. l~inally, the
condition of all materials and components
removed from the stockpile will be exam-
ined, assessed, and evaluated to expand the
data base of weapon materials and
components.

Sandia National laboratories, by the
nature of its nuclear weapons work, con-
ducts numerous activities that may affect
environment, safety, and health compli-
ance at off-site locations such as military
facilities and weapon production agencies
as well as its own sites. Activities have
expanded at all Sandia locations to assure
that full compliance with federal, state, and
local laws and regulations is maintained. In
addition, a joint program with DOE’s pro-
duction agencies is being started to reduce
manufacturing hazards for all weapon pro-
grams. The completion of this program will
take several years. Changes to weapon
designs will be verified to ensure that other
requirements are not compromised.

Nuclear directed-energy wcapons—
Work on nuclear directed-energy weapons
(NDEW) supports technology development
to avoid technological surprise and to en-
able future, but as yet imperfectly defined,
weapon options. The role of the NDEW
program has been to assess the potential of
a foreign NDEW system against a U.S. stra-
tegic defense system and offensive nuclear
deterrent and to develop a technology base
for development of U.S. NDEW systems if
needed. The FALCON laser, x-ray lasers,
and hypervclocity projectiles are currently
being addressed.

FALCON (fission-activated laser con-
cept) has been under development at
Sandia for several years. The concept is for
a device that uses fission fragments from
nuclear reactions to directly pump a lasant
gas. This type of laser is often called a reac-
tor pumped laser. Key issues are addressed
with analytical and computational theory,
reactor experiments on Sandia’s ACRR and
S1’11-111reactors, and laboratory experi-
ments using electron beam devices. Tech-
nology demonstration and scaling to a
weapon-sized laser will benefit from scaling
tests at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory TREAT reactor and the construc-
tion of a laser prototype to demonstrate
capabilities for specific application. Practi-
cal applications for national security are
being evaluated. The FALCON program will
be phased out by FY 1995 unless a cus-
tomer is identified for the next phase of
cicvelopment.

Lawrence Livermorc National Labora-
tory is the Icad laboratory for the x-ray laser
program. In support of this program, we
provide abovcgmund experiments in col-
laboration with LLNL scientists on photo-
ionization and photo-pumping physics
using the Saturn accelerator, new materials
development, and materials for under-
ground tests.

I.os Alamos National Laboratory is the
lead laboratory for the hypcrvelocity pro-
jectile (HVP) program. Sandia uses a com-
bination of above-ground testing, analytical
theory, and specially developed computer
codes (with a detailed treatment of the
strength of materials) to support LANL in
the design of future experiments and the
assessment of vulnerability and lethality of
HVP weapons.

In FY 1993 the x-ray laser and hyper-
velocity projectile programs will become
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part of our multi-application technology
base activities.

Technology base activities—1’o support
exploratory weapon concepts and devel-
opment of advanced components, Sandia
conducts research and long-range cfevclop-
ment in solid-state physics, materials and
processes, applied mechanics, and com-
puter science and applied mathematics.

Microelectronics technology is critical
to the development of components for
modern nuclear weapons. Sanclia is en-
gaged in research to understand the fun-
damental electrical, mechanical, magnetic,
and structural properties of electronic
materials. We are exploring new tech-
niques for fabricating and selectively
altering thin film layers, surfaces, and new
surface regions to aid in controlling the
properties of microdevices. Recent ad-
vances in this technology suggest new
applications to improve military effective-
ness, survivability, use control, accountabil-
ity, and safety.

Sandia has developed techniques for
fabricating radiation-hardened microelec-
tronic devices for usc in nuclear weapon
components. These components must be
able to withstand the long-term intrinsic
radiation from a weapon’s own radioactive
materials as well as the intense radiation
that could occur during a nuclear conflict.
Details of Sandia’s jointly-sponsored micro-
electronics initiatives can be found in the
section entitled, “Multiple Sponsors, ” (page
88).

Sandia is intensively pursuing R&D of
compound semiconductors such as gallium
arsenide and iridium arsenide. Compound
semiconductors will play a greater role in
future weapon systems for improved safety
and use control. This technology is already
being incorporated in radars and secure
data transmission systems. Future applica-
tions are envisioned to include micro lasers,
photodetectors, and optical computers.

Broad expertise in materials and pro-
cesses is essential for the design, dcvclop-
mmrt, testing, and manufacture of weapon
systems and components. Performance can
be significantly degraded by problems re-
sulting from inappropriate rnatcrials. Prob-
lems may arise as a result of conditions
introduced during processing or because of
incompatibilities twtwecn materials. A
further concern arises from our desire to

minimize the use of hazardous materials.
Sandia performs applied research in

metals (including alloy development), inor-
ganic materials (including glasses, ceramics,
coatings, and pyrotechnics), and organic
materials (including plastics, elastomers,
polymer foams, adhesives, encapsulant,
insulators, and organic matrix composites).
We develop and characterize materials
processes, including synthesis, forming,
joining, modification, and cleaning. We
also study the interactions of materials,
particularly degradation processes such as
corrosion, fatigue, crack growth, aging, and
chemical incompatibilities.

Complex, thin-walled castings are
essential components in many weapons.
Sandia engineers and scientists have
developed the capability to model metal
casting processes as well as the experi-
mental facility to cast high-performance
alloys. We have developed an integrated
program called Fast Cast to reduce the time
needed to produce ncw investment
castings.

Welding is a critical step in the manu-
facture of a nuclear weapon system and
components. Weld defects may introduce
serious problems, and wcldmcnts may
interact with their environments in differ-
ent ways than the base metal. Welding
phenomena are not well understood and
arc difficult to study experimentally. How-
ever, by using advanced computer codes
run on a supercornputer, researchers have
been able to model the influences of weld
parameters such as torch alignment, arc
current, geometric irregularities, and the
motion of liquid metal in the weld pool.
‘l’his knowledge permits better control over
the welding process.

Superconducting materials have the
potential to greatly increase the speed of
microelectronic devices for microwave
communication and high-speed signal
processing. Sandia materials scientists have
succeeded in making device-quality thin
films of the new thallium-based super-
conducting compounds on two-inch wafers.
The new films have zero resistance at tem-
peratures up to 110 Kelvin and can carry
current densities in excess of 975,000
amperes per square centimeter at liquid
nitrogen tcmpcraturc without observable
resistance. Based on these materials and
new process technology, microelectronic
circuits utilizing the superconducting flux
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flow transistor developed by Sandia have
out-performed conventional electronics in
a number of microwave and digital circuit
applications. Current work is pursuing
materials development and multi-layer
structural and improved circuits.

One of Sandia’s primary responsibilities
is to understand the behavior of warhead
systems during accidents. Crashes, drops,
and fires must be understood and analyzed.
Sandia conducts considerable research in
applied mechanics with an emphasis on
the deformation of inelastic structures
under extreme conditions of shock and
temperature. Research is conducted in
several aspects of mechanics and thermo-
dynamics, including the development of
equations and computational methods for
modeling such phenomena. The design of
nuclear weapon structures for their in-

Rick Blum welds metal as
diagnostic equipment checks
the work. Sandia metallurgists
and soft ware specialists are
devising computer codes to
advance the basic under-
standing of welding and
improve welding processes.
Predictable, parameter-driven,
welding process technology is
important in weapon
manufacturing operations and
will benefit commercial
manufacturing immensely.

tended functioning and for behavior in
severe accidents is conducted using analysis
and materials modeling tools developed at
Sandia. The design of safing systems relies
heavily on our thermal analysis capability.
Shipping containers, fuzcs, and compo-
nents are also designed using these tools.

The aerodynamics and flight mechanics
of the bombs, missiles, and reentry bodies
that carry nuclear warheads must be uncler-
stood. We have developed computer codes
to predict the aerodynamics and behavior
of these vehicles. Trisonic and hypersonic
wind tunnels are used to measure flight
characteristics of scaled vehicle models.
Our work with high-performance parachute
systems configured to some nuclear
weapons is a comprehensive program of
research, development, design, production,
and stockpile maintenance.
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Computation is an indispensable tool in
many aspects of the nuclear weapon R&I)
program. It accelerates the scientific
method by extending predictive capabili-
ties and improves design engineering by
permitting unlimited simulations of design
adjustments. However, the vector process-
ing supercomputcrs that have been the
dominant architecture of the last decade
are not adequate for many classes of prob-
lems in applied physics, materials science,
and structural and fluid mechanics. There-
fore, Sandia conducts an aggressive R&D
effort in parallel processing.

In recent work Sandia scientists have
developed massively parallel codes for
three-dimensional solid dynamics that run
an order of magnitude faster on the newest
Hypercube parallel processing computer
than on standard supcrcomputers. Another
development is radar simulation for which
the massively parallel version runs two
orders of magnitude faster than the original
supercomputer program. In addition,
massively parallel codes show promise for
permitting real-time solutions to battle
management scenarios previously thought
infeasible in real time. Current projects
include three-dimensional wave propaga-
tion and radiation hydrodynamics codes for
nuclear weapons applications. The goal is
to produce a thousandfold increase in
computational capability for nuclear
weapons design and simulation. Other

ongoing projects are aimed at developing
the software infrastructure necessary to
effectively perform parallel computing:
ncw mathematical methods, algorithms, and
computing utilities and environments.

Sandia is conducting research into
advanced computer architectures for both
embedded and scientific applications. A
scalable multiprocessor computer architec-
ture based upon the combination of
dataflow and traditional von Neumann
computational models is being developed
that addresses the twin goals of perfor-
mance and programmability. High-speed,
memory-based, interconnect systems for
combining multiple processors into a single,
high-performance computing environment
are also being developed. These architec-
tures are designed to provide the ex-
tremely high computation rates required
for the design, simulation, and operation of
next generation weapons systems.

Sandia is also conducting R&D on the
robotics technologies that will allow indus-
trial robots to be used in the Department of
Energy’s batch manufacturing operations.
Development activities are being carried
out for Rocky Flats, Pantex, Y-12, Allied-
Signal, and Savannah River.

Weapon disassembly will be greatly
improved with application of a new intelli-
gent machine designed by Sandia. During
disassembly, the radioactive pit of a nuclear
weapon must be removed, physically

Computer scientists
)ohn VanDyke and
/ames Tom&ins confer
over data showing
successful use of
massively parallel
computing to track
many thousands of
simulated warheads
and decoys in mid-
course trajectories in
real time.
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separated from the high explosive, locked
into a handling fixtur~, and then placed
inside a drum for transport. Workers now
perform these tasks by hand. The new,
automated disassembly system (soon to be
tested at Pantex) will eliminate direct
human handling of radioactive materials.

Other applied mathematics work per-
tains to data and communication security,
message authentication, control of nuclear
weapons, personnel identity verification
for access control, and systems for authen-
ticating data acquired to verify compliance
with test ban treaties.

Testing

Hostile radiation environments for a
nuclear weapon system are cited in its
stockpile-to-target sequence (STS), and the
resulting electrical and mechanical re-
quirements are key design specifications.
These specifications are developed jointly
by DoD and DOE to balance mission re-
quirements, cost, schedule, and available
technology.

Sandia’s radiation effects testing pro-
gram certifies that components and sub-
systems will function reliably in the hostile
nuclear burst environments that may be
encountered in the spccificd S1S. These
threats include the nuclear radiation out-
puts of x-rays, gamma rays, and neutrons.
We employ a combination of aboveground
testing (AGT), analysis, and underground
testing (UGT) for this development and
certification process.

Congress has recently mandated that
the DOE weapons laboratories take steps
toward less reliance on underground
testing. We are not yet in a position to
certify future or reconfigured strategic
systems without underground tests. It is
important that we pursue AGT/UGT corre-
lation programs that will clemonstratc the
extent to which system certification can be
achieved by abovcground testing alone.
Accomplishing this national mandate will
require an accelerated program of AGT/UGT
correlations and above-ground test protocol
demonstrations, along with cnhanccd AGT
capabilities.

In 1991 we began a program in cooper-
ation with DNA to assess our ability to
correlate aboveground and underground
test results for electronic systems and
extrapolate them to realistic hostile envi-

ronments. The goal of this work is to de-
velop a test protocol for certifying nuclear
survivability with less or no reliance on
underground testing.

It is important that the United States be
able to continue radiation testing of
weapon systems, subsystems, and compo-
nents even if there should be a compre-
hensive test ban. Changes in stockpile size
will dictate changes in weapon STSS. A
smaller, reconfigured stockpile will present
substantial certification challenges over the
next decade. We must be able to test our
systems to radiation-hostile environments
and fratricide. Recent budget reductions
have impaired our ability to field under-
ground tests and are putting our above-
-ground x-ray, gamma-ray, and neutron
testing capabilities at risk. The mandate to
prepare for further test reductions requires
additional investment now in these critical
areas.

We have identified needed areas of
improvement in our AGT capabilities, in-
cluding rise time, pulse width, and fluencc
improvements in Saturn and Hermes 111
and construction of two new facilities to
cover testing that now can only be con-
ducted underground.

I’he first new facility is the Externally-
L>rivcn Nuclear Assembly (EDNA), which
woLIld employ a state-of-the-art linear
induction accelerator and a fast-burst
reactor. EDNA represents a world-class
abovcground test capability based upon the
proven Hermes 111 and SPR-111 technolo-
gies. EDNA would make it possible to
subject warhead components to extremely
fast neutron pulses, high-fidelity source
region EMP (S REM P), and realistic synergis-
tic environments (gammas followed by
neutrons). Currently these environments
can only be created with underground
testing.

The second new facility is a cold and
warm x-ray facility that would permit test-
ing of materials and structures currently
possible only with underground testing. In
consideration of cost-cffectivencss, we will
withdraw our request for this facility should
the DECADE facility prcrposcd by DNA
meet our needs.

Our present underground testing pro-
gram includes the following elements:

1. Understanding, predicting, and measur-
ing the outputs of nuclear detonations
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2.

3.

4.

and their interactions with surrounding
media.

Understanding the sources used in
underground tests to produce outputs
that meet technical requirements.

Interacting with groups providing the
aboveground testing and analytical
calculations to ensure that maximum
benefit is derived from the expensive
and time-consuming experiments
undertaken at NTS.

Planning, preparing, fielding, conduct-
ing, and analyzing the results of these
experiments to certify the radiation
hardness of SanrJia’s components.

While some tests have been fired in
vertical shafts, most arc conducted in
tunnels mined horizontally into the side of
Rainier Mesa, a plateau at the north end of
NTS. Typically, a network of tunnels ex-
tends from a common portal for several
miles under the mesa and 1500 feet below
its surface. A small nuclear device is ex-
ploded at one end of a tapered, evacuated
line-of-sight pipe. Experiments arrayed
down the pipe to its larger end, perhaps
1000 feet away, are exposed to the radia-
tion output of the source device. For a
desired STS exposure level, a component
will be placed at the distance that will give
that dose, while others will be positioned
closer and farther to bracket that level.

We typically utilize between 15 and 20

l; +,.,.,.:
,-,.
,+

percent of the space available on effects
tests sponsored by the Defense Nuclear
Agency (DNA) at a rate of about one test
per year. We estimate that the new
AGT/UGT correlation work required to
meet our test ban readiness and “further
limitations” needs will necessitate dedi-
cated tests in FY 1995 and FY 1997. Details
of this plan will be available in July 1992.

In order to document the test envi-
ronment, Sandia, along with DNA con-
tractors, develops and fields radiation out-
put diagnostic experiments. We develop
specialized instrumentation to measure
sample and component responses. Pres-
sure, stress, strain, impulse, temperature,
acceleration, velocity, and displacement are
measured in the severe radiation environ-
ment of the test chamber. We have also
had to develop and field highly reliable and
flexible recording systems capable of up to
1000 channels of information.

Sandia supports the DOE weapon de-
velopment program at NTS by supplying
arming and firing components and neutron
generators for Lawrence Livermore and Los
Alamos tests. We also work with Lawrence
Livermorc to arm and fire their tests.
Working with integrated contractors such as
General Electric Neutron Devices, we de-
velop new arming and firing components
and neutron generator designs. In addi-
tion, our UGT capabilities are available to
other government agencies through reim-
bursable arrangements.

Our above-ground experimental (AGEX)
facilities—the Saturn, Hermes 111, and Proto

y .
..,
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The Hermes Ill linear
induction accelerator
has proved to be a
valuable resource for
weapon effects testing.
The gamma-ray accel-
erator takes advantage
of short-pulse, low-
inductance, pulsed-
power technology to
provide dose-rate area
products not available
elsewhere in ACT.
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II accelerators and the S1’R-111 AND ACRR
reactors—are primarily used to simulate x-
ray, gamma-ray, and neutron environ-
ments. Saturn and Hermes 111 are pulsed
power machines that generate low or high
voltage bremsstrahlltng, electron beams, and
radiation from plasma sources (Saturn), and
are used to simulate the x-ray and gamma-
ray portion of conventional nuclear
weapon threats. We typically test reentry
vehicles, missile and satellite components,
and subsystems in these simulated x-ray
and gamma-ray environments.

Sandia’s radiation facilities are unique
national resources for high-fidelity simula-
tion of nuclear weapon effects. The ACRR
is a pool-type reactor with an annular-
shaped core formed around the dry, central
irradiation cavity. The spectrum and timing
of the ACRR is representative of most cn -
doatmospheric engagements. The reactor is
also used to simulate high-level gamma en-
vironments. It is the only facility in the
United States capable of properly simulat-
ing a fireball fly-through for total dose. The
SPR-111 fast pulse reactor is an unmoderated
cylindrical assembly of fully enriched ura-
nium alloyed with 10 percent molybr.fe-
num. These facilities are major AGEX
capabilities.

As capable as these existing AGEX facili-
ties are, they are still limited in comparison
to UG1. Very high intensities over large
areas cannot be achieved in the x-ray and
gamma-ray simulators. Even with the
improvements in our AG’1’ capabilities
described above and the addition of the
two new ACT facilities, testing for ther-
monuclear effects in full structures could
still only be accomplished with UGT.
Nevertheless, by pursuing an accelerated
program of AGT/UGT correlations, enhanc-
ing our present AGT capabilities, and
constructing two new AGT facilities, we
believe we can achieve the mandated state
of less reliance on underground testing.

Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF)

ICF has provided the principal pulsed
power technology and facilities for our
exploration of inertial fusion as a future x-
ray source for nuclear weapon effects
testing, weapon physics studies, and fusion
power production. The low cost and high
efficiency of the pulsed power approach
have permitted unique megajoule-class

facilities to be constructed and utilized for
ICI: research. Two of these facilities, the
Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator I (PIIFA 1)
and Proto II, have fulfilled their original
research purposes and have been con-
verted into new machines, Saturn and
Proto II—major national facilities for nu-
clear weapon effects simulation, nuclear
directed energy weapon x-ray laser re-
search, radiation flow research, and
survivability testing.

The pulsed power technology base
developed primarily with ICF funding
forms the core of our expertise in the DOE
Center for Pulsed Power Research and con-
tributes to national security today as we
develop more challenging applications.
The same low cost and high efficiency of
pulsed power technology permit the light
ion approach to ICF to enable cost-
effcctive intermediate applications, such as
accelerator production of tritium, fusion
materials irradiation, and accelerator-based
transmutation of nuclear waste in the
longer term.

Our responsibilities include technical
direction of all DOE-f uncIed activities for
the light ion ICI: approach. Sandia directs
light ion efforts in beam-target interactions,
beam generation and transport, focusing,
target implosion, and theory. Sandia’s
Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator 11 (PBFA
11) is the world’s most powerful particle
accelerator, consisting of 36 pulsed power
modules arranged around a central hub
delivering power from all directions.

‘[’he success of an ICI: experiment
hinges on how effectively an intense beam
of particles can be focused onto a small fuel
pellet, causing its atoms to fuse, releasing
energy. If fusion can be accomplished
under the right circumstances, the fuel
should ignite. With sufficient energy on
the target, a break-even point should be
reached where more energy will be pro-
duced than was used to start the process. It
may then be possible to engineer fusion
energy for applications.

Recent experiments give us confidence
that a laboratory source of thermonuclear
radiation may be obtainable through ICF if
the four major technology milestones can
be further developed and integrated on
PIIFA 11:

1. Multi-modular synchronized pulsed
power was developed in FY 1988.
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2.

3.

4.

The physics of intense ion beam gen-
eration and focusing was adequately
understood in l~Y 1989 with the com-
pletion of the 5 TW/cm2 major mile-
stone.

The plasma opening switch met its
milestone in FY 1990.

The lithium ion source decision nlile-
stone was met in FY 1990.

Integration of these technologies by FY
1993 should open a new era in light ion
ICF by enabling high-quality radiation-
dominated experiments with ion-heated
hohlraurns after two decades of research and
development for a low-cost, efficient,
multi-megajoule technology for ICF applica-
tions for Defense Programs.

The near-term goal of the program is to
establish the feasibility of lCF using ion
beams produced directly from a pulsed
power generator by meeting the milestones
established with the Koonin Panel under
the National Academy of Sciences review.
The longer term, 10-15 yei.rr goal of the
program is to provide .the driver to ignite
thermonuclear fuel on a PBFA 11 upgrade in
the 1990s for a I..aboratory Microfusion
Facility for military applications in the
2000-2010 decade. Ultimately, the low
cost and high efficiency of the pulsed
power approach may provide fusion power
generation for electricity.

Gordon Chandler holds a
target chamber used in lCf
experiments at Sandia’5
powerful PBFA II
accelerator. Targets are
inserted into the
machine’s central vacuum
chamber located behind
team members Paul
Rockett and Mark Derzon.
Experiments are
concentrating on
improving the focusing of
the accelerator’s lithium
ion beam.

Production and Surveillance

The authorization of production engi-
neering (Phase 4) is the starting point for
production and surveillance activities. The
role of Sandia and the nuclear design labo-
ratories during Phase 4 is to complete the
development process and record a
weapon’s design in the form of drawings,
manufacturing specifications, and process
instructions that can be used by the DOE
production plants to carry out component
manufacturing and weapon assembly. It is a
large and complex task. Thousands of
engineering drawings and other design
definition documentation are furnished to
the production plants for the manufacture
of a nuclear weapon.

Sandia is the lead laboratory for the
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM)
Program within the DOE nuclear weapons
complex. The objective of this program is
to establish a unified approach to the man-
agement and communication of computer-
based product definition data. Sandia pro-
vides technical leadership and direction for
the CIM program in identifying and im-
plementing cost-effective initiatives to
promote the creation, exchange, utiliza-
tion, and storage of product definition in
electronic, computer-sensible form. Cur-
rent efforts deal with the exchange and
utilization of CAD-generated drawings and
specifications containing both text and
graphics.
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Integration of new and existing CAD/
CAE/CAM systems is an important goal for
Sandia. Integration will provide project
continuity from one phase of development
to the next as well as flexibility in applica-
tion of computer-aided tools to a broad
spectrum of needs. NIRVANA, a project
for electrical design and fabrication, was
implemented in 1991. A second project
that addresses mechanical design, ACCORD,
was started in 1991 and will be imple-
mented in 1992. The infrastructure
needed to support the integration includes
computer networks, design and test data-
bases, and a configuration management
system.

The integration effort reflects the need
for concurrent engineering, the simul-
taneous participation of all contributors to a
project—design, fabrication, test, analysis,
and manufacturing. This need is addressed
in an advanced network development
project, Interactive Concurrent Engineer-
ing (ICE), that will allow real-time, shared
usc of computer-aided design tools by all
project members, regardless of location. All
integration activities arc conducted in close
concert with Allied Signal, Kansas City
Division. The integrated environment and
associated information systems will support
DOE Reconfiguration and Dismantlement
activities.

As part of its lead laboratory assignment,
Sandia works closely with the DoD
Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics
Support (CALS) program, which has goals

and objectives similar to those of the DOE
CIM program. Working together with the
CALS program will help promote standards
across both DOE and DoD, eliminate dupli-
cation, and facilitate implementation of
concurrent engineering practices for priva-
tization of nonnuclear component manu-
facturing and rapid commercialization of
DOE technologies.

The laboratories work closely with the
DOE production plants during and after
development to ensure that the design will
be manufactured cost-effectively and that
the end product will meet the design
intent. Sandia provides technical advice
and direct field assistance to resolve prob-
lems that arise during production and
stockpile life. We also furnish engineering
instructions associated with weapon retire-
ment, support plant nuclear safety pro-
grams, evaluate tool-made sample assem-
blies and components, provide software
quality assurance for test equipment con-
trol, and furnish technical input for joint
DoD/DOE nuclear weapon safety studies
and operational reviews.

Sandia and the production contractor
Allied Signal, Kansas City Division, are
jointly pursuing a manufacturing quality ini-
tiative. Engineers from both organizations
have developed a certification, qualifica-
tion, and monitoring (CQM) methodology
they believe will measurably improve
weapon component quality.

The CQM mcthodoloxv incorporates
the ideas OF W. Edwards fi~ming, “whose

Sondia has developed a
capability to support
concurrent engineering by
sharing CAE programs
among several participants
in a design conference.
Each of the participants—
who might be separated by
long distances-can
simultaneously view and
manipulate the design
object.
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theories on quality manufacturing have
been widely adopted in Japan. The
premise of Deming’s work is that product
quality is best improved by formalizing and
improving the production processes them-
selves. CQM analyzes the constituent tasks
from design through production, qualifies
them by demonstrating that they con-
tribute to a quality product, and provides
for ongoing monitoring so that continuous
improvements in the process can be mea-
sured. Definitions of CQM for specific
component programs have been estab-
lished and implementation is proceeding.

Sandia conducts an ongoing quality
assurance program for all nuclear weapons
in stockpile. This function is performed
through a stockpile evaluation program that
includes flight and laboratory testing of
subsystems and components for each
weapon system. We develop, fabricate,
and modify system test equipment and
help design instrumented assemblies of
denuclearized weapons for joint testing
with the military. We also collect and serve
as the repository for all data associated with
weapon production and related testing and
keep it in retrievable form.

Sandia’s responsibilities also include
providing primary physical anti electrical
standards for equipment calibration for the

entire nuclear weapons production com-
plex. We provide classroom and field train-
ing in weapons handling for DOE, DoD, and
laboratory personnel; conduct field engi-
neering activities, such as providing spare
parts and coordinating product change
proposals; and prepare and maintain
manuals and source data on all weapons and
ancillary equipment.

Throughout all of these functions, it is
imperative that high standards of quality be
maintained. Our evolving quality ethic is
placing increased emphasis on meeting the
needs and expectations of our sponsors.
During the formative stages of a weapon
system, we are emphasizing the develop-
ment of clear and reasonable requirements
and the evolution of a design concept that
meets those requirements. The design and
development processes are pursued jointly
with DOE manufacturing groups and ven-
dors so that manufacturability, cost, ES&H,
and other issues are incorporated in the
development process from the beginning.
After the weapon enters production, we
continue to evaluate the manufacturing
and stockpile history, making whatever
manufacturing process, design, or retrofit
changes are necessary to ensure a reliable,
safe, and secure nuclear weapon.
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Office of Arms Control

Sandia supports DOE with research, development, and analysis for arms control, verifi-
cation, and nonproliferation technology and policy development. Sandia has one of the
oldest and largest programs of such work in support of U.S. arms control and nonprolifera-
tion policies. This work has always been an important corollary to our nuclear weapon R&D
rcspo-nsibility, which is a requisite expertise fo; knowledgeable arms control dcvel~pment.

Effective with FY 1992 the DOE Office of Arms Control no longer reports to the
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs.

GC Verification

Summary of Programs for
Office of Arms Control

(Operating BA in $ million)

Pro~ram Title w ~ ~ ~

and Control Technologies 46.7 52.0

Percent of total operating funds 3 Vo 4 Vo

Note: Amounts for FY90 and FY91 are included in the table for Defense Programs.

Verification and control
technologj~ (GC)

The Verification and Control Technol-
ogy program includes development and
deployment of satellite-borne instrumenta-
tion to verify compliance with the Limited
Test Ban Treaty; development and evalua-
tion of seismic systems and technologies for
verification of threshold or other limita-
tions on underground nuclear testing;
research and development of a variety of
systems and technologies potentially appli-
cable to the verification of agreements for
arms limitations, nonproliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, and Open
Skies (reciprocal surveillance of defense
installations from aircraft); technical
support of verification and arms control
activities; and assessment of foreign
weapons technology and other intelligence
issues.

Our satellite instrumentation is contin-
ually being improved. We continue to
deploy new optical sensors that better
detect and locate low-yield nuclear bursts in
the atmosphere, even through clouds, and
to work with Los Alamos National Labora-
tory to upgrade capabilities to cietect bursts
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in space at greater distances from earth.
Instrumentation for the Global Positioning
System (Cl%) provides almost continuous
worldwide coverage for detection and two-
dimerrsional location of atmospheric bursts
now, and will provide full coverage and
three-dimensional location when com-
pleted in 1993. The GPS data arc also used
by DoD (which shares system costs) for
tactical warning and attack assessment.
Enhancements in existing programs and
DOE participation in a major new satellite
program have required some increased
effort since 1988.

Development and evaluation of seismic
technology for detection, location, and
yield estimation of underground nuclear
explosions is continuing. The Regional
Seismic Test Network, deployed from 1982
to 1987, comprised five National Seismic
Stations in the U.S. and Canada. Infor-
mation from the network was used to
upgrade design of the stations and enhance
regional seismic analysis techniques.

NORESS, a small aperture seismic array
installed in Norway in 1985, was developed
by DOE in conjunction with DARPA. It was
augmented in 1987 with a second array
installed in northern Norway called
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ARCESS. These arrays incorporate a high-
frequency capability for improved detec-
tion and discrimination, and the resulting
data are now being used to design advanced
seismic instrumentation.

A transition from the Regional Seismic
Test Network to full-scale engineering
development of a Deployable Seismic
Verification System (DSVS) began in 1987.
DSVS was designed to provide an integrated
seismic monitoring capability to support
verification requirements associated with a
wide range of possible nuclear test monitor-
ing scenarios. The system is fully auton-
omous and self-powered, and it furnishes
high-quality, tamper-resistant seismic data
suitable for regional and tcleseismic
analyses.

A working prototype DSVS first oper-
ated in June 1989. Five such seismic
stations are now available. Onc began
operation for long-term evaluation at the
AFTAC test facility outside Pinedale,
Wyoming, in 1990.

Elements of the DSVS were incor-
porated into the Designated Seismic Station
(DSS) System, which will be used by DoD to
monitor compliance with the recently
ratified Threshold Test Ban Treaty (’I-HIT).
Future efforts will build on the DSVS tech-
nology and knowledge base to provide

solutions to meet the challenges of today’s
rapidly changing international climate. In
particular, the breakup of the Soviet Union
and recent, unsettling revelations about
the maturity of Iraq’s nuclear weapons
program will likely result in a requirement
for further improvements in our seismic
verification capabilities.

Sandia has provided several of the
technologies for verifying compliance with
the INF and START Treaties. The INF
Treaty requires that radiation sensors be
used to distinguish single warhead SS-25s
from triple warhead SS-20s during short-
noticc inspections. Neutron detectors
were developed for this purpose and are
being used by the On-Site Inspection
Agency. Neutron and gamma radiation
detectors are being investigated for moni-
toring cruise missiles and counting MIRVS as
part of the START Treaty.

In START and other treaties it is neces-
sary to distinguish between legal and illegal
treaty-limited items (’1’1.1s), such as missiles,
during on-site inspections. The concept
considered at Sandia is to attach unique,
irreproducible tags to legal TLIs that can be
examined for authenticity during inspec-
tions. We have broadened this work to
establish the technological area of informa-
tion integrity, which covers the general

.,.,,
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A Deployable Seismic
Verification System
(DSVS) developed by
Sandia has been
inst ailed in Wyoming
for evaluation, The
system is the latest
generation of seismic
monitoring devices for
detecting underground
nuclear explosions.
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application of tags and seals to treaty moni-
toring problems. ‘1’hcse problems range
from the sealing of chemical weapon facili-
ties to uniquely identifying unattended in-
country sensors that are subject to counter-
feit. An analogous technology for data
protection is the authentication of data
collected by incountry sensors. We are
developing integrated circuits incorpo-
rating new authentication algorithms to
meet the security requirements and the
size constraints of authentication systems.

Studies are underway to investigate the
impact on DOE facilities of nuclear weapon
dismantlement that could be performed
under a system of controls related to the
START treaty. In a related effort, we are
investigating ways of accounting for special
nuclear materials from dismantled weapons.
This work has provided the background
necessary to support discussions with the
Soviet Union and its successor federation
on nuclear weapon dismantlement that are
an outgrowth of President Bush’s arms
reduction initiative of September 1991.
We are also preparing the technical infor-
mation needed to support the nuclear
surety discussions proposed in the Presi-
dent’s initiative.

The proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, especially nuclear weapons,
will be the central arms control issue of the
upcoming decade. Sanclia is the principal
DOE laboratory for research and devclop-
mcmt of containment and surveillance
technologies applied to international
safeguards. We have developed and conl-
mercializcd the Modular Integrated Video
System, which will bc the principal video
surveillance standard for the IAEA for the
next ten years. We have also developed
and commercialized the Cobra Seal, a fiber

optic seal used by both the IAEA and the
United States On-Site Inspection Agency.
In adcfition to these safeguards technolo-
gies, we are exploring new concepts for
proliferation monitoring, such as all-open-
source databases, new openness measures,
and small satellite sensors.

Continuing efforts are devoted to
analyzing foreign weapons and weapon
development programs, to supporting arms
reduction negotiations, and to assessing
how our expertise can best be applied to
verification issues of interest to DOE.
l’hese efforts include R&D for arms control,
nonproliferation, treaty verification, and
application of remote sensing technology
to the detection of nuclear explosions.
Experimental activities are included to
develop a data base that can be used to
support these analyses.

An important clement of our work is
the development of airborne synthetic
aperture radar systems (SAR). We are plan-
ning test bed experiments to evaluate
parameters such as radar resolution and
target configuration that will influence SAR
designs for Open Skim and monitoring of
the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty.
We are also exploring the fusion of SAR
with other imaging data and automated data
analysis as methods for dealing with the
cicluge of data from such systems. Mas-
sively parallel processing has proven its
value by reducing processing times over
those achieved on sequential machines by
an order of magnitude or more.

We are increasing our activities on the
general problem of managing verification
information. Our aim is to develop tech-
nologies to turn the vast quantity of data
into useful information.
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Office of Security Affairs

In view of the potential consequences of nuclear energy or materials being used for
malevolent purposes, DOE’s Office of Security Affairs supports a program to develop
technology and systems for protecting nuclear facilities and materials. Sandia is a major
contributor of systems for physical security of these assets.

Summary of Programs for
Office of Security Affairs

(Operating BA in $ million)

BkF?
w Pro~ram Title ~ ~ ~ m

CD Nuclear materials safeguards and
security 11.6 12.0

Percent of total operating funds <1 /20/0 <1 /2%0

Note: Amounts for FY90 and FY91 are included in the table for Defense Programs.

Nuclear materials safeguards and
security (GD)

Sandia is the principal laboratory for
R&D on physical protection technology.
Program objectives are to support the
development and application of advanced
technology to the protection of nuclear
facilities to (1) prevent sabotage of nuclear
facilities or components that could endan-
ger the public health and safety, and (2)
prevent theft and diversion of nuclear
materials that could endanger the public.
Technologies being investigated include
those aimed at detection, delay, and
response for outside adversaries, and those
that deter and prevent insider attempts at
sabotage, theft, or diversion. The protec-
tion of classified information and parts is
another important program objective.

New concepts are developed and
analyzed to identify the most promising
approaches. Concepts with high potential
performance are engineered, imple-
mented, and operationally evaluated to
provide balanced, effective, integrated
safeguards/security systems. An important
aspect of the program is the transfer of
technology to DOE and its contractors, gov-
ernment agencies, and industry through
handbooks, seminars, workshops, imple-
mentation assistance, and equipment per-
formance specifications.

We also provide instructional support to
the DOE Central Training Academy by
developing and presenting vulnerability
assessment training using ASSESS, a software
system developed by Sandia for evaluating
safeguards and security.
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Office of New Production Reactors

To accomplish the relatively rapid design and construction schedule for the New
Production Reactors program, DOE has asked the national laboratories to lend their exper-
tise to developing and demonstrating essential technologies for assuring a high degree of
reliability and safety. Sandia has been selected by the DOE Office of New Production
Reactors (NP) to provide support for the heavy water reactor program. Our work for NP is
primarily focused on severe accident phenomenolo~y and containment integrity. This is an
~rea in which Sandia has developed ~xpertisc from-programs for the Nuclea~ Regulatory
Commission.

Summary of Programs for
Office of New Production Reactors

(Operating BA in $ million)

B&R
~ Proqram Title ~ ~ ~ ~

NP New Production Reactors 4.7 3.6 4.5 4.0

Percent of total operating funds <1 /2% <1 /2%0 <1 /20/0 <1 /2%0

New production reactors (NP)

The DOE Office of New Production
Reactors has selected Ebasco Services, Inc.
as the integrating design contractor for the
heavy-water new production reactor.
Sandia has been asked by DOE/NP to
support the design work for this reactor by
assessing the ability of proposed designs to
cope with severe accidents and other
challenges to containment.

Sandia is the lead laboratory for severe
accident phcnomenology, and is supported
by other national laboratories as needed.
The work involves characterizing phenom-
ena which may contribute to severe acci-
dents and assisting the designer in develop-
ing design options to minimize the conse-
quences of such accidents on containment.
An important tool in this work is Sandia’s

Annular Core Research Reactor, which is
used to expose fuel to rapid heating in
order to study the mechanisms of fuel
melting and disassembly.

Sandia is also the lead laboratory for
developing design criteria for containment
integrity, known as Deterministic Severe
Accident Criteria. This task requires an
extensive evaluation of containment
loading under accident conditions.

In the safeguards and security area, we
are supporting” N]) in developing criteria
and design guidance to assure a high level
of security for the plant, as well as explor-
ing how to provide such security with min-
imal impact on operations.

These activities are expected to have a
duration of three to five years, after which
Sirndia’s role will be to monitor and support
the design process.
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Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Work performed for the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
includes environmental restoration, corrective actions, waste management (including the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant), technology development, and transportation.

Office of

B&R
U

Summary of Programs for
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

(Operating BA in $ million)

Proaram Title

EW Environmental Restoration and Waste 39.3 58.3 112.9 145.9
Management

Percent of total operating funds 4940 5 Yo 8 ~0 1 Ovo

Defense waste and environmental
restoration (EW)

Environmental restoration—The goals
of the Environmental Restoration program
are to address environmental problems
resulting from past practices, assess the
extent and the nature of these problems,
and remediate the affected sites, if needed,
using the most effective and cost-efficient
methods possible. Activities include identi-
fying inactive hazardous waste release sites,
developing an environmental restoration
investigation and rcmediation program,
coordinating NEPA documentation, obtain-
ing necessary permits, evaluating surface
and groundwater contamination potential,
reviewing site underground storage tank
practices, evaluating current waste man-
agement practices, and ensuring compli-
ance with federal, state, and local environ-
mental regulations. Projects involve the
investigation and remediation of inactive
waste handling, disposal, and spill sites in
accordance with the provisions of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) and Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) and relevant DOE Orders.

Corrective actions-Work under this
category will design and implement actions
to correct confirmed and potential envi-
ronmental protection problems at Sandia

sites at Albuquerque, Livermore, Tonopah
Test Range, and Kauai Test Facility. It will
cover grouncfwater, air quality, and sewer
conditions.

Waste n~anagmwnt-’rhe goals of the
Waste Management program are to reduce
risk to the environment, workers, and the
public from the generation and “handling of
hazardous and radiological waste and to
reduce the Iong-term liability associated
with disposal of such waste.

For a number of years Sandia has pro-
vided scientific support to the Waste isola-
tion Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, Ncw
Mexico. Three principal tasks are being
conducted as part of the WIPP project. The
first continues the experimental field and
laboratory studies addressing technical
issues associated with disposal of defense
transuranic wastes in bedded salt. Major
experiments address the thermal and struc-
tural behavior of salt; the interactions of
salt crccp, brine inflow, gas generation
from waste organics and metals; the consol-
idation of backfill and waste packages in
the waste rooms; and validation of seal
systems designs. A selected number of new
experiments will be implemented to sup-
port the data base requirements of the
performance assessment studies.

The second task examines geotechnical
phenomena important to understanding
field test results and issues associated with
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Researchers in Sandia’s
robotics lab are
developing a system
that automates the
inspection of lids on
transport casks for
high-level radioactive
waste. Ben Petterson
checks the underside of
a full-scale model of
such a cask lid. We are
developing several
“smart” robots to help
automate a variety of
DOE waste operations.

the potential for migration of radioisotopes for conducting the assessment of compli-
from the repository to the adjacent envi- ancc for the Greater Confinement Disposal
ronment. Prediction of future geologic and (GCD) site. ‘I-he GCD site, located in the
hydrologic behavior and the development southeastern corner of the Nevada Test
of hydrologic transport models are two of Site, is being consicicrcd by DOI1 for the
the main objectives of this task. permanent disposal of uncertifiable de-

The third task is a performance assess- fcnse transuranic waste, greater-than-Class
ment in support of the compliance deter- C low-level waste, performance-limited
mination requirement of the Environ men- wastc, nondcfense-gene rated transuranic
tal Protection Agency. The performance waste, and other L>OF, sealed-source wastes.
assessment will perform calculations of con- Sirndia’s role in the GCD project is
sequences for potential breach scenarios. expected to include (1) technical program

Sandia was recently selected by the management, (2) development of overall
Nevada Operations Office as lead laboratory project strategy, (3) development and
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implementation of compliance assessment
strategy, (4) model development and appli-
cation, and (5) systems configuration.

Other waste management activities
include handling, packaging, storage, and
shipment of radioactive, mixed, and chemi-
cal wastes. In addition, waste management
personnel provide emergency response,
containment, identification, and clean-up
of hazardous materials spills. Persons whose
activities generate wastes are trained on
their hazards and the appropriate handling
procedures.

Technology development—Sandia is per-
forming a variety of research and develop-
ment in support of DOE’s requirements for
technology to facilitate environmental
restoration and environmentally benign
production processes.

Sandia has a key role in developing
environmentally conscious manufacturing
technologies for nonnuclear components
and reducing the use of hazardous or envi-
ronmentally injurious materials during
weapons production. A program has been
implemented to develop a systems ap-
proach to replacing such technologies in
the manufacture of electronic assemblies
and electromechanical components.

In addition to directed research at
Sandia, this program also involves coordi-
nating complementary development
efforts at the production agencies and
supporting research at U.S. universities.
The goal of this program is to develop and
demonstrate environmentally conscious
manufacturing technologies, transferable to
U.S. industry, that offer the same degree of
materials compatibility and long-term
stockpile reliability as those in current use.

We are implementing partnerships with
industry that will focus on environmentally
conscious manufacturing. The work will
concentrate on environmental issues in
manufacturing, especially replacements and
substitutes for hazardous solvents. The
primary emphasis will be on processes
related to the fabrication and cleaning of
electronic and electromechanical compon-
ents, addressing concerns relating to the
development of a total systems approach to
cleaning and characterization. Partnerships
are being developed through collaboration
with the National Center for Manufactur-
ing Sciences and their member companies.
Work will be cost-shared with industry, and

formal programs will be established by
means of Cooperative Research and Devel-
opment Agreements.

This work will be driven by industry’s
needs. Sandia’s special capabilities will be
matched with these needs to solve prob-
lems that could lead to substantial im-
provement in the economic competitive-
ness of U.S. companies. It is hoped that
these partnerships will benefit industry by
enhancing the rate at which the new
technologies reach manufacturing floors.

In the first program with Ford Motor
Company, we will evaluate the relative
efficiency of selected cleaning processes,
including an analysis of the reliability of
samples prepared by different techniques.
Also, wc will develop imaging techniques to
characterize the device quality as it relates
to reliability under different environmental
conditions.

Development of intelligent machines
for environmental restoration and waste
management will be carried out in three
areas: (1) development of the Crosscutting
and Advanced Robotics Technology
Development Plan for DOE’s Office of
‘1’ethnology Development (EM-SO); (2)
implementation of critical features tests of
subsystems for environmental restoration
or waste management; and (3) research and
development in component robotic
technologies critical to improving safety
and productivity and lowering capital costs
of robotic systems.

There are several technology develop-
ment programs for environmental restora-
tion and waste management in process. An
in sit~l permeable flow sensor will be a new
type of instrument system that permits
direct measurement of groundwatm veloci-
ties at hazardous waste sites. The approach
uses thermal boundary layer perturbation
techniques to rapidly determine the three-
dimensional vector velocity of groundwater
flow in soils or permeable geologic media.
This instrument and associated techniques
will provide a vitally needed alternative to
pumping and tracer tests for site assess-
ment, cleanup, and post-closure monitoring
of waste sites.

The Integrated Demonstration Protocol
Project is concerned with field monitoring
of an air stripping cleanup demonstration
process being conducted at Savannah River
Laboratory. Specifically, this project will
use shear wave tomography and thermal
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perturbation groundwater flow techniques
to monitor the efficiency and effectiveness
of an air stripping cleanup sweep of an
underground hazardous spill. Geophysical
measurements will be made prior to, during,
and after the air stripping sweep.

Sandia’s programs in the application of
solar energy to the destruction of toxic
wastes involve both low-temperature and
high-temperature destruction of organic
compounds in waste streams and ground-
water. Both processes employ catalytic
reactions that can completely destroy
organics, yielding innocuous reaction prod-
ucts such as water, carbon dioxide, and
dilute acids. A large-scale solar detoxifica-
tion field experiment is now underway at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
involving LLNL, Sandia, and the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory.

Concepts for the high-temperature
process have been developed, and studies
of possible field applications are underway.
Field experiments have been conducted
for high-temperature detoxification using a
high-flux solar furnace at Sandia’s National
Solar Thermal Test Facility. Cooperative
field installations in industrial environ-
ments, as well as in government applica-
tions, are envisioned as these concepts are
further proven.

Sandia is supporting the DOE Office of
‘1’ethnology Development with a field
demonstration of technologies for cleanup

of chemical and mixed waste landfills
representative of many sites occurring
throughout the DOE complex and the
nation. Program goals include the demon-
stration of technologies that provide
better, faster, cheaper, and safer methods
for rcmediating chemical and mixed waste
landfills. The demonstration will include
the characterization and remediation of the
chemical and mixed waste landfills at Sandia
Albuquerque. The Sandia Integrated
Demonstration will draw upon technologies
from other DOE sites, industry, EPA, and
university contributors. It will coordinate
all aspects of site remediation, including
planning, permitting, quality assurance,
reporting, technology transfer, and per-
formance assessment.

Sandia’s Weapon Component Waste
Disposal Integrated Demonstration ad-
dresses the end-to-end process of the
disposal of weapon dismantlement waste.
The process includes waste identification,
minimization, treatment, transportation,
and ultimate disposal. This demonstration
will focus on Sandia-designed weapon
components, balancing available technolo-
gies for waste characterization, treatment,
and disposal. In addition, it will explore
the acceptability of these technologies, as
well as that of security declassification
technologies, in the context of current and
expected regulations for hazardous and
radioactive waste disposal. In performing

Sandia has developed
an ingenious catalytic
method for removing
organic contaminants
from water using solar
energy. The /ow-
temperature process is
now undergoing field
trials.
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this integrated demonstration, waste treat-
ment technologies under development in
other programs will be analyzed and, if
necessary, tested for their applicability to
dismantlement wastes. It is envisioned
that many of the technologies investigated
for disposing hazardous materials found in
Sandia-designed components can be ap-
plied to the critical waste problems now
faced by U.S. and foreign electronics
manufacturers.

Transportatif)n—”1’he objective of the
Defense Nuclear Waste Transportation pro-
gram is to assure that base technology is
available to support DOE in the design,
testing, and certification of radioactive
materials packaging and to further assure
that risk and economic assessment, logistic
and routing methods, and environmental
evaluation techniques are also available.

The Transportation Technology Center
(TTC) is a multifaceted activity that sup-
ports the nuclear waste management func-
tions of DOE through specific transport
systems development and through generic
technology development, information
dissemination, and analysis of institutional
issues. The project supports generic work
that applies not only to defense waste
activities but also to issues relevant to all
kinds of radioactive, hazardous, and mixed
materials transportation.

Sandia interacts extensively with the
Federal Republic of Germany under a bilat-
eral agreement in both WIPP and defense-
generated waste transportation. This inter-
action is expected to peak in the next five
years after analyses and documentation of
WIPP’S suitability for transuranic waste
disposal have been completed.
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Office of Energy Research

Sandia’s Basic Energy Sciences activities contribute to the research foundation for many
energy-related technologies. These research projects include a national responsibility in
combustion sciences. We expect to expand the effort in basic energy research over the
planning period. In addition, our magnetic fusion energy projects will continue to support
a long-term, nationally coordinated program.

A-r
KC
KP03

KP05
KS
KTO 1

Summary of Programs for
Office of Energy Research
(Operating BA in $ million)

Proaram Title

Magnetic Fusion
Basic Energy Sciences
Biological and Environmental

Research
Carbon Dioxide Research
Superconducting Super Collider
Laboratory Cooperative Science

Total
Percent of total operating funds

5.0 5.1 5.5 6.0
17.9 25.1 22.2 21.7

0.9
0.9 2.3 14.3

0.2 0.2
0.8 1.3 2.5 2.7

23.9 33.5 32.5 44.7
270 3 ?40 2 Cxo 39’0

Magnetic fusion (AT)

The goal of Sandia’s Magnetic Fusion
program is to develop a technology base to
support the design of components that will
perform satisfactorily in fusion plasma envi-
ronments. To achicvc this goal, wc study
the interactions of plasmas and materials,
the behavior of materials exposed to high
heat fluxes, and the interfaces of plasmas
and fusion reactor walls.

Extensive analysis of prototypes is
required before components can bc evalu-
ated in fusion machines. This activity
involves selecting, specifying, and develop-
ing materials for plasma-facing components
cxposcci to high heat and particle fluxes.
Prototype configurations and samples are
tested in Sandia’s Plasma Materials Test
Facility (PMTF). The PMTF is a high heat
flux component test facility with electron
beam and ion beam sources anti other test
systems.

In addition to the plasma/materials
interaction studies, we also provictc direct
support to U.S. and international fusion
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machine design efforts. This support in-
cludes diagnostics. tritium invcntorv, and
materials ~tudies for the Princeton ~okamak
Fusion ‘1’est Reactor (’l’F’rR); material analy-
sis, diagnostic development, and operation
for General Atomics’ DIII-D Advanced
Divertor Project; and an extensive R&D
and design role for the International Ther-
monuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).

A Sandia-designed advanced limiter has
been installed in the TEXTOR tokamak in
Julich, Germany, an International Energy
Agency effort. Wc participate in experi-
ments with the operation of the advanced
limiter, and we assist with diagnostics of its
performance. Sandia has also designed and
installed the first of three limiter systems
for the TORE SUPRA tokamak in Cadarachc,
France. We will continue to be strongly
involved with the Joint European Torus
(JET). We also huvc an ongoing personnel
exchange program with the Japanese
fusion community, and we arc in the
process of establishing collaborations
between I] OF.and agencies in Russia in the
area of fusion reactor materials.
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Basic energy sciences (KC)

Sandia’s activities for the Office of Basic
Energy Sciences comprise several leading
research efforts. Larger projects include
combustion research and scientifically
tailored materials. Smaller or growing
programs include gases in metals (com-
putational metallurgy), massively parallel
computation, and geoscience research.

Combustion research

Sandia’s largest project for the Office of
Basic Energy Sciences is the Combustion
Research Facility (CRF) in Livcrmore,
California. In this facility, we develop
advanced research methods, particularly
laser diagnostics, and apply them to the
study of fundamental combustion pro-
cesses. In addition, DOE’s Office of Energy
Conversion and Utilization Technologies
and Fossil Energy’s Office of Technical
Coordination sponsor industry-oriented
research at the CR]: on automotive and
continuous combustion, including co~l
combustion processes.

These continuing research programs
help maintain U.S. expertise in the science
and technology of combustion. They pro-
vide direction and challenge for diagnostics
development. DOE sponsorship and poli-
cies make it possible and desirable for
combustion scientists from other locations
to participate through the visiting scientist
program in ongoing research projects, and
facilitate the transfer of fundamental
combustion technology to industry and
universities.

The long-range objective of the CRF is
to accelerate the development of combus-
tion technology in order to maximize its
impact on conservation, fuel utilization,
industrial productivity, and equipment
design. Principal research activities con-
ducted for Basic Energy Sciences include
combustion diagnostics, combustion chem-
istry, reacting flows, combustion modeling,
and high-temperature materials.

The staff at the CRF also represent the
United States in the International Energy
Agency programs on Energy Conservation
in Combustion. International Energy
Agency activities involve collaboration with
foreign scientists in engine studies and coal
research through an informal exchange
program.

Combustion diagnostics—One of the
primary thrusts of the combustion research
program at Sandia is the development of
advanced diagnostic techniques. Because
of their nonintrusive nature and great
versatility, laser-based optical techniques
receive the strongest emphasis. Lascr-
induced fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy,
laser Doppler vclocimetry, and multi-
photon optogalvanic spectroscopy are but a
few of the diagnostic methods that are
being developed. These techniques are
used to measure temperatures, species
concentrations, velocity flow fields, and
other parameters of importance to the
understanding of combustion phenomena.
Sandia’s work in combustion diagnostics is
supported primarily by the Chemical
Sciences Division of the Office of Basic
Energy Sciences.

Combustion chemistry-The CRF work
in combustion chemistry improves our
understanding of the complex chemical
processes involved when fuels are burned.
The program emphasizes determining the
rates of elementary processes, and it
stresses the close coupling of experiment,
theory, and modeling. Using mass spec-
trometry and laser-induced fluorescence for
experiments conducted in low-pressure
flames, researchers study the kinetic mech-
anisms involved in typical combustion sys-
tems. Related theoretical efforts and other
experiments address fundamental questions
of molecular dynamics, questions that must
be answered to develop models of kinetic
processes. Computer modeling of complete
kinetics for combusting systems is used to
define the dominant reaction pathways.

These experimental, theoretical, and
modeling programs are focused on topics of
importance to energy-producing technolo-
gies. Themes of current emphasis include
the formation and destruction of nitrogen-
containing pollutants and the oxidation of
hydrocarbons.

Reactinx flows-A multidisciplinary
program in reacting flows establishes an
important link between fundamental
studies of combustion chemistry and the
“real world” of practical combustion. The
objective of the program, sponsored by the
Division of Chemical Sciences, is to increase
our understanding of the fundamental
interactions between chemistry and fluid
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dynamics in chemically reacting flows.
Research results will be used to improve
predictive capabilities for turbulent
combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. Experi-
mental studies include flows involving
complex fluid mechanics but simplified
chemistry. These flows are used to probe
primary turbulent transport mechanisms.
Studies of flows with complex chemistry
but simplified fluid mechanics help identify
combustion mechanisms responsible for the
formation and growth of soot.

Combustion modeling-Sandia’s com-
bustion modeling program emphasizes the
development of numerical methods to pre-
dict the mutual influences of reactions and
fluid transport mechanisms. Most com-
bustion applications involve complex fluid
dynamics. Our current modeling research
attempts to provide a fundamental under-
standing of the subprocesses so that future
simulations will contain more realistic
chemical and physical descriptions of
combustion phenomena.

High-temperature materials—Research
in high-temperature materials is sponsored
primarily by the Materials Sciences Division
of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences. ‘l’his
effort focuses on the interface between
the material surface and its gaseous envi-
ronment and includes research on the
formation of thin films or particles, ad-
sorption and segregation, and flame-
gcnerated species. The work is interdisci-
plinary, involving the chemistry, physics,
and fluid mechanics of the systems studied

using nonpcrturbing probes and modern
computational techniques.

Scientifically tailored materials

Our program in scientifically tailored
materials (S1’M) is a growing part of the
effort in Basic Energy Sciences. It com-
bines Sandia’s expertise and capabilities in
solid-state sciences, atomic level diagnostics,
and materials processing to produce new
classes of materials tailorablc for specific
properties.

An important goal of the STM project is
to explore how capabilities developed in
the various programs can be used to en-
hance the competitiveness of U.S. industry.
Towards this goal, we meet frequently with
representatives from the semiconductor
industry, universities, and the national
laboratories to define critical needs and to
plan collaborative efforts.

Current STM research includes the
physics and chemistry of ceramics, the
physics and chemistry of novel supercon-
ductors, energetic particle synthesis and
science of materials, strained-layer semi-
conductors, chemical vapor deposition
sciences, and atomic level science of inter-
racial adhesion. Many of these programs
share common themes. The three major
themes are high-temperature superconduc-
tivity, epitaxial materials growth, and
energetic particle beams.

Physics and chemistry of ceramics—
The objective of the physics and chemistry
of ceramics program is to develop a funda-

Glenda Gentry and Michael
Mills use a high-resolution
transmission electron
microscope to explore the
atomic structure of an ultra
thin crystalline sample.
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mental understanding of the atomic and
molecular processes that govern the
formation of ceramics. Our ultimate goal is
to improve ceramic processing by gaining a
better understanding of the underlying
chemical and physical principles.

Physics and chemistry of novel super-
conductors—The novel superconductors
program investigates the electronic, struc-
tural, and chemical properties of inorganic
high-temperature superconductors and
organic superconductors. ‘1’he goal of our
experimental and theoretical studies is to
develop a fundamental understanding of
the physics of superconductivity in these
materials. These studies are closely inte-
grated with an extensive synthesis an(i
processing program designed to produce
materials with tailored properties.

Energetic particle synthesis and
science of materia]s—Basic research in the
energetic particle synthesis and science of
materials program is conducted on the
interactions of ion, electron, laser, and
plasma beams with metals, semiconductors,
and dielectrics. The objectives of the pro-
gram arc to explore materials synthesis and
modification with energetic particles, to
create ncw materials and determine their
properties, and to advance materials pro-
cessing by elucidating relevant fundamental
processes using the unique capabilities of
energetic beams.

Strained-layer semiconductors-Our
research on compound semiconductor
strained-layer supcrlattice structures on
semiconductor substrates and strained-metal
ovcrlayers on metal substrates represents
the pioneering work in these areas. A
strained-layer superlattice consists of many
thin layers, each a few tens of angstroms
thick, of alternating single crystal semicon-
ductor materials. They are typically made
from the more common periodic table class
111-V semiconductors, such as GaAIAs,
GaAsP, lnGaAs, or lnAsSb. The multiple
thin layers behave rnacroscopically like a
new semiconductor material. The structure
may exhibit electronic, optical, and cat-
alytic properties entirely different from
those of its constituent materials. The
combination of the thin layers and lattice
strain allows flexibility in tailoring the
properties of this “new” material. Sandia

has applied these ncw semiconductors to
the development of high-speed field-effect
transistors (with world record transconduc-
tance), optoelectronic emitters, detectors,
and novel optoelectronic mirror devices.
Newly discovered properties of strained-
metzrl overlayers have shown very exciting
potentials as tailored base metal catalysts.

Chemical vapor deposition sciences—
The objective of the CVD sciences program
is to explore the basic physics and chem-
istry of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) as
it is used in the synthesis of materials, par-
ticularly thin films. Our CVD research has
thus far concentrated on semiconductors
and other materials used to make semicon-
ductor devices. IIut the understanding
gained in this research is applicable to
other classes of materials, such as coatings
resistant to corrosion and wear, high-
temperature superconductors, optical
materials, and reduced-friction coatings.
The work will bc extended to these
materials.

Atomic level science of interracial
adhesion-A new STM initiative deals with
the atomic level science of interracial ad-
hesion. Despite the pervasive nature of
adhesion problems in materials science and
engineering, solutions are almost always the
result of trial and error. Great technological
and economic gains can be realized by
placing the field of intcrfacial adhesion on
a scientific basis, which will allow the selec-
tion of materials combinations to provide
specific intcrfacial characteristics. Moti-
vated by this need, the purpose of this
initiative is to understand, in atomic detail,
the nature of the physical and chemical
interactions that bind solid surfaces
together.

In other STM research, we are explor-
ing the use of ion, laser, and electron beam
excitation of surfaces during cpitaxial
growth of semiconductors to control the
kinetic energy of surface atoms in order to
extend the range of tailorable epitaxial ma-
terials. Wc arc also exploring the potential
of boron-rich solids, which have unique
bonding, electronic, and transport proper-
ties as very high-temperature semiconduc-
tors. These materials appear promising for
usc in high-efficiency thermoelectric en-
ergy generators and as neutron detectors.
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Raymond Hibray
observes a sample inside
o dual-chamber,
molecular beam epitaxy
crystcd-gro wing machine
used in Sandia’s
compound semi-
conductor research
program.

Gases in metals (computational
metallurgy)

Sandia’s work in computational metal-
lurgy has developed unique tools that
permit researchers to apply atomistic calcu-
lations with great confidence. Foremost of
these tools is the embedded atom method
(EAM) for large-scale atomistic computer
simulations, originally developed to under-
stand the behavior of gas molecules in
metals. The applicability of EAM is being
broadened to nonmetallic materials and the
effects of hydrogen and helium isotopes as
they relate to energy applications ranging
from fusion to coal liquefaction. Our visit-
ing scientist program in computational
materials science provides the opportunity
for materials scientists, primarily from
universities, to enhance their theoretical
capabilities by collaborating with our staff—
and for our staff to learn from them.

A new project in computational matcri-
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als science takes advantage of exciting
progress in quantum chemistry, local den-
sity, and embedded atom studies. Re-
searchers are beginning to predict the
mechanical behavior of complex alloys,
such as Ni:~Al, by looking at the atomistic
details of deformation. They are also
studying the effects of segregation on the
catalytic properties of transition metal
alloys. Progress in applying the embedded
atom method to semiconducting materials is
encouraging.

Massively parallel computation

Sandia’s computational sciences
research is aimed at developing massively
parallel computing methods and a software
infrastructure for parallel computing.
Research in parallel computing focuses on
the dmwlopment of parallel algorithms for
solving the partial differential equations of
physics and engineering. Research in
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software infrastructure for parallel comput-
ing covers such areas as graphics methods
and visualization, static and dynamic load
balance methods, parallel operating system
issues, performance evaluation methods,
and hybrid programming models and lan-
guages. This research program is designed
to unleash the performance and cost
performance advantages of massive paral-
lelism on important DOE problems.

Advanced computing technologies are
very important to national and economic
security. Sandia has made a commitment to
play a leading role in the national High
Performance Computing and Communica-
tions Program (H PCCP). In particular, we
are the DOE’s lead laboratory for the
HPCCl> computational Grand Challenge in
Computer Design of Materials and Mole-
cules, which will create new computational
structures for the design of materials. Our
work on massively parallel computing has
been recognized by several national and
international awards, including the Gordon
Bell Award, the Karp Prize, and two I{&L>
100 awards.

The Massively Parallel Computing
Research Laboratory (MPCRL) at Sandia
Albuquerque will provide prototypes of
advanced, high-performance computing
technology, including advances in scalable
Ml’ algorithms, MP graphics and visualiza-
tion, and Ml> systems software (see page
29). Part of its strategy will be to form
interdisciplinary partnerships with Sanr.lia’s
DOE Defence Programs applications to
create new, breakthrough simulation capa-
bilities. It will also move such advances in
computing technology into industry
through technology transfer.

The Center for Computational Engi-
neering (CCE) at Sandia Livermore is char-
tered to help scientists and engineers in
industry make use of massively parallel
processing to solve problems that are im-
practicable on conventional machines. The
center focuses primarily on software engi-
neering for applications. Applications
currently being pursued include pharma-
ceutical design (e.,y., drug/organism interac-
tions, “designer chemotherapy”), anti
global climate change. Research at the CCL
will include methodologies for problem
specification, code generation, data mirn-
agement, and theorems for performing
proofs of software correctness.

Geoscience research

BES funding supports research on
dynamic processes in the earth’s crust to
provide a predictive base for engineering
issues such as waste storage, energy charac-
terization and extraction, containment,
treaty verification, and weapon effects.
‘l-he program includes development of field
instrumentation; geological and geochemi-
cal definitions of geological areas; under-
standing of fractures and processes occur-
ring in them; the behavior of geologic
materials; and the engineering support in
research drilling related to the Continental
Scientific Drilling Program.

The fundamental understandings are
being continuously applied to DOE projects
and industry interactions. Basic mecha-
nisms of salt creep phenomena are valuable
for the engineering design of nuclear waste
facilities (WIPP), petroleum storage (SPR),
gas storage (private industry), and other
waste storage. Unique instrumentation is
now being applied to seismic tomography
by industry and to groundwater motion by
municipalities and DOE waste sites. Under-
standing of heat and mass transport in the
earth’s crust has been significantly en-
hanced by the direct sampling and analyses
of volcanic systems in the Continental
Scientific Drilling Program.

Laboratory cooperative science

(KT); and
Biological and environmental
research—health effects (KP03)

Sandia is a participant, along with Oak
Ridge and Los Alamos national laboratories,
in the Science and Technology Alliance
sponsored by DOE. The Alliance was
established in 1987 for the purpose of
increasing the representation of blacks,
American Indians, and Hispanics in the
scientific and engineering programs of
DOE, other government agencies, and
industry. The Alliance is a collaborative
program in science education and research
between these national laboratories and
the participating educational institutions.
‘l’he laboratories make available instructors,
support services, equipment, and faculty
exchange appointments to the extent
possible and as allowed under corporate
policies. The participating educational
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institutions include: Fundaci6n F.ducativa
Ana G. Mcndez in Puerto Rico, New
Mexico Highlands University, and North
Carolina A&T State University.

Sandia’s Science Advisors Program places
technical staff in public elementary and
middle schools and Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools one day a week. Their purpose is
to support science teachers by enhancing
science curricula and developing science
demonstrations and experiments for the
classroom.

Sandia and Los Alamos national labora-
tories have entered into a joint project to
establish a pool of competent middle
school science teachers for rural communi-
ties in Ncw Mexico. Teachers will improve
their skills through participation in a thrce-
week summer institute. The institute will
include content on specific topics in
science and mathematics, skills for teaching
science, hands-on science demonstration
activities, and instructional materials.

Carbon dioxide research (KP05)

Sandia is performing research to assist
DOE in understanding the impact of carbon
dioxide and other energy-related emissions
on global climate. DOE’S goal is to use both
measurements and modeling to substan-
tially improve the climate f(~rccasts on
which future policy decisions are likely to
be based. Sandia’s contributions to that
goal include remote sensing for mapping
key climatic feedback effects (e.g., clouds
and water vapor), data management to
support a key measurement initiative, and
a major computational speed-up to enable
higher fidelity modeling.

The Atmospheric Radiation Measure-
ments (ARM) program will improve our
understanding of radiative and cloud
processes critical to predicting I,arth’s
climate and its changes. ‘l’his project
provides scientific and management infra-
structure support to that program in the
areas of air and satellite-based measure-
ments, operation of field sites, data man-
agement, and development of remote
sensing instruments for water vapor and
cloud measurements.

A principal objective of the ARM pro-
gram is to improve the understanding of
radiation transport in the atmosphere.
Such understanding will in turn improve

the predictive accuracy and capability of
the general circulation models (GCMS) that
arc used to predict climate change.

Clouds play a dominant role in global
climate. Unfortunately, the dynamics of
clouds are not well enough understood to
be accurately reflected in GCM parameters,
and so are one of the greatest sources of
uncertainty in these models. The ARM
program will establish ground stations that
will continuously measure various dynamic
and macroscopic properties of clouds. One
particularly important parameter is the
bottom altitudes of C1OUCIS.

Sandia researchers have conceived of a
novel approach to the passive measure-
ment of cloud bottom altitudes, geometries,
anti dynamic parameters with Whole Sky
lmagcr (WS1) cameras, based on exploiting
the characteristics of optical flow fields.
‘l’he project will develop, implement, and
determine the accumcy of this flow field
technique. Successful implementation of
the technique will permit cloud bottom
altitudes and other properties to be
acquired passively by WSI cameras. Resolu-
tions of 50 to 100 meters, depending on
the number of WSI cameras deployed, over
a 30 kilometer diameter region could be
achieved. An effective passive acquisition
technique will permit unattended opera-
tion and provide timely information
complementary to that of active modalities
at mocicst cost.

Superconducting super collider

(KS)

Radiation-induced degradation of opti-
cal fibers is a potentially serious problem
for high-energy physics experiments. The
Supercon(iucting Super Collider program
rcqumtcci Sandia’s l]clp, based on our work
on radiation degra(iation of polymers. We
will describe the nature of radiation-
in(iuce(i color centers and evaluate the role
of impurities in the (Icgradation processes.
We are developing an accelerated aging
methodology for predicting materials
lifetimes. We will also establish structure/
property correlations for optical polymers
and scintillating dyes with respect to rar.iia-
tion tolerance. We will investigate the use
of radiation-stabilizing additives” and
recommend optimal materials for scintil-
lating fibers resistant to ra(iiation.
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Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy

Sandia’s Conservation and Renewable Energy programs arc concerned with the identifi-
cation and development of technologies that have potential for significant energy, eco-
nomic, and environmental payoffs in utility applications. Current programs include the
solar electric technologies (photovoltaics and solar thermal), wind energy, geothermal
energy, and high-temperature superconductor technology for electric power systems. Two
important objectives of these programs arc to establish technology bases that will support
private sector efforts and to work actively with industry and users to accelerate develop-
ment and acceptance of these emerging technologies. Engineering studies to identify
preferred system applications and configurations, along with fielding and evaluating
prototype systems, are major activities.

Sandia will play a partnership role with Los Alamos National Laboratory, industry, and
universities in DOE’S Industrial Waste Reduction Program (lWRP) sponsored by the Office of
Industrial Technology. lWRP will focus its combined resources on the specific problem of
waste produced in the manufacturing process. Waste reduction technologies developed by
industrv and xovcrnment will be invest izatu.f and imr)roved. In manv cases, such technolo-
gies ar~ being”developed for energy cffi~ency and w~ste minimization within the nuclear
weapons complex, and they provide an excellent opportunity for benefit to U.S. manufac-
turing industry.

We believe that R&l) efforts in conservation and renewable energy programs will
increase over the next five years and that developed technologies will begin to play a
significant role as clean energy resources and export products.

t

B&R
~

AK
AL
ALA
EB
ED
EE

Summary of Programs for
Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy

(Operating 6A in $ million)

Proaram Title

Electric Energy Systems
Energy Storage Systems
Geothermal
Solar Energy
Industrial Sector
Transportation

Total
Percent of total operating funds

0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0
4.8 4.2 5.6 4.3
3.4 4.4 4.5 4.0

20.4 23.7 26.8 30.0
3.4 3.4 4.5 4.6
0.5 2.5 2.5 3.0

33.3 39.1 45.0 46.9
3 ?40 3 ?’40 3940 3 ?40

Electric energy systems (AK)

Sandia is conducting a multidisciplinary
program designed to apply the rapidly
occurring results of high-temperature
superconductor research to the develop-
ment of improved materials and conductors
with properties suitable for use in electric
power systems. The goals of this program
are to develop materials and processes to
produce yttrium and thallium-based ceramic

oxides, high-temperature superconductors
with critical currents suitable for high-
current power system applications; to
improve the mechanical and electrome-
chanical properties of these materials so
that conductors can be fabricated; and to
develop methods for evaluating these con-
ductors for electric power applications.
The results of this work are expected to
lead to optimized high-temperature super-
conducting materials, development of
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conductor fabrication technology, and the
eventual design and evaluation of proto-
type devices that can improve the eco-
nomics and energy efficiency of electric
power generation and distribution systems.
Emphasis is placed on active involvement
of academia and industry through cooper-
ative R&D agreements.

Energy storage systems—battery
development (AL); and
Transportation—electric vehicle
project (EE)

Sandia has served as lead laboratory for
DOE-sponsored engineering development
of rechargeable batteries for almost ten
years. Advanced rechargeable battery
technologies have been developed for the
Office of Energy Management and the
Office of Propulsion Systems. The goal of
this activity is to conduct engineering
development of cells, modules, and ulti-
mately, battery systems, with the final
result being products that private industry
can commercialize. Two projects have
resulted in commercial products to date.

This program is implemented by first
selecting promising electrochemical tech-
nologies that are judged to be suitable for
one of the applications described above.
Sandia then places competitive contracts
with private industry to perform engineer-
ing development work. ‘l’his arrangement
keeps the development activities closely
tied to the organizations that must ulti-
mately commercialize a marketable product.
Furthermore, Sandia requires a meaningful
level of cost sharing in these contracts to
assure that the industry participation will
be focused and effective.

To better manage these projects, Sandia
evaluates the performance of prototype
units and conducts specialized research on
critical problems. ‘1’hese “hands-on” activi-
ties significantly impact projects by clearly
identifying problem areas and directing the
necessary research activities to work toward
solutions.

Battery technologies presently under
development include sodium-sulfur, by
Chloride Silent Power, Ltd., of Runcorn,
England. Partially through Sandia contracts,
this technology is being transferred to Beta
Power, a U.S. company. This transfer will
improve the commercial position of U.S.

manufacturers. Sodium-sulfur is likely to be
the first advanced battery to be markete,d
for electric vehicles. Another technology
under development is zinc-bromine, by
Johnson Controls, Inc., the largest lead-acid
battery manufacturer in the U.S. Finally,
contracts are being initiated for the devel-
opment of valve-regulated lead-acid and
metal-air batteries. The battery develop-
ment program is dynamic; new technolo-
gies such as lithium-polymer are now being
considered for future work.

Geothermal (AM)

The primary objective of the Geother-
mal program is to develop ncw drilling and
completion technologies that will make
possible greater commercial use of U.S.
geothermal resources. Tcchnologim
developed are also applicable to petroleum
and mineral extraction. A second objective
is to cwrluatc the geothermal potential of
Long Valley Caldcra, California, by drilling a
deep exploratory well near the center of
rcccnt uplift within the caldera. A third
objective is to develop joint industry/DOE
projects in drilling and well completions.

In a new initiative, Sandia is collaborat-
ing with industry and the Bonneville Power
Ad”ministration to expand commercial
utilization of geothermal resources in the
Pacific Northwest. Public utilities have
forecasted a power shortage in that region
during the 1990s of several hundred mega-
watts. ” There is considerable local public
resistance to both coal-fired and nuclear
power plants. (;cothcrmal power is the
only viable alternative energy resource that
can meet the shortfall.

Strndia’s contribution will bc to help
rcducc the drilling costs associated with
proving hydrothermal reservoirs. Slimhole
drilling is a new technique that has the
potential to reduce exploration reservoir
assessment costs by fifty percent. Once
demonstrated, slimholc drilling will have
application to geothermal markets
throughout the United States.

Areas of ongoing drilling technology
development include lost circulation zone
characterization and control; high-
temperature logging tools based on down-
hole tiata collection, processing, and
storage; acoustic telemetry of data through
(irill pipe; and core drilling for geothermal
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exploration. The Long Valley exploratory
well has been completed to a depth of
7,000 feet. Scientific measurements in this
well will help define the evolution and
current state of this major silicic caldcra
system.

Solar ener~ (EB)

Sandia has lead laboratory responsibility
for the development of collection and
conversion devices for generation of
electricity by solar thermal processes.

The National Solar Thermal Test Facility
located on Kirtland Air Force Base, New
Mexico, is operated by Sandia as a test facil-
ity for solar thermal prototype hardware.
The facility is maintained as the primary
national center for the development of
components and systems for solar central
receiver and parabolic trough and dish
power plants. ‘rhe facility includes a 200-
foot high solar receiver tower and a
computer-controlled array of over 200
heliostats capable of focusing up to five
megawatts of thermal power. Other
hardware include two solar furnaces and
several point-focus and line-focus solar
concentrators.

Several industrial firms have used the
facility to test designs of high-temperature
solar receivers, large sun-tracking mirrors
(heliostats), and trough and dish collectors
for use in solar power plants. The capabil-
ity to generate high-intensity solar beams
has also been used by industry to test
ceramic and ablative materials; to simulate
aerodynamic heating and nuclear thermal
flash; and to study combustion, solar chem-
istry, and other thermal effects. In re-
search currently underway, the ability to

This 10 megawatt
central receiver
power plant near
Barstow, California,
incorporates
technologies that
were demonstrated
at the National
Solar Thermal Test
Faci/ity located at
Sandia Albuquerque.

destroy hazardous wastes usin~ concen-
trated ‘solar energy has been demonstrated.
In addition to thermal effects, universities
have used the facility’s large-scale optical
capabilities for astronomy. These optical
capabilities also have application to liciar, a
light-based remote sensing technique
analogous to radar.

Over the years, Sandia, working with
industry, has been improving the perfor-
mance efficiency and cost-effectiveness of
solar thermal systems. The industry is now
at the point where commercial solar ther-

,mal power generation is economical in
certain markets. Luz International, a
private company, has constructed a modu-
larized solar energy generating network
using solar thermal designs developed by
Sandia and collaborating companies. Luz is
profitably selling electric power to supple-
ment peak afternoon demand in southern
California. The company has been
successful in reducing its generating costs
pcr kilowatt hour by two-thirds since its
first module was brought on-line in 1985.
Total generating capacity exceeds 350
megawatts, which is a little less than half
the size of an av~ragc fossil fueled power
generating station.

Improvements in the performance of
the current commercial systcm design can
be foreseen based on concepts now under
development. “Power-tower” generating
stations using molten nitrate salts for heat
collection and storage will further lower
energy costs and provide dispatchable
power. Membrane concentrators of
stretched aluminum or steel about 0.007 of
an inch thick look promising as alternatives
to plate designs. They will bc more cost-
effective to manufacture and will be
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dynamically controllable by manipulating
the vacuum behind the membrane. Reflux
receivers, also currently under develop-
ment, offer more efficient and trouble-free
receiver performance in a closed-loop sys-
tem decoupled from the energy conversion
unit. Advances in water detoxification
technology arc bringing this application
closer to reality.

To exploit new concepts such as these
and to accelerate their commercialization,
certain next development steps are being
conducted with industrial participation in
cost-shared commercial applications. These
government/industry partnerships repre-
sent teams that are uniquely qualified to
rapidly advance each technology. The
partnerships combine the manufacturing,
marketing, and management skills of indus-
try with the solar experience base and
analytical capabilities of the government
laboratories.

Sandia has principal responsibility
within the DOE’S Photovoltaic Technology
Program for crystalline solar cell research,
photovoltaic concentrating collector devel-
opment, systems and balance-of-system
technology development, and user-
orientecf technology outreach. While these
efforts vary greatly in scope, the emphasis
in each is to work with industry and users
to accelerate development and acceptance
of photovoltaic technology.

Photovoltaic cell and collector technol-
ogy research activities support new, pronlis-
ing concepts and provide valuable device
fabrication, testing, and product evaluation
services to industry. Sanclia engineers have
demonstrated a 20-percent-efficient proto-
type photovoltaic concentrator module and
are defining new, manufacturable module
design concepts. ‘1’hcse efforts, combined
with current concentrator module and cell
manufacturing technology initiatives, are
designed to help industry more rapidly
develop a cost-effective commercial prod-
uct. Sandia engineers are working with the
U.S. solar cell industry by improving indus-
try cell fabrication processes through
collaborative research in the Photovoltaic
Device Fabrication Laboratory. Industry is
also supported through cell measurements
and analyses performed in the Photovoltaic
Device Measurements I.aboratory and
module and array testing and evaluation in
the Photovoltaic Technology F,valuation
Laboratory.

The photovoltaic systems work concen-
trates on applications engineering, systems
performance testing, data base develop-
ment, and technology transfer to overcome
technical and institutional barriers to pho-
tovoltaic technology market development.
Photovoltaic systems are ideal for small-
powcr, remote applications and are widely
installed in developing nations under
programs sponsored by the World Health
Organization, the World Bank, multilateral
development banks, donor agencies, and
the U.S. Agency for International Devel-
opment. Sandia’s Photovoltaic Design
Assistance Center has helped U.S. manufac-
turers compete in this growing interna-
tional market and will continue to identify
and develop both domestic and interna-
tional markets for the technology.

Tom Hund focuses sunlight on the CONCEPT-
90 photovol[aic concentrator. The prototype
module fea[ures thin, flat components and
improved optical e/ements. Its unique
assemb/y will make it easy to manufacture.
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Sandia is also working with the industry
to develop a strategy aimed at the electric
utility sector. Efforts include fielding of
prototype systems, energy value analysis,
and utility-oriented technology assistance
activities.

Sandia is lead laboratory for vertical axis
wind turbine (VAWT) technology, unsteady
flow aerodynamics, and materials fatigue
research. Construction and performance
testing of a next-generation, commercial
size VAWT research test bed has ctcmon -
strated performance improvements of 30-
50 percent over existing commercial units.
A current program initiative is to provide
assistance to U.S. industry through coopera-
tive I/&l) agreements in commercializing
advanced wind turbine technology. ‘l’his
initiative should result in significant reduc-
tions in the cost of electricity from wind
turbines, reaching as low as five cents per
kilowatt-hour in the best wind resource
locations.

Industrial Sector (ED)

Combustion Technology-Sandia is the
lead laboratory for the Office of Industrial
Technology’s Combustion Technology
program. The long-term goal of the pro-
gram is to understand combustion procesws
to accelerate the introduction of new
engine and furnace concepts for nlinimiz-
ing pollution and fuel consumption, while
maximizing flexibility with strategic fuels,
thus enhancing the nation’s energy secu-
rity posture. Process productivity in many
industries is also dependent on efficient
and well controlled combustion processes.

Sandia has been on the forefront of
developing laser diagnostic instrumentation
for the study of combustion processes.
Recently, a new laser diagnostic technique,
degenerate four-wave mixing, was devel-
oped. This diagnostic tool has the potential
to permit temporally-resolved planar metr-
surements of minor species and tempera-
tures to be made in practical combustion
systems, revealing details of combustion
proccsscs not previously obtainable.

Sandia has also developed diagnostics
for use in unmodified production engines.
A spark plug fitted with fiber-optic sensors
for studying flame kernel development and
an ion-probe instrumented head girskct for
studying the end of the combustion process

in production engines were developed in
response to direct inquiries from industry.
We believe that production engine diag-
nostics can be used to help optimize
engine designs, and wc are cooperating
with engine designers at Chrysler, Ford,
and Gcneral Motors.

We continue to work cooperatively
with universities, industry, and other
national laboratories and serve as the
United States’ technical representative to
the Executive Committee for the Interna-
tional Energy Agency’s Energy Conserva-
tion in Combustion Implementing
Agreement. This participation enables us
to track progress in energy combustion
technology in I,urope and Japan.

Materials Proccs.sing-Sandia is the
lead laboratory in the Materials Processing
by Design project of the Office of Industrial
Technology materials program. Work
involves two tasks: (1) rapid deposition of
ceramics from gas streams with entrained
solids; and (2) rapidly solidified metals.

The first task aims at developing predic-
tive computational models, mechanistic
information, and in sih~ optical diagnostics
for use in designing and operating new
ceramics processing technologies such as
the Chemical Vapor Composites (CVC)
process. ‘l’he research is being performed
at Sandia’s Combustion llescarch Facility in
collaboration with industry, including
Thcrmo-[lectron Tcchnologics Corporation.
I.ascr diagnostics arc applied to probe high-
tempcraturc flow reactors which simulate
CVC processes. Data are interpreted to
cliscern chemical and physical mechanisms
of chemical precursor decomposition and
particle nucleation and growth. This quan-
titative an~i mechanistic information is
integrated through extensive computa-
tional modeling of both the gas phase and
the heterogeneous surface growth
processes.

The objective of the second task is to
provide computational models, as well as
mechanistic information, to optimize both
the production of metal powders through
rapid solidification processing and the
processing of such powders in consolidation
ancl heat treatments. The goal is to achieve
a fine, high-temperature microstructure in
metallic alloys and intermetallic compounds
that will extend the high-temperature per-
formance of these materials in energy-
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related applications. Physical models and
computational codes are being developed
to define the relationships between pro-
cessing variables (droplet size, cooling rate,
superheat, gas solubilitics) and vacancy
supersaturation, gas entrapment, and
microstructure. Physical models and com-
putational codes are also being dcvclopecf
for the solidification of liquid metal
droplets in high-velocity gas streams.

Advanced Industrial Materials
Research—This project supports research
in advanced industrial materials in two
major technical areas: (1) novel acoustic
wave sensors and (2) novel porous silicon
processing technology for electrochemical
and chemical devices. The work in novel
acoustic wave sensors will focus on the
application of acoustic wave technology to
characterizing and controlling thin films.

The goals of this research are to (a) de-
velop novel acoustic wave sensors for mon-
itoring materials processing and (b) develop
chemically selective sensors which can bc
used in process and environmental moni-
toring and control. The work in porous
silicon processing will focus on controlled
electrochemical etch silicon micro-
machining of the development of sensor

devices. These devices will bc used as
humidity and pressure sensors for envi-
ronmental control applications (e.g., smart
buildings with heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning control) with subsequent large
energy savings.

Catalysis By Design—This project
supports research in two major areas: (1)
computer-aided molecular design of carbon
dioxide activation catalysts and (2) catalysis
by design. Specific goals of the first area of
research are: (1) computer-aided molecular
design of catalysts that mimic carbon
dioxide-activating enzymes, (2) clcvclop-
ment of improved molecular modeling
techniques, (3) structural studies of carbon
dioxide-activating enzymes, (4) synthesis,
characterization, and testing of designed
biomimetic catalysts, and (5) integration of
successful catalysts into a solar-driven pro-
cess. Specific goals of the catalysis by
design research are: (1) modeling of meth-
anol in zcolitc ZSM-5 with currently
available models, (2) comparison of exper-
imental data with moctcling results, (3)
development of massively parallel versions
of computer models, and (4) application of
improved computer-aided molecular design
models to ZSM-5/methanol catalyst systems.
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Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

Effort for the Director of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (RW) is expected to
peak between FY 1993 and 2001. Sandia’s major activities address transportation and
geologic disposal of spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste.

Summary of Programs for
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

(Operating BA in $ million)

DB Nuclear Waste Fund 23.8 28.5 18.1 29.1

Percent of total operating funds 2 ?10 2 ?40 1 CYo 2 ?40

Nuclear waste fund (DB)

‘l’he dominant effort in this program is
the Yucca Mountain Project, an investiga-
tion to determine the feasibility of siting a
commercial nuclear waste repository in the
volcanic tuffs of Yucca Mountain on the
Nevada Test Site. Sandia’s responsibilities
in this multifaceted project are to:

9

●

●

●

●

●

support, through assessments of per-
formance, the development of the
design of the repository;

perform laboratory tests and (Ievelop
theoretical understanding of proper-
ties of tuff for repository design and
performance assessment;

determine parameters that describe
water migration in tuff and develop
predictive models;

perform field tests to measure some
gcohydrologic properties of the rock in
the repository systcm;

develop and evaluate conceptual
designs for borcholc, shaft, and drift
seals for the repository; and

assess performance capabilities of the
repository by using the repository
conceptual design ancl known site
characteristics; and

● usc the assessments to determine
compliance with regulations and guide
the collection of data at the site.

The repository cfesixn resultimz from
this effort ‘will bc’capa~le of handfing high-
lCVCI commercial and defense wastes as well
as spent fuel. Sandia published the con-
ceptual design to support the Site Charac-
terization Plan in FY 1989. Our current
role is to use our performance assessment
capabilities to help set design requirements
and to examine the design for its ability to
comply with regulations.

Our role in testing and performance
assessment will be to help develop a
license application that DOE expects to
submit to the NRC in 2001. Test results
and analyses of performance will be major
contributors to the commission’s examina-
tion of the repository system’s ability to
meet regulations.

Sandiats Transportation Technology
Center continues to support the RW
program mission to develop safe and
efficient spent fuel transportation and
package handling systems. Design and
production of the actual systems for trans-
porting commercial wastes to storage or
repositories are being performed in the
private sector. Sandia will continue to
participate in technology base and tech-
nology transfer activities that will be
needtid to certify this new generation of
waste packaging.
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Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy

The primary objective of Sandia’s fossil energy research and development is to provide
technology that expands the base of domestic energy reserves and improves the nation’s
ability to use these resources efficiently. To achicvc this objective, Sandia conducts
programs in the combustion of pulverized coal and coal/water slurries; coal solids to liquids
conversion processes; methane conversion; catalyst design; high-energy fuels; and gas from
low-permeability sands and deep heavy oils. This strategy makes extensive use of our
expertise in developing and fielding instrumentation, systems engineering and analysis,
component development, materials science, and combustion. This expertise also supports
the DOE project management office of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Our coal com-
bustion programs interact strongly with U.S. industry through our Combustion Research
Facility users programs.

Sandia collaborates with a number of international cooperative programs in fossil energy
R&D. Current activities include exchanges with the United Kingdom and Japan in coal
liquefaction, with Australia and Denmark in coal colnbustion, and with Venezuela in
enhanced oil recovery.

Emphases in future fossil programs will be coal science, geoscicncm, and oil and gas
rccovcrv tcchnoloxv. The effort in coal science will be to develop a technology foundation
for und’erstanding”t’hc chemical structure and reactivity of coal anti to usc thisuncier-
standing to explore concepts and processes for converting coal to clean liquid fuels. The
goal in geoscience will be to develop a fundamental understanding of the characteristics of
reservoir heterogeneities and to combine that knowlc(igc with advanced diagnostics for
recovery processes. ‘l’his work will provide the basis for improved recovery of oil and gas.

B&l?
w

AA
AB
AC
SA

Summary of Programs for
Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy

(Operating BA in $ million)

Proaram Title ~ m m m

Coal 4.0 4.1 4.7 6.6
Gas 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5
Petroleum 1.7 3.7 3.3 3.5
Strategic Petroleum Reserve - Storage

Facilities Development 1.9 2.3 2.7 2.3

Total 7.9 10.3 11.1 12.9
Percent of total operating funds 1 Yo 1 ?40 1 ?40 1 ?40

Coal (AA)

Coal conversion-Sandia’s long-range
objective in coal science is to understand
how reactivity is related to the molecular
and macroscopic structure of coal, and from
that understanding develop new coal
conversion process concepts to provide a
basis for industry to implement new and
cxnandcd uses for coal. Research in

involved in the conversion of coal to liquid
fuels at more moderate temperatures and
pressures with optimum hydrogen use and
with effective removal of sulfur and nitro-
gen. A group of hydrous metal-oxide ion-
exchangc compounds has been identified
that are extremely active catalysts for the
conversion of coal to premium liquid fuels.
We are currently involved in an advanced
development program that will culminate

liq’ucfaction is focused on the chemistry in the evaluation of these novel catalysts in
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a large-scale coal liquefaction test facility.
This work is closely coordinated with the
Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center and
with other DOE contractors and industrial
participants.

Investigators usc computer-aided
molecular design techniques to guide the
synthesis of tailor-made catalysts. The work
is currently focused on novel concepts for
the direct conversion of natural gas
(methane) to methanol and other liquid
hydrocarbon fuels. Based on these results,
synthesized materials have been shown in
preliminary laboratory tests to be catalytic
for the conversion of alkancs to alcohols.
Computer-aided molecular design tech-
niques are also being used to develop
three-dimensional macromolecular models
for coal to study the chemistry of large coal-
relatcd molecules.

Coal combustion-Sandia has devel-
oped an integrated program of basic and
applied research in coal combustion that
investigates pulverized coal combustion and
related coal science issues under controlled
laboratory conditions. We measure chemi-
cal and physical mechanisms and rates of
ignition, dcvolatilization, and oxidation of
coals and chars. The work requires dcvcl-
opmcnt and application of laser-based
diagnostics for the study of coal-derived,
particle-laden combustion flows. We have
also developed new instrumentation for
real-time measurements of mass loading in
fossil energy process streams. In addition,
projects are underway that emphasize
computational modeling of coal-derived
combustion flows to predict fouling and
slagging in commercial furnaces and boilers.

Enhanced gas recovery (AB)

The long-range objectives of the natural
gas program arc: (1) to improve the produc-
tion of natural gas from low permeability
gas reservoirs by combining comprehensive
geologic characterization with the devel-
opment of new reservoir stimulation
technology; and (2) to develop novel sepa-
ration techniques for the clean-up of
natural gas streams to promote increased,
economic use of natural gas.

Toward the first objective, Sandia
performs geotechnical studies in the areas
of sedimentology and natural fractures,

geomcchanics and in situ stress, and reser-
voir stimulation. These capabilities result
from Sandia’s key role in the Multiwell
Experiment (MWX), a field laboratory in
western Colorado conducted during the
1980s. MWX resulted in new perspectives
on production from tight, naturally frac-
tured reservoirs. Currently, Sandia is
applying this technology in several ways:
(1) to DOE’S Slant Hole Completion Test
being conducted at the MWX site, which
tests the applicability of horizontal drilling
to increase production from tight, fractured
reservoirs in the West; (2) to developing a
methodology for understanding and ex-
ploiting natural fracture systems in western
basins; and (3) to the Gas Research Insti-
tute’s projects in the Green River Basin of
Wyoming, and at the Hydraulic Fracture
‘lest Site—a major new GR1 initiative.

A new initiative is the development of
novel inorganic polymer materials for the
separation of methane from mixed gas
streams as an alternative to current energy-
intensive methods such as distillation. This
work is based upon the use of sol-gel tech-
nology, which provides tailored inorganic
microstructurcs. Here, sol-gels are being
used to create an inorganic gas separation
membrane specific for’ methane supported
on a porous, permeable ceramic substrate.
Some of the work is being conducted at the
University of New Mexico with Gas
Research Institute co-funding.

Petroleum (AC)

The petroleum program comprises
three areas of research: oil shale, advanced
extraction process technology (AEPT), and
improved oil recovery (IO R). The current
oil shale effort is focused on blasting, which
has shown to bc an essential part of recov-
ery of energy from this national resource,
whether by mining and surface retorting or
by in sit~~ processing. Sandia has developed
state-of-the-art computational capabilities
in rock fragmentation and blasting. Fur-
ther l>OF, support in this area is problemat-
ical; however, Atlas Powder Company is
providing continuing funds for us to address
their needs in surface coal mining.

One goal for AEPT is to develop supe-
rior geophysical techniques for improved
reservoir characterization and irr situ pro-
cess monitoring. The current focus is
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electrical/electromagnetic (E/EM) geo-
diagnostic techniques. A key effort is the
development of advanced computational
capabilities for (1) design and assessment of
the many different source receiver E/EM
variations that are possible, and (2) the
interpretation of field data by both forward
and inverse analyses. Selected methods arc
evaluated in field experiments conducted
at various sites in conjunction with other
national laboratories, industry, and
universities.

Also for AEPT, we are exploring the
development of novel catalysts for the
direct conversion of natural gas to oxy-
genates and/or other valuable intermedi-
ates. This work makes extensive use of
computer-aided molecular design tech-
niques to evaluate possible molecular
catalyst designs, which are then synthe-
sized, characterized, and tested for catalytic
activity and selectivity.

A sea floor earthquake measuring sys-
tem (SEMS), originally funded by AF,PT, is
now being supporte(i by the Department
of Interior’s Mineral Management Service
and industry. Two units are emplaced
offshore California, and measurements of
seabed response to earthquakes arc being
correlated with the response of offshore
platforms in this joint project.

For IOR, the long-range goal is to
develop technologies that will improve
production of both heavy and light oils.
Currently, there are two aspects. First,
studies are performed that provide an IOR
perspective to the E/EM geodiagnostic
work described above. The rcsistivity
changes occurring during stcamfloocling or
other 10R processes are determined from
analyses of industry field data. A petro-
physical model and a reservoir simulation
capability have been developed and
applied that describe and predict the resis-
tivity changes causccl by the process.
Second, our measurement of in situ stresses
and other long-term phenomena at the
Ekofisk l~ield in the North Sea, in conjunc-
tion with Phillips Petroleum, has led to a
concept of geomechanics for reservoir
management, which views reservoirs as
dynamic systems that must be studied with
full awareness of their changing conditions
over their lifetimes. This concept is now
being applied to domestic U.S. reservoirs in
collaboration with industry.

Under both IOR and AEPT funding, a
joint Oil Recovery Technology Partnership
with Los Alamos National Laboratory has
been established with the objective of
using the capabilities, facilities, and exper-
tise of the DOE national laboratories to
assist the nation’s petroleum industry.
Sandia projects under the Partnership are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Application of tight gas reservoir
technology to tight oil reservoirs in
conjunction with the Harvey E. Yates
Company, an independent producer;

Development of a truly advanced,
multistation borehole seismic receiver
with 0% Geospace, which is now
marketing a single station version of
the tool;

A study into the geomechanics of
horizontal wells in cooperation with
Oryx Energy Company, a leader in
horizontal well technology;

A joint investigation with Petrolite
Corporation of the chemical changes
occurring during hot oiling, a proce-
dure applied nationwide thousands of
times a day to stripper (low produc-
tion) wells by in(icpcndent producers;
and

lln’elo[>rncnt of an advanced, three-.
component borcho]c seismic source
together with (;hcvron and I.os
Alamm.

An additional partnership task permits
response to inquiries from industry. An
industry-based Partnership Steering Com-
mittee, a Review Panel, and a Crosswell
Seismic Forum have been established to
provide review, evaluation, and guidance
for partnership activities.

A short-term effort under IOR support
is a systems analysis to study the effect of
the addition of new natural gas pipeline
capacity on shut-in heavy-oil production or
on new enhanced oil recovery projects.
‘[’his analysis contributes to the action plan
for implementation of Initiative 37 of the
National Energy Strategy.
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Bruce Engler and Gerard
Sleefe hold o prototype of
the borehole seismic
receiver that was
developed at Srmdia and
has been successfully
licensed to industry.
The receiver’s high
resolution and multiple
connection capabilities
are particularly suited for
cross- well seismic
imaging of oil and gas
fields.

Strategic petroleum reserve (SA)

The DOE Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR) is planning and developing storage
for the currently approved 750 million
barrels of crude oil, primarily in salt mines
and solution-mined caverns in salt domes in
the Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast region.
Sandia is supporting the implementation of
the geotechnical program. This program
provides a comprehensive, site-specific,
geotechnical data base for the planning,
design, construction, and safe storage of
SPR crude oil. ‘1’hcse data will aid in assess-
ing the long-term stability of S1’R storage
caverns and mines to minimize the poten-
tial for storage cavity failures that could
result in significant environmental impacts,
economic losses, or inability to withdraw oil
when needed. The program involves site
characterization, engineering design assis-
tance, and evaluation, including numerical
simulation studies, laboratory and bcnch-
scale testing of salt cores from SPR sites,
monitoring, interpreting field events, and
evaluating and developing instrumentation.
Issues related to the quality of stored crude
oil are also addressed.

Sandia has provided geotechnical sup-
port for the planning, design, construction,
and operation of the SPR crude oil storage
facilities since 1980. Our role is to acquire

technically comprehensive, site-specific
data and combine them with analytical
models to address site characterization,
leaching, and drilling activities at different
SPR sites. As the quantity of stored oil
increases to well over two-thirds of the
approved total, the emphasis of our efforts
has turned from site characterization stud-
ies to monitoring long-term integrity and
stability of the caverns and mines.

The program develops and fields in-
strumentation to provide long-term cavern
monitoring, validate cavern creep closure
models, assess the integrity of wells and
casings penetrating the caverns, and certify
the integrity of caverns. In addition, engi-
neers address specific geotechnical prob-
lems, such as the potential impact of water
leaks on withdrawal of oil from the Weeks
Island mine, and conduct studies to deter-
mine optimum cavern drawdown scenarios
based on geotechnical considerations.

The technology developed for cavern
creation, testing, and operations is cur-
rently being applied to commercial cavern
development for natural gas storage under a
technology transfer program.

Sandia will additionally support expan-
sion studies to increase the SPR capacity to
one billion barrels. These studies will in-
clude geophysical studies of candidate salt
domes and tradeoff analyses of costs associ-
ated with expansion into new salt domes.
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Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy

Current efforts for the Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy focus principally on
advanced military and civilian space nuclear power applications and terrestrial reactor
development, the latter emphasizing improved nuclear power plant safety, reliability, and
economics. Many aspects of these efforts are closely related. Specific activities empha-
sizing Sandia’s strenxths include studies of systems concents and technoloxv evaluation,
safet~ and reliability-analyses, electronic sys’tems and cic~ices for opcratio~ in severe
environments, testing, engineering of high-reliability components, and knowledge of
materials behavior and degradation. We plan to increase the effectiveness and size of
efforts by expanding our support of NASA’s Space Exploration Initiative (see page 38)
by establishing technology alliances with industry, bringing our expertise to bear on
significant problems facing nuclear power.

our
and

Summary of Programs for
Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy

(Operating BA in $ million)

B&R
M Pro~ram Title ~ ~ ~ ~

AF/GE Nuclear Energy R&D / Materials
Production 4.1 7.4 8.3 8.0

Percent of total operating funds <1 /2% 1 To 1 ?40 1 Vo

Civilian reactor development
(AF); and
Materials production (GE)

The objectives of this work are to
improve the safety, reliability, and cost-
cffectiveness of commercial light water
reactors and thereby increase their accept-
ability and to develop technology for space
power applications.

Sandia operates the LWR Technology
Management Center for DOE. Activities
are focused on developing and implement-
ing reactor safety features and concepts
that offer significant safety improvements
and longer operating lives, and on cicwciop-
ing approaches for improving the reactor
licensing process. Work areas include
studying the tcchnicai, institutional, and
economic aspects of extending the licensed
lifetime of commercial nuciear power
piants, conducting technical studies for
DOE’s nuclear regulatory reform legislation
currently before Congress, and applying
new techniques to the reactor licensing
process.
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We work with the nuclear Dower indus-
try to resolve technical issues ~ssociatcd
with extending the usefui life of operating
light water reactors. In addition, we will be
investigating improved approaches to the
licensing of nuclear piants and exploring
technological developments in support of
future nuclear plant designs. This work is
closely coupled with industry efforts. Most
of this work is contracted to industry, uni-
versities, and other nirtionai laboratories.

These programs form a basis for closer
cooperation with inciustry. We are in the
process of forming technology aiiiances
with industry to coupie Sandia’s strengths
with the nuciear power industry’s experi-
ence and knowic(ige to address issues of
importance to current and future nuclear
power piants.

Nuclear power is an essential compo-
nent of this nation’s energy supply mix,
and its environmental advantages are
becoming appreciated in light of worldwide
concern over the emission of greenhouse
gases from fossil fuel power piants. The
U.S. has invested over $200 billion in
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nuclear power facilities that generate 20
percent of its electricity. Nuclear power
plants are licensed for 40 years, but studies
indicate that plant life could be extended
by an additional 20 or 30 years. If an aver-
age of ten years additional operation could
be gained, $170 billion dollars would be
saved. Sandia has devised a step-by-step
methodology for evaluating plant equip-
ment—focusing on systems, structures, and
components that are subject to age-related
degradation—that may pave the way for
safe, extended operation of nuclear power
plants. The methodology is endorsed by
the nuclear power industry as its technical
approach to license renewal and has been
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission for consideration in formulating
license renewal regulations.

Within the DOE Space Nuclear Power
Program, Sandia is responsible for indepen-
dent safety, concept, and technology eval-
uation and instrumentation and control.

Sandia performs independent analyses
of all safety issues related to space nuclear
power. This activity includes recommend-
ing and developing new accident and
response models as needed, conducting
independent safety tests, and recommend-
ing design changes to meet safety criteria
and specifications.

Sandia plays a major role in the area of
instrumentation and control (I&C) for both
space and terrestrial reactors. Our exper-
tise in this area has been recognized by our
selection as the lead laboratory in I&C for
the SP-1OO Space Power Technology
program. Through this program, Sandia has
become heavily involved in the develop-
ment of advanced technology for reactor
control systems, including digital and linear
microelectronics. We are currently devel-
oping high-temperature, radiation-
hardened electronic components for the
S1>-lOO program.
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Multiple Sponsors

This section describes programs that derive their support from more than one sponsor.
The resource tables at the end of this document do not contain an entry for multiple
sponsors; resource requirements are included in the resource tables for each sponsor.

Ben Arogon peers through
the “portholes” in the GEC
(Goseous Electronic Confer-
ence) rodio frequency
reference cell. Sondia led a
nationa/ effort to deve/op
the stondord plosma
research reoctor, which is
o/reedy benefiting U.S.
reseorch in plosmo etching,
on essential step in
modern microelectronics
manufacturing.

Silicon semiconductor technology
(ASDP, ER/BES, and SEMATECH)

A competitive domestic semiconductor
industry is vital to U.S. national security in
the broadest sense. Without a concerted,
centralized effort to revitalize the micro-
electronics industry, there is concern that
the United States will lose its microelec-
tronics capability and become dependent
upon foreign supplies for the next genera-
tion of microelectronics technology. A
principal concern in the comp@itiveness
of the U.S. semiconductor industry is the
length of time required to effectively trans-
late university research developments into
manufacturing advantages. Sandia is in-
volved in several initiatives to speed up
this process.

Sandia participates with the University
of New Mexico, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, and the University of Arizona in
SEMAI’ECH-sponsormi Centers of Exccl-
Ience in metrology (UNM), metallization
(RPI), and ultra-clean process technology

(U of A). In addition, S13MArECH has estab-
lished the Semiconductor Equipment
Technology Center (SETEC) at Sandia to
apply research in reliability modeling and
process technology to the development of
new integrated circuit production equip-
ment by U.S. manufacturers.

The SETLC approach is to assist the
equipment manufacturers in utilizing the
scientific and technological base that exists
in the national laboratories and to support
industry in areas of interdisciplinary, fun-
damental, and applied research. The goal
of SETEC is to enable U.S. semiconductor
equipment manufacturers to produce lead-
ing edge equipment for the semiconductor
industiy.

Sandia is also bridging the gap between
universities and the semiconductor industry
in reliability assessment and advanced fab-
rication techniques.
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Semiconductor component
development program
(ASDP, DoD, and other federal
agencies)

Nuclear weapon and space satellite
applications call for custom integrated
circuits with very high reliability and high
tolerance to various forms of radiation.
Therefore, special efforts must be made to
design, fabricate, and qualify integrated
circuits for military and space use.

Semiconductor component develop-
ment activities include nonvolatile memory
development; development of computer
aids for integrated circuit design and
testing; design of families of general pur-
pose microprocessors; development of
improved integrated circuit qualification
methods; and development of a standard
electronic parts list. Ensuring availability of
high-reliability, radiation-hardened micro-
electronics through partnerships with U.S.
industry for the production of qualified
parts is an important element of the
program.

Sandia’s Microelectronics Development
Laboratory (MDL) provides 12,500 square
feet of, nearly vibration-free, better than
Class 1 clean room space. A 1.25 micron,
radiation-hardened CMOS integrated circuit
fabrication capability has now been in-
stalled in the MDL and is being used to
fabricate test structures to support the
development of improved qualification
procedures. In adclition, a flexible capabil-
ity to process ferroelectric materials, per-
form micro-machining, and process com-
pound semiconductors is being installed.

● A Class 1 clean room contains fewer than one
particle per cubic foot of air.

Compound semiconductor
technology
(ASDP, ER/BES, ASCRE, and
DARPA)

Current microelectronics in both the
defense and civilian sectors is, for the most
part, based on silicon integrated circuits.
However, there is growing application in
Sandia programs for compound semiconduc-
tors in electronic and photonic technology.
As part of an effort to meet this demand,
the Center for Compound Semiconductor
Technology (CCST) has been established.
The CCST focuses on research and devel-
opment emphasizing materials growth, de-
vice design, modeling, and prototyping in
compound semiconductors such as gallium
arsenide, iridium arsenide, and others.
New device concepts, such as unlimited
radiation hardness, optically triggered high
current switches, and nonvolatile memories
in compound semiconductors have been
demonstrated in the CCS”~.
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Work for other DOE locations, contractors, and offices

Sandia performs work for other DOE elements as requested to support programmatic and
institutional requirements. These elements may include field operations and facilities of
the nuclear weapons complex as well as special programs aciministcred by DOE headquarters
offices.

Summary of Programs for
Other DOE Locations, Contractors, and

(Operating BA in $ million)

Miscellaneous Locations 15.5
NT Intelligence

I WA50 Minori{y Economic Impact

Offices

~ ~ m

18.0 26.7 25.0
2.1 2.1 2.1
0.7 2.5 2.6

Total 15.5 20.8 31.3 29.7
Percent of total operating funds 1 ?40 2 ?40 2 Vo 2 Vo

Sandia assists other DOE locations with
facility safeguards and security matters. We
have a broad base of experience in this
field as it relates to the safety and security
of nuclear materials and operations.

Sandia developed and delivered the
Device Transport Vehicle (DTV) to DOE’S
Nevada Operations Office for use at the
Nevada Test Site. This vehicle substantially
upgrades the safety and security of nuclear
explosive test devices from their point of
assembly at NTS to their point of emplace-
ment for detonation.

We also developed a software security
system evaluation tool called ASSESS. This
tool has been used at many DOE sites to
help identify security needs and the
adequacy of upgrades.

Sandia is involved with the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant in the design and
implementation of their alarm communica-
tions and display system. We are providing
an integrated safeguards system with Los
Alamos National Laboratory at the Argonne
National Laboratory West that will provide
physical security and materials accounting
features. We are also consulting with a
number of other sites, including Savannah

River, Y-12, Pantex, Allied Signal, Mound
Laboratories, Lawrence Livcrmore, and
Bettis Naval Reactors.

Sandia performs work of a classified
nature for the DOE Office of Intelligence.

We arc playing a major role in the
Waste Energy Conservation program spon-
sored by DOfl’s Office of Waste Reduction.
This program is an alliance between the
Department of Energy, including Sandia
and Los Alamos national laboratories, and
industry for the purpose of stimulating the
cicvcioprnent and transfer of waste reduc-
tion and energy saving technologies to
industry.

San(iia conducts or participates in sev-
crai minority education development and
support pro~rams under the sp~nsorship of
DOE’S Office of Minority i?conomic Impact.
‘i’hey inclu(ic: DOE’s Science and Technol-
ogy Ailiance; the University of New Mexico
Minority Engineering Program Model; a
joint Sandia/Los Alamos Mi(i-School Rural
‘reacher Training Program; Sandia’s Science
A~ivisors Program; and support of the solar
detoxification program at the University of
Turabo.
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Work other than for DOE

Nearly 30 percent of Sandia’s programmatic effort is work for agencies other than DOE;
about 80 percent of that effort is for the Department of Defense. ~’hese “reimbursable
projects” exercise and strengthen the capitalized resources we maintain for the nuclear
weapons programs. They also make cost-effective use of existing federal investment for
other technological needs in areas such as conventional dcfcnsc, security, strategic defense,
treaty verification, microelectronics, and space exploration. The technology base devel-
oped through our work for DOE provides us expertise and capabilities not always found in
industry or in other government agencies; hence, opportunities to contribute technological
solutions to agencies other than DOE not only help solve a national need, but also help us
maintain our abilities to perform our DOE missions.

Before undertaking a reimbursable project, we ascertain that no interference with DOE
weapon programs will result. Acceptable projects will involve problems of national impor-
tance that reasonably match our DOE missions and capabilities and are feasible in terms of
program goals and availability of required assets. We are regulated to undertake only work
in which we have special capabilities as a consequence of our technical expertise or facili-
ties. Often this work is completed jointly with or transferred to private industry, requiring
our involvement only so long as needed to meet the agency’s objectives. Industrial bidders
for DoD prime contracts will ;ometimes include Sundia”-tectlnical assistance as part of a
proposal, and unless constrained by service procurement regulations, we make our capabili-
ties available to any legitimate bidder. If appropriate, Sandia capabilities may be communi-
cated to all interested parties at bidders conferences hosted by the procuring service.

The discussions that follow outline important aspects of our programs for non-DOE
agencies.

Summary of Work for
Entities Other Than DOE

(Operating BA in $ million)

Department of Defense 280.6 254.5 311.0 327.0
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 14.6 14.0 19.6 20.0
Other Federal Agencies 27.0 28.6 24.0 30.0
All Other 13.3 11.7 13.8 16.0

Total 335.5 308.8 368.4 393.0
Percent of total operating funds 30V0 27V0 27?ko 28V0

Department of Defense

Army observable materials on survivability in the
battlefield of the future.

Our parachute and control system We have developed an improved, all-
technologies arc being used to develop electronic, safing and arming system for the
high-speed, low-level, airdrop resupply Patriot missile. The design is being trans-
systems. We arc exploring guidance con- ferred to industry for production, and we
ccpts to defeat high-value battlefield are currently qualifying a supplier for the
targets and are studying the effects of low- Army.
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Sandia evaluates enhanced security at
NATO sites by providing technical support,
operational tests, and methods to detect
intruders and delay unauthorized access to
weapons. To extend this work, the vice
chief of staff of the Army requested Sandia
to participate in a number of activities asso-
ciated with low-intensity conflict. These
activities included force protection evalua-
tions in Honduras and the Sinai and other
related studies and R&D tasks.

Sandia is developing packaging design
requirements and a design concept for on-
site transportation of obsolete chemical
munitions that are scheduled for destruc-
tion at Army sites within the continental
U.S. We will serve as technical advisor
when the program includes private indus-
try participation.

Navy

The Laboratories has long collaborated
with the Navy on development of weapon
subsystems. We were especially pleased,
moreover, to have been able to contribute
to the Navy’s war-fighting effort during
Desert Storm. Sanclia’s Tonopah Test Range
was the site of night validation testing of
the Tomahawk land attack cruise missile.
(It may be recalled that a night-fired
Tomahawk was the first shot opening the
coalition attack on Baghdad on January 16,
199 1.) Sandia provided camera coverage
for documentation and measurement of
target accuracy; telemetry reception,
recording, and data reduction; and post-test
missile recovery.

Continuing the successful relationship
with the Navy that produced integrated
arming, fuzing, and firing systems for the
Mark 3 and Mark 4, Sandia developed an
integrated AF&F system (one combining
fuzing and firing functions) for the Triderrt
11/Mark 5 weapon program that provides
fuzing options to enhance effectiveness
against hardened targets. The Trident
11/Mark 5 development program was com-
pleted in 1991, and first production to
support IOC is nearly complete.

Quality Assurance evaluation of Mark 3
and Mark 4 reentry body hardware is con-
tinuing while the systems are in stockpile.
Similar activity for the Mark 5 is beginning.
Production support activities for arming and
firing components of the Mark 4 reentry

body have continued over the past year,
and production requirements for the Mark
4 have been completed.

Our experience in systems engineering,
safing and arming systems, aircraft interfac-
ing, parachutes, and aeroballistics permitted
us to contribute to the development of two
new conventional air-delivered gravity
bombs. Sandia’s role in the program, man-
aged by the Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake, was to develop a common bomb
control unit and tail assembly.

Sandia has performed reimbursable
work in support of Marine Corps expedi-
tionary force capabilities. Drawing upon
our expertise in sensor technology and
rugged microelectronics, we developed a
family of remote sensors for perimeter
security, battlefield route surveillance, and
support of amphibious assaults.

Our experience with deployable sensor
systems has further led to the development
of a Mini Intrusion Detection System for
the armed services and other federal
agencies. MIDS provides advanced, cost-
effective patrol security for small installa-
tions. Sandia’s competency and experi-
ence base in sensor-based security systems
may have application to a variety of unique
government requirements.

Our capabilities in providing physical
security robotics for DOE site security have
lcd to the development and demonstration
of tcleopcrater.1 battlefield vehicles. Sandia
is also providing consultation as these con-
cepts are pursued by the Marine Corps and
private industry for further development
and production.

During Operation Desert Storm, we
developed a large fuel-air explosive device
for the Marines, as well as remote control
systems for Marine Corps landing craft to
allow unmanned penetration of the
formidable surf-zone mine fields deployed
in Kuwait.

Air Force

We were pleased to make a contribu-
tion to the Air Force’s war-fighting effort
during Desert Storm. Si.rndia provided flight
test support at its Tonopah Test Range
(’l”I’ll) for rapid development of a 4,700-
pound conventional pcnctrator bomb. The
weapon was a long, penetrating glide bomb
fitted with a laser guidance system from a
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smaller weapon. It was designed to destroy
deep underground bunkers having urgent
target priority.

A test at Tonopah ‘1’est Range in Febru-
ary 1991 was the only pre-combat drop test
of the deep-penetrating bomb, which
buried over 100 feet into the desert f]oor.
Two days later two of the weapons were
dropped on a bunker complex at the Al Taji
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The 4, 700-pound GBU-28 penetrator bomb
was given a pre-combot test drop at Sandia’s
Tonopah Test Range on February 24, 1991.

air base near Baghdad. The target, a high
command center, was destroyed. lTR has
unique optical trajectory measurement
capabilities (including the ability to mea-
sure penetration angles) that make it ideal
for testing this type of munition.

The Laboratories has long collaborated
with the Air Force on development of
weapons subsystems, satellite instrumenta-
tion, and physical security systems. Cur-
rently, we are collaborating with Motorola
under subcontract to develop an upgraded
ordnance package for the AMRAAM
(Advanced, Mwlium-Range, Air-to-Air
Missile). Sandia’s responsibilities in the
program are (1) system analysis and
support, (2) the design of an all-electronic
safing and arming system, and (3) the
design of the slapper detonator system.
Sandia’s expertise for these tasks comes
directly from the nuclear weapons program
and represents unique capabilities that
supplement rather than compete with
industry.

We are continuing to support Air Force
satellite programs with special flight
instrumentation systems, sensors, and
ground processing capabilities to meet
unique requirements for special applica-
tions. Three activities include providing
sensors and data processors for satellite
tactical and surve~llance missions and pro-
viding ground-based calibration and data
processing systems to support Air Force
users of data for these missions. We are
continuing to support Air Force Ballistic
Missile Office/Advanced Strategic Missile
Systcm reentry vehicle programs with work
devoted to developing reentry vehicle
technology.

Sandia is working closely with the Air
Force l’hillips Laboratory to support DoD’s
thcrmionic space reactor program. The
‘ME-l’ (Therm ionic System Evaluation and
Test) program involves nonnuclear testing
of a Soviet ‘1’OPAZ 11 reactor. Sandia is
developing the test schedule and providing
the test director and technicians. In addi-
tion, we are developing computer software
that can be used to predict TSET test results
as well as the response of therm ionic space
reactor systems under various transient
conditions. Finally, Sandia is providing
technical expertise to assess the potential
of various therm ionic space reactor designs.

We and the Air Force Central Inertial
Guidance Test Facility are continuing the
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development of a small, high-accuracy, ring
laser gyro inertial navigation system. This
system is being developed for maneuvering
reentry vehicle applications but will be
used by the Air Force in a scoring system to
evaluate other missile guidance systems.

Activities in support of U.S. Air Force
physical security programs include systems
design and development of weapon storage
vaults, intrusion detection, communica-
tions, and assessment technology, as well as
participation in evaluating the nm.ls and
appropriate application of these technolo-
gies to specific sites. Air Force organiza-
tions with whom these activities are under-
taken include Electronic Systems Division
of Systems Command, Electronic Security
Command, Tactical Air Command, U.S. Air
Force Europe, and other smaller organiza-
tions. These efforts draw directly upon and
supplement our experience in providing
security technologies for the DO1;. nuclear
weapons complex. We are now soliciting
proposals to transfer some of these tech-
nologies to private industry.

We are also working with the Air Iorce
on RF sources for ultra-wideband radars.

Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization (SDIO)

SDIO sponsors a broad range of research
on technologies relevant to Sandia’s prime
mission as well as to its own programmatic
goals. In this regard, Sandia is supporting
SDIO in a number of areas where we have
either special capabilities or unique facili-
ties and where the work does not compete
with our DOE mission responsibilities. We
plan to continue working with SDIO in the

Sandia is working with
Motorola to design a new
ordnance package for the
Advanced, Medium-Range
Air-to-Air Missile.
AMRAAMs ore used on a
variety of Air Force, Navy,
and NATO fighter aircraft.

areas of discrimination, countermeasures,
space power, pulsed power, threat defini-
tion, space survivability, space experi-
ments, and new concepts.

Discrimination activities include the
definition of observablcs as well as the
evaluation of the DELPHI concept, which
uses an electron beam for interactive dis-
crimination. These activities make use of
our pulsed power and beam propagation
expertise as well as our ability to provide
advanced instrumentation for and to fly a
variety of essential experiments.

The countermeasures evaluation activ-
ity at Sandia stems from our experience in
nuclear weapon design, our previous activi-
ties in reentry vehicle technology, and the
application and evaluation of concepts that
coL]ld make strategic and theater nuclear
weapons more robust against an SDI-type
defense. “This work will help provide a
baseline from which SDIO can evaluate the
cost-effectiveness and cost to the adversary
of deploying countermeasures should any
specific concept be fielded by the United
States. Our activities in threat definition
help provide a better understanding of
both near-term and long-term strategic and
theater ballistic missile threats.

Our rocket launching test facilities in
Tonopah, Nevada, and Kauai, Hawaii, allow
flight testing of instrumented vehicles in
support of these activities. The Kauai facil-
ity is being upgra~icd urr(ier funding from
SDIO and will be capable of launching
S’I’ARS boosters later this year. We antici-
pate continuing to usc this upgraded facil-
ity to support both SD IO-sponsored tests
and needed flight activities for the DOE
nuclear weapons program.
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A three-stage Strypi Xl rocket is poised on the
launch pad at Sandia’s Kauoi Test Facilitv prior
to an S’f)l-sponsored flight test coordinated
with a Naval Research Laboratory satellite,

One of the technologies important to
SDIO is that of space nuclear power. Sandia
has continued to develop its capabilities to
model space power systems for SDI applica-
tions and has produced comparative evalua-
tions of the various systems for SDIO, DOE,
the Air Force, and the Army. Our work also
involves the development of instrumenta-
tion and control technology and inciepen-
dent analysis of safety features.

Sandia’s capabilities in the area of radia-
tion hardening serve as a foundation for
evaluating methods and penalties for in-
creasing the survivability of objects in space
through hardening of the electronics and
structure, as well as evaluating methods for
maneuverability, shootback, and other
features.

Capabilities developed primarily for the
inertial confinement fusion program and
for abovegrounct effects simulation are

being applied for a future need to launch
many satellites into low earth orbit. The
Sandia coil gun has been developed
through concept feasibility under SDIO
sponsorship. In addition, new split-cavity
oscillator microwave sources for high-power
microwaves are being developed in the
interest of more compact jammers, radars,
and weapons.

Sandia builds unique, instrumented
targets for experiments conducted for SDIO
and the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Com-
mand. In order to provide more uniform
assessment of proposed SD1O Strategic
Defense System elements, a baseline target
set has been defined consisting of target
vehicles and potential penetration-aiding
articles developed by Sandia. The experi-
ments are launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base and from Kauai Test Facility.
The Operational Deployment Experiment
Simulator (OL>ES) is a target deployment
platform being built for several SDIO exper-
iments that will be flown on the STARS
missile system.

Finally, Sandia, through its systems
analysis organizations, is providing direct
support to the SD1O Phase One F.ngineer-
ing Team (POET). In the past year, Sandia
has chaired the threat specification group
for this team, and we expect to continue to
participate both in threat specification
evaluation and command and communica-
tions issues.

Sandia is providing advanced computing
capabilities to POET. In the past year we
have developed massively parallel tracking
and correlating programs that can handle
scenarios thousands of times larger and
more complex than previous efforts could.
We expect to demonstrate the potential
for real-time tracking and correlation for
realistic S111 scenarios within the next year.

Other DoD

The Joint DoL)/DOl; Munitions Tech-
nology Development Program, enabled by
the 1985 DoD/DOE Memorandum of
Un(icrstanciing, is a jointly funded effort of
research and development to pursue
innovative warhead, explosive, and fuze
technologies and to improve nonnuclear
munitions technology across all service
mission areas. Projects pursued under this
program include energetic materials, armor/
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anti-armor, guidance and control, smart
mines, countermines, and systems studies.

Each topical area under this program is
overseen by a Technology Coordination
Group (TCG) that acts as liaison between
DoD and DOE and establishes a channel for
technology exchange. Composed of tech-
nical experts from each agency, these
groups work to ensure maximum benefit
from the program. TCGS establish measur-
able deliverables and realistic schedules,
coordinate multi-service requirements,
establish classification guidance, monitor
activity, and provide semiannual reports on
project status and potential new projects.
TCGS conduct technical reviews and pro-
vide written assessments to the Technical
Advisory Committee. The Technical Advi-
sory Committee administers the program
and provides policy guidance. It reviews
technical assessments from the TCGS, eval-
uates new proposals, and establishes the
program plan.

Because much of the technology base
developed in our nuclear weapons work is
directly applicable to DoD needs in con-
ventional munitions, this program has
brought about major improvements in con-
ventional munitions consistent with DoD’s
long-range planning and with DOE’s mis-
sion and is an effective mechanism for
leveraging available, already capitalized
R&D resources. At the same time, the costs
associated with maintaining many of the
core competencies required for the nuclear
weapons program are shared by DoD, and
the resources are further exercised, chal-
lenged, and strengthened.

Sandia’s Microelectronics Development
Laboratory supports several DoD agencies
with technology development, custom
device design, and a limited amount of
emergency parts supply through DOE or
commercial vendors. Similarly, Sandia pro-
vides unique components, such as high-
voltage switch tubes, and the consultation
of various technology experts (e.g., py-
rotechnic device experts) as requested by
Doll agencies.

DARPA is sponsoring experiments and
analyses of high-frequency seismic wave
propagation and detection to improve the
verifiability of nuclear test bans. The
agency is also sponsoring the continued
development of hypersonic delivery and
lethality for kinetic energy penetrator
warheads for precision strike applications.

As an outgrowth of our research on
novel warhead technologies, we are
conducting R&D on methods for quieting
future U.S. submarines. We are also using
our extensive computer simulation facilities
and expertise to demonstrate more lethal
warheads for future torpedoes.

For the Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA), Sandia is developing improved
security hardware, operational concepts,
and tactics for the military security forces.
With sponsorship from the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and DNA/DOE fund-
ing, we are exploring means by which the
survivability and security of nonstrategic
nuclear forces can be ensured in the
twenty-first century. We arc also providing
explosively actuated closures for use on
DNA-sponsored tests at the Nevada Test
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A strategic alliance
between Sandia and DNA
was formally established in
August 1991 when
Sandia President Al Narath
and DNA Director
Maj. Gen. Gerald Watson
signed a memorandum of
agreement. The alliance
promotes cooperation in
research, development, and
testing related to national
security missions.
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Site and aremaking diagnostic measure-
ments related to experiment protection
and containment.

DNA is also sponsoring the research,
development, and adversary analysis of
new systems and technologies for portal
and perimeter monitoring and the tran-
sition to private industry of Sandia’s R&I) in
tagging for production of field systems.

On August 19, 1991, Sandia and DNA
established a strategic alliance to
strengthen their collaboration in nuclear
weapon effects testing and in the design
and evaluation of survivable systems. The
memorandum of agreement encourages
technology transfer and staff interaction
between the two organizations, mutual
access to complementary and unique facili-
ties, teamwork in professional staff devel-
opment, coordination of programmatic
responsibilities, and efficient use of limited
resources. We believe the alliance will
strengthen both organizations and bolster
the nation’s core competency in weapon
effects testing.

For the Defense Communication
Agency, we have developed a broad range
of technologies for survivable command
and control centers. These tcchnologies—
including a broadband data bus with
computer-aided remote control and
monitoring— are being used for classified
operational systems and proof-of-concept
applications.

Extensive studies are continuing in the
area of quick strike weapons in a regional
conflict context. The Sandia concept of
Quick, Precise, Attack System (QPAS) offers
a highly integrated target acquisition, data
fusion, retargeting, and warhead delivery
system that is currently unavailable.

Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Sandia continues a broadly based
research program for NRC in probabilistic
safety analysis, reactor safety research,
engineering technology, low-level waste
management, and safeguards and security.
We also provide NRC with technical assis-
tance in the safety assessment and licens-
ing of commercial nuclear power facilities.

We have performed many of the risk
assessments sponsored by NRC, dcvclopcct
methods that now define the state of the

art, participated in major technology trans- ‘
fcr efforts, and addressed important regula-
tory issues amenable to solution by risk
assessment. We have developed methods
to analyze plant systems, operations,
human performance, accident processes,
transport of radioactive materials, and
health and economic impacts. Major
emphasis has been given to the treatment
of uncertainties.

Our severe accident research program
funded by NRC involves participation of
the international reactor safety research
community. Several unique experimental
facilities have been developed at Sandia to
investigate the diverse physical phenom-
ena that may be important in postulated
severe accidents. In-pile experiments to
study accident progression effects are
performed in the Annular Core Research
Reactor. The theoretical work centers on
the development and validation of mecha-
nistic codes (e.<q., MELCOR, CONTAIN),
which integrate severe accident knowl-
edge. Results of the severe accident
research are used for developing data bases
and models for probabilistic risk assessment,
improving hardware and procedures to
decrease plant risk, and providing the basis
for accident management and emergency
response procedures.

Sandia has conducted an extensive ana-
lytical and experimental containment in-
tegrity program, including major tests on a
]/8-scale model steel building and a l/6-
scale reinforced concrete building. Testing
has been performed to evaluate the haz-
ards of turbine and external missile impact.
Evaluations of seismic and fire risks are car-
ried out in conjunction iwith testing where
needed. Test facilities have been devel-
oped for performing quantitative measure-
ments of fire burning characteristics and
the associated smoke and combustion prod-
ucts. We have performed extensive testing
of nuclear power plant electrical equip-
ment and components under simulated
accident conditions. These tests support
equipment qualification and plant life
extension activities.

Sandia is the lead laboratory for the
development and application of perfor-
mance assessment methodologies for the
evaluation of the suitability of nondefense,
low-level waste disposal facilities for NRC.
We are also evaluating methods for classify-
ing waste streams as “below regulatory
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concerns” for use in setting de rnirrirnis
standards for radioactive and mixed wastes.

Sandia continues to support NRC in
transferring technology developed by DOE-
sponsored safeguards programs to NRC
staff, inspectors, and the nuclear utilities.
Other technologies transferred to industry
or other entities include advanced com-
puter codes and techniques for materials
and component design and evaluation.

Other federal agencies

Sandia provides support and certain
space-qualified hardware for NASA and the
European Space Agency. We are providing
a number of radiation-hardened, large-scale,
integrated circuit devices for the Venus
Radar Mapping Mission. We also provide
support to NASA for the development of
recovery systems for instrumentation sent
into orbit. Sandia advised on the design of
the high-speed parachutes used to deceler-
ate the space shuttle’s solid-fuel rocket
boosters as they fall to earth.

Sandia continues to support the
National Security Agency (NSA) in adver-
sary analysis. This work involves evaluation
of NSA-designated communications security
(COMSEC) equipment, components, and
design proposals to cfetcrmine and identify
vulnerabilities having a potential for ex-
ploitation by an adversary.

Sandia has developed a new, safe, diver-
sionary grenade for use by many federal
agencies. Ultimately, this new device will
be commercially available to law enforce-
ment agencies.

Sandia’s experience in safeguards and
security for nuclear materials and facilities
has been applied to other federal security
needs. We are developing force protection
systems for use by military and nonmilitary
personnel in special operation, low-
intensity conflict environments. We
helped develop and install an automated
entry control system for the White House,
and we have been tasked to participate in a
security upgrade of the Hoover Building of
the FBI. In addition, we are assisting the
Federal Aviation Administration Technical
Center in developing and investigating
technologies for explosives vapor detection
and in demonstrating airport security
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systcm concepts at Baltimore-Washington
International Airport.

Sandia is further assisting FAA by bring-
ing its expertise in nondestructive testing
to bear on the problem of aging aircraft.
There is insufficient knowledge about the
effects of age on the performance and
safety of aircraft to accurately forecast
when components should be repaired or
replaced. The program will develop proce-
dures for commercial utilization of ad-
vanced inspection equipment already in
use at Doll facilities. It will also advance
laboratory techniques to operational readi-
ness and develop new instrumentation.
The program is designed for rapid technol-
ogy transfer, and Sandia is collaborating
closely with industry and academia.

Sandia National [laboratories is respond-
ing to requirements being brought forward
by federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies involved in the war against illegal
drug trafficking. The Secretary of Energy
has pledged to the L>irector of the Office of
National L>rug Control Policy that the DOE
laboratories will assist in helping to solve
this significant national problem. In par-
ticular, Sanciia was explicitly named a
national technical resource in the Drug
Abuse Act of 1989. Our response has been
sharpened by extensive interactions with
intercstcct agencies at all levels, from indi-
vidual agents patrolling the border to head-
quarters units involved in enforcement and
R&D.

‘l’his Sandia effort has three foci:
attempting to match available technologies
with requirements in order to provide
immediate solutions; clefining and propos-
ing long-term development efforts in areas
where S“andia has expertise; and offering
systems analysis support to better define
and prioritize drug interdiction approaches.
Immediate support is available in such areas
as ground sensors, communications, and
active RF beacons. L>evclopmental areas
include laser-induced fluorescence, com-
pressed video communications, and passive
beacons.

The results of these efforts are contrac-
tual arrangements with several agencies,
and it is expected that these programs will
expand as agency R&D budgets grow and
the drug war becomes better organized.
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Bruce Hansche uses laser
inter ferometry to inspect a
section of an”aluminum
aircraft wing. When the
wing surface is stressed with
vibration, heat, or pressure,
flaws manifest themselves in
larger displacements of the
laser beam. Sandia is
working to apply this and
other ~echniqbes to the
inspection of aging aircraft
for the FAA.

All other reimbursables

When appropriate, Sandia also enters Sandia rm.ourccs, including development of
into projects involving state governments, numerical models for rock blasting, com-
private industry, universities, or other putcr modeling to predict chemical
nonfederal entities. Criteria for these behavior in methane-air jet flames, micro-
arrangements are the same as for other electronics development, and studies to
work-for-others endeavors. Current improve nuclear reactor safety.
projects comprise a variety of activities and
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Laboratory directed research

Laboratory Directed Research and
Development (LDRD) became a permanent
program at Sandia in FY 1983 as permitted
by federal law (PL 95-39, Section 303) and
DOE Order 5000.4. The LDRD program
provides support for technology base activ-
ities related to DOE’s missions. Emphasis is
given to early exploration of forefront
science and technology projects that en-
hance Sandia’s R&D capabilities and core
competencies.

LDRD projects must be relatively small,
well-specified, short-term (one to three
years) projects that look forward in terms of
technology and application (i. e., projects
that establish new capabilities, test new
concepts, or investigate innovative ap-
proaches). LDRD funds are not used to
substitute or increase funding for tasks
otherwise funded by DOE or other agencies
or to carry projects beyond the exploratory
stage.

In previous years, funding for the
LDRD program was generated by a tax on
non-DOE reimbursable projects. Beginning
in F’Y 1992 funcfs for the LDRD project are”
derived from a tax on funds from all
sources, including DOE programs. The tax
on DOE funds will be introduced gradually.
In FY 1992, the program is funded at $34.1
million, which supports 121 projects
selected from over seven hundred pro-
posals submitted by employees.

The LDRD program permits Sancfia staff
to explore innovative scientific and tech-
nological opportunities that hold high
potential for payoff in future applications.
Some of these projects have led to tangible
new DOE tasks and projects; others have
enhanced the Laboratories’ core capabili-
ties.

For example, in 1989 an L13RD project
led to the development of the radiation-
hard(med thyristor, a device with potential
to enhance both the safety and surviv-
ability of nuclear weapons. Because of the
high risk involved in the early stages of
development, this project would probably
not have been funded through a DOE
weapons program. The device will permit
the elimination of metal wires from the
exclusion region of a nuclear weapon, thus

and development program

removing any conduction paths for
lightning or stray voltage that could be
generated in accidents or by nuclear
explosions. The device was engineered to
meet design and safety goals and now
replaces a complex firing circuit, thereby
reducing system complexity and cost.

An FY 1991 I,DRD project has led to
the development of a mobile robotic
manipulation and retrieval system. The
project advances the state of the art for
machine intelligence in mobile systems.
This technology should find early applica-
tion in hazardous waste removal operations
at DOE facilities. In addition, the work has
implications for U.S. economic competi-
tiveness, and we are examining potential
industrial applications. This project was
outside the area of interest for funded
robotics projects and thus could not have
been pursued without LDRD funding.

Selection of I.DRD projects is a formal
process. Each spring a call for proposals is
issued that describes the intent of the
program and requirements for submittals for
the forthcoming fiscal year. l’rejects that
extend beyond one year must submit a
request for continuation of funding, show-
ing progress achieved to date toward the
objectives and describing the tasks to be
performed in the next year.

Proposals are subjected to two inde-
pendent evaluations. A technical review
by at least two reviewers evaluates the
technical content of the proposed work,
the technical approach proposed, and the
technical potential of the project. Propos-
als that score well in the technical review
submit to a programmatic evaluation by one
of several review boards. In this evalua-
tion, a proposal is reviewed with regard to
its growth potential, its impact on future
laboratory activities, and how the work
supports Sandia’s strategic intent.

With these reviews in hand, the re-
sponsible Sandia division manager ranks
and selects the successful proposals based
on the expected available funding. Begin-
ning in FY 1992, selected proposals will be
submitted to DOE headquarters for ap-
proval. Annual reports are also submitted
to DOE.
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Summary of Projected Investment in
Laboratory Directed R&D Proqram

~

Total funding 15.5

Oper~ting BA in $ million~
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Art Rodriguez inspects a row of
underground storage tanks removed from
their locations at 5andia Albuquerque.
The locations from which the tanks were
removed are on Sandia’s list of sites to be
assessed and dealt with as part of the
environmental restoration program.
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Sandia is committed to protecting the environment and preserving the health and
safety of individuals and the community. We have no higher priority. In the past year we
initiated a comprehensive program to assure that laboratory operations are in full compli-
ance with all applicable laws and regulations on environment, safety, and health (ES&H).
Our program has been structured to address environmental problems in a timely fashion and
thereby maintain public confidence in Sandia’s ability to conduct its operations without
harming the environment. It is our goal to provide leadership within the DOE complex by
setting the example for a safe and healthful workplace and by pioneering industrial
practi~es that protect the environment.

ES&H goals and objectives

There are three general goals for the
ES&H activities at Sandia:

1.

2.

3. .

Make Sandia a safe, healthful, and
environmentally sensitive workplace;

Comply with all applicable laws, orders,
and regulations; and

Demonstrate this capability to DOE
and the public. “ -

A set of seven objectives supports
achievement of these goals. These objec-
tives employ both long-term and short-term
strategies for their accomplishment.

Objective: Use our quulity process to
achieve excellence in ollr ES&H programs and
to fillly satisfi our ctlstomers’ requirements.

Sandia will implement the AT&T Process
Quality Management and Improvement
(PQMI) methodology for all ES&H activities.
PQMI stresses examining and continuously
improving the processes involved in
meeting requirements. It will be used to
identify root causes of ES&H problems and
enhance prevention as opposed to mere
correction. Sandia has launched a Quulity
Improvement Initiative that will establish
an overarching quality implementation
strategy for all Laboratories activities,
including ES&H compliance and improve-
ment (see page 130).

Objective: Enhance? credibility thrmi<qh
exemplary operations and throti<yh the devel-
opment of innovative applications crnd

solutions to critical internal, local, and national
ES&H issues.

Sandia will be active in identifying and
helping to find solutions for ES&H prob-
lems in the community and the DOE
nuclear weapons complex. Management
will establish target values of internal
research and development resources to be
committed to ES&H. In addition, we will
aggressively seek to transfer ES&H tech-
nologies to industry through hosting
conferences and workshops and entering
into cooperative research and develop-
ment agreements with individual firms
where appropriate. We will offer consul-
tants to other DOE sites or facilities in areas
where Sandia has a particular expertise,
such as waste minimization in manufactur-
ing processes.

Objective: Reqllire open, timely communi-
cation of ES&H problems, lessons learned,
plrms, and status to achieve appropriate and
liniform actions throllghollt Sandia.

We will develop an integrated plan for
communicating ES&H issues at Sandia and
for providing periodic communication to
employees. Feedback mechanisms will be
established for employees to identify ES&H
concerns and suggest ideas for improve-
ment.

Objective: Tcom Sandia employees,
customers, slippliers, and community represen-
tatives to asslire protection of the environment
and the safety and health of all.

It is our goal to maximize involvement
in ES&H throughout the Laboratories and to
encourage cross-organizational efforts to
draw upon the variety and creativity of our
technical staff. We hope to involve
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universities in research and development
for ES&H through visiting professorships,
sponsored assistantships, cooperative
assignments in the ES&H arena, and joint
endeavors with university research centers.
In addition, we can serve our communities
and various entities of government by
providing Sandia experts to serve in
positions of responsibility at the national,
state, and local levels.

Objective: Creak ES&H excellence throllgh
formal, established processes coupled with the
mindfid action of every Sandian.

A Line Managers’ ES&H Action Team
(LMEAT) was tasked with developing a
process for converting ES&H programs into
procedures. Numerous generic procedures
have been developed as a part of this
process development. Representatives
from affected organizations will be involved
in generating facility-specific operating
procedures. ES&H considerations will be
incorporated into all project planning.
Members of management will demonstrate
their commitment and ownership of ES&H
through direct involvement.

Objective: Support our employees in
personalizing Sandia’s vision both at work and
at home.

The Laboratories will continue dissemi-
nating ES&H information helpful to the
families of Sandia employees, such as the
periodicals TLC Newsletter, Family Safety,
and Harvard Medical .School Newsletter. A
recycling committee will be established to
coordinate a recycling program for the
Laboratories. We will define a process for
recognizing and rewarding outstanding
ES&H contributions.

Objective: Ensllre that every Sandifin bus
necessary and sllfficicnt ES&H training, and
reqliire that visitors and contractors comply
with our ES&H rcql(irements.

We will maintain a record keeping
system for tracking lX&H training require-
ments and the training status of employees.
A basic ES&H awareness module will be
included as part of the orientation process
for newly hired employees. Experts from
Sandia line organizations will be involved in
developing the curricula for these modules.
Trainers will train additional trainers where
possible to allow staff to instruct their own
organizations in good ES&H practices. We

will select some staff out of every organiza-
tion each year to receive extensive training
in the fine details of compliance and then
allow these people to practice and use
their knowledge in self-appraisals.

Regulatory environment

Laws and regulations—There are
many federal environmental laws and
implementing regulations to which Sandia
must adhere. These laws include the Clean
Air and Clean Water acts; the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act; the Fed-
eral Insecticide, Iungicidc, and Rodcnticide
Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act; the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act; the Safe
Drinking Water Act; the Oil Pollution Con-
trol Act; the Marine Protection, Research,
and Sanctuaries Act; the Noise Control Act
of 1973; and others.

DOE implements several other federal
laws affecting Sandia, including the
National Environmental Policy Act, the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970, the National Historic Preservation
Act, the Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972, and the Mine Safety and Health Act.
Finally, the contract for the operation of
Sandia National Laboratories by Sandia
Corporation requires that Sandia’s envi-
ronmental, safety, and health operations
be conducted in accordance with all appli-
cable DOE orders and directives communi-
cated to Sandia by the DOE contracting
Officer.

Sandia must also comply with state and
local legislation applying to laboratory sites
in New Mexico, California, Nevada, and
Hawaii. Examples of such legislation in
Ncw Mexico include the New Mexico Air
Quality Control Act, the Environmental
Compliance Act, the Water Quality Act, the
Hazardous Waste Act, and the Solid Waste
Act. In addition, local regulations for air
quality and sewage pre-treatment apply to
Sandia activities. Examples of legislation in
California include the California Clean Air
Act, the Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information
and Assessment Act, and the Tanner Act.
In addition, Sandia’s Livermore site must
comply with local regulations, such as the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
rules. Similar laws in Nevada and Hawaii
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affect Tonopah Test Range and the Kauai
Test Facility.

An example of cooperation between
Sandia and environmental regulatory
agencies is the October 1990 agreement
between New Mexico and DOE to monitor
cleanup and ongoing environmental activi-
ties. This agreement is the result of an
initiative called for in April 1989 by several
state governors with DOE nuclear facilities
in or adjacent to their states. The agree-
ment gives state environmental officials
access to DOE facilities to monitor cleanup
activities, as promised by Secretary Watkins.
Under the agreement, New Mexico’s
Environment Department will hire 15 full-
time employees to handle on-site moni-
toring. DOE will provide about $3 million
per year for hiring and training staff and for
purchasing equipment.

Internal regulations—Sandia receives
orders and procedures regarding ES&H from
DOE’s Albuquerque Operations Office.
These requirements, together with applica-
ble laws and regulations, form the founda-
tion of the laboratories’ ES&H policy. This
policy is implemented through written
ES&H programs that define program objec-
tives, organizational responsibilities, author-
ities and interfaces, and implementation
requirements. Programs are implemented
using detailed written procedures that are
reviewed and approved for use’ according to
the ES&H quality program.

All Sandia projects and facilities are to
be operated according to the requirements
of the ES&H programs. To facilitate integra-
tion of the operations with the ES&H pro-
grams, all facilities and project activities are
categorized and analyzed for ES&H hazards.
Actions are then specified to eliminate;
mitigate, or otherwise control the hazards
in accordance with the ES&H programs.
These actions include the usc of engi-
neered systems as well as written proce-
dures to control operations, specify training
requirements, require the use of protective
equipment, define responsibilities and
organizational interfaces, and provide any
other necessary requirements.

Sandia has 17 existing ES&H programs
that are defined by functional categories
that meet the requirements of the appro-
priate L>OE orders and federal, state, and
local regulations:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Safety Engineering
Construction Environment, Safety, and
Health
Fire Protection
Industrial Hygiene
Radiation Protection
Emergency Preparedness
Occupational Medicine
ES&H Information Reporting
Risk Management
Human Resources
Nuclear Facilities Safety and Criticality
Self-Assessment
Environmental Protection and Waste
Management
ES&H Quality
Conduct of Operations
Packaging and ‘1’ransportation
Stop Work and Restart

An ticipatcd future requirements—The
legal and regulatory environment affecting
Sandia’s ES&H activities is likely to remain
dynamic, with changes occurring as public
concerns and government administrations
evolve. For example, the Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act currently is
undergoing a reauthorization process in
Congress. Information on its changes is not
yet available, but any resulting changes will
likely affect Sandia’s procedures. We antic-
ipate a general trend of laws and regula-
tions requiring more attention to proce-
dures, processes, and documentation to
ensure a greater degree of auditability in
environmental compliance.

ES&H policies,
organization, and
management

Sandia’s policy with respect to ES&H is
set forth in the following policy statement:

Sandia National Laboratories consid-
ers the protection of the environ-
ment, as well as human life and health,
to be its top priority. Conflicts be-
tween ES&H requirements and other
programmatic needs will be resolved to
fully meet the ES&H requirements.
Accordingly, Sandia shall design prod-
ucts and conduct operations with the
highest regard for the protection and
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preservation of the environment and
safety and health of its personnel,
contractors, and the public.

Sandia National Laboratories shall
ensure the occupational health and
safety of Sandia personnel, as well as
environmental protection and preser-
vation throughout all operations, by
complying with applicable federal,
state, and local laws and regulations,
DOE orders, permit agreements, orders,
and consent decrees. Sandia shall
make sure that contractors and site
visitors are fully informed of this policy
and of their obligation to comply with
it.

In addition, Sandia National Labora-
tories shall continuously evaluate regu-
latory requirements, corporate policies,
and customer needs and shall adjust its
operations to meet these changing
needs through the Sandia Quality
Improvement Plan. This includes a
goal of continuous improvement in
ES&H processes.

Concern and conduct in matters
pertaining to the environment, safety,
and health are the responsibility of all
Sandia employees, on-site contractors,
and visitors.

No job is more important than your
health, yollr safety, and the protection of
our environment.

The president of Sandia National
Laboratories has overall responsibility for
environment, safety, and health at the
Laboratories. He sets ES&H policy and tasks
the line organization vice presidents to
implement that policy. Further, the presi-
dent has established a senior management
group, the Sandia ES&H Council, to oversee
the implementation of ES&H policy and
serve as a forum for discussion of major cor-
porate ES&H issues. This group, together
with the Sandia Management Council, also
works to promote, communicate, and estab-
lish a culture that recognizes ES&H as the
Laboratories’ top pric)rity.

The vice president for M&H and Facil-
ities Management oversees implementation
of ES&H improvement and compliance.
Reporting to him, the director of ES&H
provides leadership in ensuring that line
organization implementation issues arc
adequately addressed in developing
programs and procedures and implemcnt-
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ing the ES&H programs and standard oper-
ating procedures. The ES&H Integration
Department facilitates the implementation
of the ES&H culture by coordinating activi-
ties of the Line Implementation Working
Group (LIWG) and the ES&H coordinators
for buildings and organizations. The direc-
tor of ES&H also provides ES&H support
capabilities required to meet applicable
laws, regulations, compliance agreements,
and DOE orders.

The director of ES&H is responsible for
converting applicable ES&H requirements
into programs that govern all ES&H prac-
tices at Sandia. In doing so, he must
translate all applicable ES&H laws, regula-
tions, and orders into specific require-
ments, policies, and programs that can then
be implemented. He is also responsible for
acquiring and applying all ES&H support
capabilities required to meet applicable
laws, regulations, compliance agreements,
and DOE orders.

Responsibility for implementation of
specific planned actions has been assigned
by management to appropriate individuals
and organizations for the technical or
organizational actions being addressed. For
example, the Medical center has the
primary responsibility for developing and
implementing occupational medical pro-
grams to support ES&H concerns across all
organizations. The Human Resources
center has responsibility for providing
educational and training systems for ES&H
that can be utilized by all.

The ES&H Project Management Office
was established to ensure that formal
oversight and control is provided by man-
agemrmt to all ES&H activities. The project
office is contained within the office of the
vice president for ES&H and Facilities
Management and is responsible for negoti-
ating performance, schedule, and cost for
all F.S&H activities; prioritizing ES&H activi-
ties based on risk, benefit (risk reduction),
and cost considerations; tracking perfor-
mance, schedule, and cost for all ES&H
activities; and maintaining liaison with
Sandia budgeting organizations.

The ES&H Regulatory Assessment
Department is responsible for providing an
assessment that is internal to Sandia but
independent of line organizations. Both
functional appraisals and management
appraisals are conducted. Internal ap-
praisals are planned, scheduled, performed,
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and their results documented in accordance staff to prepare for independent appraisals
with written procedures. Root cause analy - and to strengthen compliance with DOE
ses for findings are performed by the orders, federal and state laws, and imple-
appraised organizations. Corrective actions menting regulations.
for all findings are developed and tracked A standard procedure has been imple-
to completion. Senior management mented for re~ortin~ ES&H events
receives regular summary rep-orts on the
results of internal appraisals and evaluates
the effectiveness of the appraisal program
through triennial reviews.

An audit structure advising the presi-
dent consists of the ES&H Review Board
and the Process Quality Department. The
Review Board provides independent
assessments of the effectiveness and com-
pliance of the Laboratories’ ES&H program.
The Process Quality Department is respon-
sible for providing quality assessments for
all nonweapon activities (including fX&H)
throughout the Laboratories. It also pro-
vides the management tools necessary for

(accidents, in~idcnt~ occurrences, releases,
etc.). The procedure applies to all employ-
ees and on-site contractors. When an
event occurs, involved individuals are
required to ensure that all steps necessary
to negate or minimize the situation are
taken. An occurrence reporting hot line is
staffed by knowledgeable personnel who
log and route event reports to the proper
organizations for corrective action. DOE
immediately makes the required notifica-
tions to EPA and other appropriate federal
and state agencies. Sandia management
ensures that all necessary formal documen-
tation regarding the event is prepared.

Laboratories ES&H Programs
Funding Requirements

(Dollars in millions)

($ FY 1993)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Corrective Action Plan-Related

Defense Programs 13.0 11.0 10.0 7.0 7.0 5.0
Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management 16.3 12.0 11.1 13.2 18.6 34.1

Subtotal 29.3 23.0 21.1 20.2 25.6 39.1

Overhead 16.7 19.6 16.0 9.8 8.6 7.3

Total Action Plan 46.0 42.6 37.1 30.0 34.2 46.4

Baseline ES&H Activities
Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management 27.3 49.1 32.6 114.1 80.4 133.7

Overhead 24.0 25.2 26.5 27.8 29.2 30.7

Total Baseline 51.3 74.3 59.1 141.9 109.6 164.4

Total ES&H Programs 97.3 116.9 96.2 171.9 143.8 210.8
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David McTigue and
Carol SCein test soil
conditions near a surrogate
landfill cap at Sandia
Albuquerque. Studies such
as this one are necessary
to design site-specific
remediation strategies.

ES&H plans and initiatives

Sandia’s ES&H operations comprise
activities associated with its corrective
action plans and those associated with
ongoing ES&H functions. Site-specific
plans describe how the Laboratories will
implement programs to complete correc-
tive activities, environmental restoration,
waste management, and technology de-
velopment projects within the DOE Five-
Year Plan for Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management.

Corrective activities—Corrective ac-
tivities arc those actions needed to bring
active and standby facilities that are cur-
rently or potentially out of compliance
with applicable local, state, federal, or
internal DOE requirements into compli-
ance. Also included as corrective activities
are projects and activities needed to
correct anticipated noncompliance con-
ditions with known future regulatory
requirements.

Sandia’s corrective activities are found
in three areas: (1) groundwater monitor-
ing, (2) air pollution control and monitor-
ing, and (3) sanitary sewer evaluation and
monitoring. Key FY 1992 corrective
activities at Albuquerque include the
installation of five additional hycfro-
geologic wells, completion of the control
system for the liquid effluent from Tech
Area V, and completion of a study to
locate any cross-connections in the sewer
lines. The corrective activities at Sandia

Livermore relate primarily to air emission
control measures for the Tritium Research
I.aboratory.

Environmental restoration—The DOE
Environmental Restoration (ER) Program
was initiated in 1987 to consolidate and
coordinate those regulatory compliance
activities designed to identify and remedi-
ate inactive sites at DOE installations
contaminated with hazardous, radioactive,
or mixed waste. Environmental restora-
tion projects address known, suspected, or
potential contamination and involve both
assessment and remediation.

Three primary regulatory drivers form
the basis for environmental restoration
program investigation and remediation.
These include (1) the Section 3004(U)
provisions of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA), which require
corrective actions for releases from solid
waste management units (SWMUS); (2)
RCRA provisions that require closure and
post-closure care for inactive treatment,
storage and disposal (TSD) units; and (3)
the requirements of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) that address
remcdiation of releases of hazardous sub-
stances in accordance with the National
Contingency Plan (NCP). Most of the ER
sites fall under RCRA, while a lesser num-
ber will be addressed in a manner consis-
tent with the NCP.
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The majority of Sandia’s environmen-
tal restoration program efforts are grouped
in the following three categories:

1.

2.

3.

RCRA Corrective Actions: Efforts
required to address releases of RCRA
hazardous waste or constituents from
SWMUS, regardless of the date the
waste was placed in the unit.

RCRA Closure Actions: Efforts per-
taining to the closure of inactive
RCRA TSD units that will not be
permitted for continuing operation.

Other Actions: Efforts involving
assessment and, as necessary, remedi-
ation of sites from which there has
been a release or where there is the
potential for a substantial threat of a
release of a hazardous substance,
regardless of the date of the release.

Sandia Albuquerque and I.ivermore
currently operate under RCRA interim
status and have filed Part B RCRA applica-
tions for hazardous wastes. Neither the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) nor the State of New Mexico has
yet issued corrective action orders regard-
ing releases at Sandia’s Albuquerque site.
Consequently, environmental restoration
corrective actions there within the RCRA
framework being undertaken at this time
are voluntary. Future corrective action
requirements will be specified as part of
the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amend-
ments (HSWA) module to the RCRA Part B
Permit.

Waste n2anagenrent—Waste manage-
ment projects allocate the resources
necessary to safely and efficiently manage
the Laboratories’ hazardous, radioactive,
and mixed wastes. This effort includes
projects in minimization, treatment,
storage, disposal, and continuity of
operations.

Radioactive, hazardous, and mixed
wastes are generated at Sandia. All
radioactive waste is either stored on-site
or sent to DOE-authorized facilities for
disposal. At Albuquerque, hazardous waste
is temporarily stored in the Hazardous
Waste Management Facility, then trans-
ported off-site for recycling, treatment, or
disposal at commercial facilities with EPA

permits. A draft Part B (final operating)
permit application under RCRA for the
Albuquerque hazardous waste units has
been issued. It is likely that a public
hearing will be held before the permit is
finally issued. Mixed wastes are currently
held on-site in storage areas that were
included in the Part A permit application
for mixed waste units submitted to the
New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED) in September 1990. Also in-
cluded in the permit application was a
facility, not yet operational, that will be
used for repackaging and storage of low-
Ievcl radioactive waste and mixed waste.

At Livermore, hazardous waste is
incinerated, reclaimed, recycled, neutral-
ized, encapsulated, landfilled, or other-
wise treated at various commercial disposal
facilities. Compatible waste streams are
consolidated at Sandia’s hazardous waste
storage facility to decrease costs and
liability. These consolidated streams are
analyzed before disposal in accordance
with the Waste Analysis Plan that has
been approved by the EPA and the
California Department of Health Services.
I.ow-level mixed waste is disposed of at
NTS in compliance with DOE Orders, EPA
and State of California requirements, and
NTS criteria (NVO-325). “Scintillation
cocktails” (small vials of low-jevel radioac-
tive liquids) from the Tritium Research
Laboratory are placed in 55-gallon drums
and transported to a commercial facility
for incineration. Other low-level mixed
waste streams will be stored at Sandia
Livermorc until off-site disposal options
are developed.

The Reynolds Electrical and Engineer-
ing Company, a DOE contractor, arranges
for shipment and disposal of hazardous
wastes generated at Tonopah Test Range
within 90 days of its generation.

The Kauai Test Facility generates
extremely small quantities of potentially
hazardous wastes. These wastes are han-
dled through the Navy’s Pacific Missile
Range Facility waste management
pro~ram.

In addition to the need for adequate
funding to perform waste management
operations, additional needed resources
include the availability of approved off-
site treatment and disposal facilities for
hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastes.
In particular, such facilities arc needed for
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At Sandia Albuquerque’s
waste management
facility, drums are filled
with sorted wastes,
inventoried, and then
stored for shipment to
approved, off-site disposal
facilities.

mixed wastes. The lack of treatment and
disposal facilities for mixed waste is cur-
rently a problem for the entire DOE
complex.

Technology development—Technology
development to benefit environmental
programs is taking place at both Albu-
querque and Livermore in several areas:
site characterization, waste minimization,
environmentally conscious manufacturing,
waste treatment, risk-based standards, and
robotics. This work is aimed at on-site
needs, other DOE site needs, and support
of technology development at other DOE
sites for Sandia on-site needs.

Sandia is currently managing three
Integrated Technology Demonstrations of
environmental technology. The objective
of the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated
Technology Demonstration is to assess,
implement, and transfer technologies and
systems leading to quicker, safer, and
more efficient remediation of chemical
and mixed waste landfills in arid environ-
ments. The Weapon Component Waste
Disposal Integrated Technology Demon-
stration will address the end-to-end
process of the disposal of Sandia-designed
weapon dismantlement waste, including
waste identification, minimization, treat-
ment, transport, and ultimate disposal.
The Environmentally Conscious Manufac-
turing (ECM) Integrated Technology
Demonstration will implement a total
systems approach to ECM that will lead to

770

cost-effective elimination of waste in the
manufacture of nuclear weapons elec-
tronic and electromechanical compo-
nents.

Sandia is undergoing intensive efforts
to ensure excellence in ES&H perfor-
mance. During the spring of 1990 the
DOE ES&H Tiger Team evaluated Sandia
Livermore for compliance with ES&H-
related orders, regulations, and best man-
agement practices. The Tiger Team listed
286 findings in four general categories: 41
in environmental, 119 in safety and
health, 112 dealing with OSHA regula-
tions, and 14 in management and organi-
zation. Fourteen out of the 286 were
considered key findings, including three
in environment, three in safety and
health, two pertaining to OSHA, and six
involving management.

Secretary Watkins has approved the
Sandia Livermore Corrective Action Plan
that responds to the Tiger Team findings.
The 508-page document outlines pro-
posed actions Sandia and DOE will take to
correct deficiencies. Many of the correc-
tive actions recommended by the Tiger
Team have been completed.

In spring of 1991 a DOE ES&H Tiger
Team evaluated ES&H efforts at Sandia
Albuquerque, Tonopah Test Range, and
the Kauai Test Facility. In all, the Tiger
Team identified 242 individual findings in
the worker safety and health category, 82
in environmental, and 18 in management.



Environmental, safety, and health management

Key areas of concern in the cmviron-
mental area included inconsistent man-
agement of hazardous, radioactive, mixed,
and solid wastes; lack of accurate, consis-
tent, formal procedures to assure compli-
ance; and a lack of necessary programs to
monitor and control potential air emission
sources. Management findings concerned
the integration of ES&H strategic planning
into subordinate plans and the resource
allocation process; ES&H human resources
and training programs; and various means
of improving oversight.

In addition to these findings and con-
cerns, the Tiger Team cited five “note-
worthy practices” and two “commendable
practices. ” Noteworthy practices must be
unique and have potential for application
at other DOE sites.

A preliminary Final Action Plan detail-
ing how Sandia Albuquerque will correct
the deficiencies identified by the Tiger
Team inspection has been submitted to
DOE for approval. We intend to vigor-
ously prosecute all corrective actions as
part of our effort to re-establish full
awareness and accountability for our
responsibilities in health, safety, and the
environment. In addition, Sandia has
developed a formal Project Plan to institu-
tionalize and manage the Laboratories’

ES&H activities systematically, with
emphasis on the process quality method-
ology elements of cost, performance, and
schedule. This plan, while not a DOE
requirement, allows the Laboratories to
apply its concepts of quality processes
and management to a critical laboratory
activity.

Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management
Activities

Work performed for the Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management includes environmental
restoration, corrective actions, waste
management (including the Waste Isola-
tion Pilot Plant), technology develop-
ment, and transportation. These activities
are described in detail in the section on
programs for the Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management
beginning on page 63. The table on the
following page is an estimate of antici-
pated costs for EM work by major category
through the planning period.
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EM Anticipated Costs
(Dollars in millions)

($ FY 1993)

~ ~ m ~ ~ w
Environmental Restoration

Operating 26.5 39.7 24.9 69.0 39.8 92.5

EM Corrective Actions
Operating 1.5 1.2
Capital equipment 1.1 0.5
GPP 1.5 0.5

Total 4.1 2.2

Waste Management*
Operating 46.8 63.4 61.8 57.4 50.4 51.5
Capital equipment 2.1 1.6 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.5
GPP 1!3 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Line items 4.3 11.1 26.2

Total 50.2 66.0 63.1 62.3 62.2 78.4

Technology Development
Operating 23.6 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
Capital equipment 1.1

Total 24.7 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0

Transportation
Operating 7.0 7.6 8.3 9.2 10.0 11.0
Capital equipment 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7

Total 7.4 8.0 8.8 9.7 10.6 11.7

Total EM Funding
Operating 105.4 141.9 135.0 185.6 160.2 225.0
Capital equipment 4.7 2.5 1.6 0.9 1.1 1.2
GPP 2.8 1.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Line items 4.3 11.1 26.2

Total 112.9 145.9 136.8 191.0 172.6 252.6

‘Includes WIPP
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Technology transfer plan

Sandia’s technology transfer program
promotes and facilitates the transfer of
Sandia-developed technologies, processes,
and special technical know-how to the
private sector as a means for helping to
strengthen the nation’s competitive posi-
tion in world markets. We consider the use
of Sandia’s core competencies to help
improve the U.S. economy a natural exten-
sion of our defense and energy missions.
Effective collaboration between govern-
ment and industry—the mutual exchange
of expertise and knowledge—makes it
possible for the private sector to leverage
its R&D resources by taking advantage of
existing federal defense R&D investment
and enables the national laboratories to
sustain the core competencies that are
essential to their DOE missions.

As we pursue this important new
mission, we are committed to protecting
national security interests, providing fair-
ness of opportunity to industry, creating
lasting value to the taxpayer, and following
the highest ethical standards to avoid even
the appearance of conflicts of interest.

Our efforts to refine technology trans-
fer processes and shape them into a flexi-
ble, responsive program were boosted by
the signing of agreements with AT&T and
DOE in January 1991. The agreements,
provided for by the National Competitive-
ness Technology Transfer Act of 1989,
recognize technology transfer as an official
mission of Sandia and permit Sandia for the
first time in its history to negotiate Cooper-
ative Research and Development Agree-
ments (CRADAS) directly with companies in
the private sector.

Anticipating these agreements, we
worked throughout 1990 with various DOE
field task force committees to develop
technology transfer policies and stream-
lined procedures. We continue to work
closely with DOE to further refine the
approval process for CRADAs—especially as
it concerns those areas in which potential
partners wish to depart from standard terms
and conditions—and to shape a mutually

agreeable CRADA model that will be a flex-
ible, efficient mechanism for accomplishing
technology transfer.

We are currently fine-tuning the orga-
nizational structure of our Technology
Transfer Applications department and our
Partnership Agreements department to
ensure that they are effective, integral
elements of the newly created Technology
Transfer Center. The Technology Transfer
Center will continue to further simplify
and streamline technology transfer pro-
cesses and mechanisms (CRADAS and the
CRADA approval processes, in particular)
and continue shaping Sandia’s technology
transfer program into a flexible, responsive
effort capable of assuring that the wealth of
new knowledge generated at Sandia and
our unique capabilities are shared with
industry on a continuing and timely basis.
We have also developed a data base for
tracking information associated with
CRADAS and licenses, put into place inter-
nal operating procedures for preparing and
processing CRADAS that require the coor-
dinated efforts of many Sandia organiza-
tions, and expanded our licensing program.
We continue to work with the local busi-
ness community and agencies of the state
of New Mexico to develop a regional tech-
nology transfer plan to promote and facili-
tate greater local participation in Sandia’s
technology transfer program.

Complementing our CRADA and licens-
ing activities is our Technology Maturation
Program (TMP) begun in 1990. Through
this program, we fund additional develop-
ment of technologies judged to have
commercial potential but which need
further development before industry will
invest in them. These are technologies
that have been developed sufficiently for
the purposes of our weapons or other
mission programs but are not developed to
the level needed for industry to undertake
the remaining risks and cost of developing
marketable products. The program acts as a
sort of bridge to enable technologies devel-
oped by Sandia for highly specialized
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purposes to move to the private sector
where they may be put to different or
broader uses. All technologies selected for
development in the program have been or
will be made available for transfer to the
private sector through CRADAS or licenses.

In addition to CRADAS and licenses, wc
continue to use an array of formal technol-
ogy transfer mechanisms, including work-
for-others agreements, some types of tech-
nical assistance, user facilities, personnel
exchanges, and collaborative agreements
with consortia.

To inform the scientific and technical
communities in the private sector of tech-
nology transfer opportunities at the Labo-
ratories, Sandia publishes the results of
unclassified research in professional and
technical journals and regularly dissemi-
nates information about available technolo-
gies through Commerce Bllsines.s Drily,
special publications, brochures, news
releases, workshops, seminars, and onc-on-
one interactions.

To help ensure that Sandia’s talents and
facilities are directed effectively toward
meeting national needs, we have identified
a number of thrust areas in which special
strengths and capabilities developed by
Sandia in the pursuit of its defense and
energy missions can be applied to solving
problems in private sector areas as diverse
as manufacturing equipment and processes,
industrial waste management and pollution
control, energy security, technologies to

reduce health care costs, and in the devel-
opment of security systems that could
enhance law enforcement and drug inter-
diction. In this effort, we are attempting to
respond to “market pull’’—to become sensi-
tive to the technological demands exerted
on industry through the marketplace and
to focus the transfer of Sandia technologies
and capabilities to meet those needs.

Special efforts arc underway to promote
the dual use of technologies and capabili-
ties developed through Sandia’s federally
funded research and development. Dual-
usc technologies are technologies that have
been developed for specific defense needs
but which can also serve critical private
sector needs, leveraging both federal and
industrial R&D investments and giving
taxpayers the highest possible return on
their investment in the nation’s defense
program laboratories. Several initiatives are
already in place, and other strategies are
being devised for cost effectively exploit-
ing dual-use technologies to forge strategic
alliances between Sandia and industry to
achieve shared national goals.

The Technology Commercialization
Initiative established by DOE Defense
Programs in 1990, for example, is being
rcoruanizecl to make more fundirw available
to db laboratories for cost-shared ~ollabora-
tivc projects with the private sector. The
goal is to improve and speed up the
selection and execution of cooperative
research and development projects.

Technology Transfer Effort
(Dollars in millions; staffing in FTEs)

Funding:
ORTA activity
Patent/licensing activity
CRADA funding—federal
CRADA funding—industry

Total funding

Staffing:
ORTA activity
Patent/licensing activity
CRADA activity

Total staffing

FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 ~

4.7 4.8 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
3.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
3.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

10.8 104.9 105.1 105.1 105.1 105.1 105.1

13 25 25 25 25 25 25
5 9 9 9 9 9 9
4 10 10 10 10 10 10

22 44 44 44 44 44 44
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Cooperative research and
development agreements
(CRADAS)

Cooperative Research and Develop-
ment Agreements (CRADAS) are expected
to become the preferred mechanism for
structuring most collaborative research and
development arrangements between
Sandia and partners in the private sector.
The primary purpose of CRADAS is the
effective transfer of Sandia technologies,
processes, R&D capabilities, and technical
know-how to the private sector. This new
mechanism is simpler than conventional
government contracts, protects a com-
pany’s confidential information, and
permits wide latitude in the assignment of
intellectual property. Under a CRADA,
Sandia may contribute facilities, property
(including intellectual property), and
personnel to the cooperative effort.
Sandia may also pay costs associated with
the participation of its personnel or the
contribution of proper-ty and facilities but
may not provide cash funds to a partici-
pant. Sandia’s partners in the private
sector may provide funds to Sandia as well
as personnel, services, facilities, equip-
ment, or other resources needed to
advance the proposed work. Implicit in a
CRADA is the idea that the participants are
equal partners who bring to the interaction
complementary, identifiable capabilities
that will lead to a new or improved product
for the marketplace.

Since Sandia was granted CRADA au-
thority in January 1991, 14 CRADAS have
been approved, two of which are with
small businesses. At the cnd of FY91, a
total of 59 CRADAS had been initiated:
Twenty were submitted to the DOE Albu-
querque Operations Office for approval and
an additional 39 are in various stages of
preparation and negotiation and will be
submitted in early FY 1992.

Industry -laboratory
collaborative projects

Industry-laboratory collaborative
projects offer Sandia the unique two-
pronged opportunity of providing strong
support to U.S. industry and, at the same
time, using the strategic alliances formed
with industry, universities, and other labo-
ratories to maintain and enhance the core
competencies that enable us to perform
our DOE missions. In this respect, we are
providing access to some of Sandia’s unique
facilities and special expertise through
several mechanisms, including agreements
with industrial consortia.

Semiconductor Equipment Technology
Center—Under an agreement with
SfiMATECH (a consortium of 14 major U.S.
semiconductor manufacturers), we estab-
lished the Semiconductor Equipment
Technology Center at Sandia to help
improve the reliability of existing man-
ufacturing equipment and develop

john Deere representative
David Trees (left) and
Sandians Tony DeSousa and
Tony Bentley examine a
welded part. Sandia is
working with the farm
equipment company to
transfer welding feedback
technology that monitors and
then automatically adjusts
welding processes while such
parts are being manufactured.
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advanced equipment and processing tcch-
niqucs. The program, which successfully
combines Sandia’s expertise and leading-
edge research base in chemistry, materials,
and process technology with industry’s
hands-on engineering experience with
production equipment, is yielding signifi-
cant improvements in a number of areas
critical to ensuring that America’s micro-
electronics industry will have the reliable,
high-quality equipment needed to remain
competitive in global markets. SETEC is
more fully described in the chapter
“Scientific and Technical Programs” on
page 88.

Speciality Metals Processing Consor-
tium Progranl-Similarly, in an agreement
with the Speciality Metals Processing
Consortium, we are working with the small
but critically important U.S. specialty metals
industry to improve the technology base
for melting processes used in the manufac-
ture of specialty metals. Specialty metals
such as high-performance steel and tita-
nium and nickel-based alloys are critical to
American economic competitiveness in
areas ranging from microelectronics to
airplanes and are also vital to national secu-
rity. Any country that must import the
basic materials for such products is at a

severe disadvantage. Sandia and SMPC
personnel have already conducted several
major experiments. Most of the research
takes place within Sandia’s Melting and
Solidification Laboratory Complex, which
features the only large-scale, fully instru-
mented research furnace in the country.
Results of the industry-selected research
projects are enabling or generic in nature
so that each member company can use the
results to develop its own proprietary
processes and products. Sandia will make
patents resulting from any of the work
available to consortium members through a
royalty-free licensing arrangement.

Combustion Research Facility—The
Combustion Research Facility (CRF) is a des-
ignated DC>E user facility. Researchers at
the CRF have for many years worked with
industry researchers to improve energy
efficiency in engines, reduce environmen-
tal effects, and investigate combustion
processes in flames, coal combustors, and
internal combustion engines. Cooperative
Working Groups facilitate collaboration
among participants from industry, universi-
ties, and other national laboratories, ensur-
ing that research is focused on key issues
and results arc made readily available to the
private sector.
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/im Hei/man of
Carpenter Technology
takes the temperature af
metal inside 5andia’s
slag remelt furnace. )im
is an industrial intern
assigned to Sandia to
conduct research
supported by the
Specialty Metals
Processing Consortium.
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Microelectronics Quality/Reliability
Center—We are also providing access to
Sandia’s special expertise through arrange-
ments such as the newly formed affiliates
program designed to make some of Sandia’s
skilled staff and unique facilities accessible
to microelectronics manufacturers.
Throughout the microelectronics industry,
standards for quality and reliability of
microelectronic products arc intensifying,
even as increasingly smaller-scale features
make finding and analyzing failures more
difficult. To ensure reliable microelectronic
products for military and space applica-
tions, Sandia maintains a Microelectronics
Quality/Reliability Center that includes a
“SWAT” team for resolving production
problems, a test bed for evaluating the
impact of new materials and processes
introduced into production, and an ad-
vanced R&D program to develop new
quality tools and techniques. This affiliates
program gives U.S. microelectronics manu-
facturers access to the center and its skilled
staff, saving industry participants the cost
of constructing their own test facilities and
giving them access to capabilities that are
not available elsewhere.

Patent and software licensing

Sandia averages about 35 patent appli-
cations per year. However, many inven-
tion disclosures filed by Sandia as a result of
our work for DOE have not been patented

or licensed for application by industry. To
encourage a higher level of licensing, we
intend to conduct periodic reviews of exist-
ing invention disclosures that would make
good candidates for patenting and licens-
ing. We will then broadly advertise these
disclosures, hold workshops, select the best
qualified contenders to cbmpete for spe-
cific licenses, and ultimately, enter into
licensing negotiations.

Sandia has also expanded its licensing
program to facilitate the transfer of tech-
nologies through a variety of licensing
options. Through commercial licenses
(exclusive or nonexclusive, as appropriate)
companies in the private sector can obtain
the right to manufacture and sell technolo-
gies patented by Sandia in exchange for
license fees and royalties.

To promote the effective use of our
technologies in as many ways as possible,
we try to license a given technology
nonexclusively or exclusively to different
users for specific fields of use. Non-
exclusive Iiccnses can sometimes ensure
rapid and effective transfer of the tech-
nology into commercial or scientific uses,
but we also recognize that a license may at
times require various kinds of protection,
including exclusivity, to protect a firm
considering a large investment in a new
technology. Our aim is to remain flexible
and take into account the unique circum-
stances of each technology and licensee.

Licensing Income and Use
(Dollars in thousands)

Licenses:
Number of new licenses 3 40 80 100
License income 10 200 500 1000

Use of income:
Invention & ORTA administration 3 60 150 300
Scientific or applied R&D 4 80 200 400
Awards & inventor payments 2 40 100 200

Education or training 1 20 50 100

Other I
I I
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Technology transfer initiatives

Defense Programs Technology
Commercialization Initiative—The
Defense Programs Technology Commercial-
ization Initiative (TCI) was begun in 1990
to facilitate the transfer of technologies,
skills, and know-how between the DOE
Nuclear Weapons Complex and the private
sector. While the laboratories and produc-
tion plants that compose the nuclear
weapons complex are well known for their
work in nuclear weapons, it is less well
known that many of these technologies,
skills, and processes can also be applied in
the private sector. The goal of ‘l’Cl is to
make DOE technical capabilities available to
U.S. private industries in areas related to
manufacturing in a manner that will help
strengthen core competencies of DOE
Defense Programs and enhance the com-
petitiveness of U.S. industry. Continued
increases in TCI funding provided by
DOE/DP will enable defense program
laboratories to significantly impact national
competitiveness. The initiative is managed
by DOE.

Biomedical Technology initiative—1’hc
growing cost of health care, diagnosis, and
treatment has become an issue of national
concern. Sandia has identified health care
technology costs as a crucial area into which
the transfer of laboratory capabilities and
technologies will be intensified. A number
of technologies arising from our work in
microelectronics, microsensors, telemetry,
data processing, and software and materials
engineering could be usefully applied with
further development to improving the
quality of the nation’s health care and
reducing costs. Current Sandia technologies
appropriate for application in the medical
field include a sensor for monitoring blood
sugar levels in diabetics; software for the
personal computer that incorporates a

powerful new set of analytical tools for
chemists; computer vision for automated
screening of mammograms that would
enable radiologists to focus on abnormal
films and allow earlier screening of more
women; a device for measuring the oxygen
saturation of fetal blood that could safely
reduce the number of Cesarian sections;
and spectroscopy for rapidly and reliably
screening suspect human tissue. All of
these technologies will be made available
for transfer through licenses or CRADAS to
private companies to be developed into
products that will directly benefit the
nation’s health care by improving the
quality of life and reducing the costs of
diagnosis and treatment.

Technology-Based Regional Economic
Developlnen t (TRED) Program—We have
developed a regional technology transfer
plan to encourage greater local participa-
tion in Sanclia’s technology transfer
program. The program is coordinated with
Ncw Mexico’s Small Business Development
Centers, Cooperative Extension Service
Agents, and the Manufacturing Productivity
Center. Many of New Mexico’s technology
companies arc start-up enterprises that
require manufacturing, management, and
marketing counsel in addition to the tech-
nology know-how provided by Sandia. The
program includes tours of Sandia to acquaint
business people with Sandia’s resources.
Sandia will also offer periodic technical
workshops and seminars to businesses and
publish a state technology transfer resource
directory listing the types of technological
resources available statewide, including
those at Sandia and Los Alamos National
I,aboratory. The program is meant to utilize
Sandia’s unique capabilities and provide
advice or technical assistance not readily
available elsewhere. It is not intended to
provide services or assistance obtainable
from commercial companies.
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Science and mathematics education support programs

The Sandia Education Outreach Program
consists of an extensive, interrelated set of
projects supporting scientific and technical
education. Each of these projects helps to
improve scientific and technical education
as Sandians interact with students, teachers,
parents, and institutions toward enhancing
public understanding of science and in-
creasing the number of students choosing
careers in science and technology. It is our
intention to be active at all levels of educa-
tional attainment from kindergarten
through post-baccalaureate, across a broad
range of constituencies, locally, statewide,
and nationally.

A few examples of Sandia’s involve-
ment in such programs include: the
Summer Science Camp for high school stu-
dents; the Hands On/Minds On Technology
Program for fifth through twelfth grade mi-
nority students; DOE’s minority universities
Science and Technology Alliance and its
Teacher Research Associates summer em-
ployment program; local sponsorship of the
Math/Scicncc Network’s “Expanding Your
Horizons” conferences, a program that en-
courages girls to pursue mathematics and
science courses; project STRETCH (Students
and Teachers Raising Expectations to Chal-
lenging Horizons), a program to encourage
educational reform in the Oakland, Califor-
nia, Unified School District through parent,
community, and industry involvement; and
the Livermore, California, Unified School
District Science Advisory Council, estab-
lished at Sandia’s urging to improve the
quality of science education in the Liver-
more Valley elementary and secondary
schools. BASTEC, the Bay Area Science and
Technology Education Consortium, involves
four San Francisco Bay Area national labora-
tories and the University of California in
developing cooperative models for interact-
ing and collaborating with schools and
school districts to improve K–12 education.

Focusing primarily on support of teach-
ers as the most efficient way to achieve our
outreach goals, Sandia has developed two
new projects with the direct support of the
Department of Energy: the Science Advi-
sors (SCIAD) project and the Teacher
Opportunities to Promote Science (TOPS)
project. ‘I-he well received Science
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Bubble wrap ond a helmet protect Albuquerque
middle school student Ian Bogost as he and his
classmates are introduced to Newton’s Second
Law of Motion (force = mass times accelera-
tion) by 5andian Ken Eckelmeyer.

Advisors project places Sandia technical
staff in public elementary and middle
schools and Bureau of Indian Affairs schools
onc day a week. Their job is to support
science teachers by enhancing teacher
understanding of scientific principles, con-
tributing to the science curriculum, and
developing demonstrations and experi-
ments for the classroom. The project is in
its second year, serves more than 150
schools throughout the state, and is being
emulated by other agencies. The TOPS
project helps twenty-five rural middle
school teachers enhance their knowledge
and understanding of science in a thrce-
year program conducted both at Sandia and
at schools. Now entering its second year,
the project is showing positive results.

Sandia interacts extensively with
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universities for research services, technical
expertise, campus recruiting, faculty devel-
opment, facilities sharing, and technology
transfer. It is also in our interests as an
active corporate citizen to support local
educational institutions. Universities pro-
vide continuing educational opportunities
for on-roll employees and help shape the
cultural climate of the communities in
which we live.

Pre-college projects

Hands On/Minds On Technology—
These projects are offered to middle school
and high school black students, middle
school American Indian students, and
middle school Hispanic students to take
classes during the evening for several
weeks. Classes are taught principally by
Sandia employees in subjects such as
physics, electronics, mathematics, and
computers. There exist three individual
projects: Hands On/Minds on Technology
for black students, Dream Catcher Science
Program for American Indian students, and
MANOS for Hispanic students.

Summer Science Academy-A project
whereby high school juniors and seniors
attend four weeks of half-day classes in
physics, mathematics, computer science,
electronics, materials science, and energy
technology. This very successful program
has been in existence for sixteen years.

Science Advisors Project—This project
is designed to enhance the mathematics,
science, and engineering education of large
numbers of students by helping teachers
become more knowledgeable and comfort-
able in teaching those subjects. The
project pairs a scientist, engineer, or tech-
nician with the faculty at an elementary or
middle school one day a week for the
entire school year. Currently, there arc
approximately two hundred Sandians and
170 schools from New Mexico participating
in the program. One unique benefit of the
Science Advisors Project is that it does not
target a particular group but rather maxi-
mizes the benefit for all children.

Rural/A nlerican Indian Science Edu-
cation Pro)ect—Sandia scientists, engi-
neers, and technicians serve as long

distance consultants to science and mathe-
matics teachers in rural and American
Indian schools, providing teacher en-
hancement through guidance on the
implementation of classroom experiments,
development and use of new instructional
materials, and access to state-of-the-art,
practical, scientific applications. The
Sandian assigned to a school will visit the
school once each semester and thereafter
interact with faculty from that school on a
weekly basis via audio/video communica-
tions technology. The schools currently in
the project are located in North Dakota,
South Dakota, North Carolina, Arizona, and
New Mexico.

Albuquerque Public Schools Career
Exploration Program Half-Time-This
program provides half-time employment
positions at SancIia National Laboratories for
senior high school students. Students work
independently on projects with assistance
and mcntorship from engineers and
scientists.

Summer Employment for Minority
Youth—This program provides summer
employment for minorities who are high
school juniors and seniors or university
freshmen and sophomores. The program is
designed to provide real-world work expe-
riences in technology fields. This program
does not require applicants to meet any
financial criteria and is strictly targeted to
students with mathematics and science
interests.

Youth Opportunity Training Pro-
granl-This program is directed toward
economically disadvantaged high school
and post-secondary students. Program goals
are for the student to understand princi-
ples learned in the classroom, determine
occupational inclinations, identify career
options, experience the disciplines and
rewards of work, and earn income to
continue her or his education.

Teacher Research Associates-This
DC)E-sponsored program provides outstand-
ing high school science and mathematics
teachers opportunities for scientific and
engineering research experiences during
the summer.
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Educational Program Participation
(Number of individuals participating)

~ ~

Pre-College Programs:
Hands On/Minds On Technology 100 125

Summer Science Academy 100 60

Albuquerque Public Schools Career Exploration
Program Half-Time 5 25

Summer Employment for Minority Youth 44 23

Youth Opportunity Training Project 98 150

Work Study Trainee Project 61 103

Teacher Research Associates* 9 11

Summer Teacher Enrichment Program 11 9

Undergraduate Programs:

Science and Technology Alliance* 27 32

Historically Black Colleges and Universities* 13 15

Summer Employment for Minority Youth 35 35

Co-op Education 9 12

Las Positas College Scientific Honors Program 2 2

Outstanding Student Summer Program 60 90

Graduate Programs:

One-Year-on-Campus 13 10

National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Minorities in Engineering 2 4

AT&T Cooperative Research Fellowship Program 1 1

Graduate Engineering Interns 4 4

National Physical Science Consortium 1 1

Postdoctoral and Faculty Programs:

Postdoctoral Internship 16 38

University Faculty Summer Employment/Academic Year
Sabbatical 21 21

Sandia/UNM Distinguished Professor Program 8 8

● Program sponsored by DOE Headquarters

Sumrncr Teacher Enrichment Projcct- Undergraduate projects
Provides an opportunity for middle school
and high school teachers to upgrade their
knowledge and skills through practical work

Science and Technology A lliance—

experience in areas related to their cduca-
Sandia is a major participant in this DOE-

tional specialities and through exposure to
sponsored program, a consortium of three

the Laboratories’ programs a“nd projects.
national laboratories (Sandia, Los Alamos,
and Oak llid~e) and three educational insti-

Work Study Trainee Project-Th is
tutions (I:un~a~i6n lliucativa Ana G.
Mendez, New Mexico Highlands Univer-

project is directed toward economically
disadvantaged students enrolled in occupa-

sity, and North Carolina A&T State Univer-

tional education programs.
sity). AT&T has joined M the first industry
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participant. The Science and Technology
Alliance was created in November 1987 for
the purpose of increasing the representa-
tion of blacks, American Indians, and
Hispanics in the scientific and engineering
programs of DOE and other government
agencies and private industry. It was estab-
lished as a developmental effort to assist
the participating universities in upgrading
their infrastructures and increasing collabo-
rative efforts with the national laboratories.

Historically Black Colleges and
Universities—Sandia is an active partici-
pant in this DOE-sponsored summer
program designed to offer summer em-
ployment for exceptional junior, senior,
and graduate engineering and science
students and faculty from the historically
black colleges and universities. Students
earn academic credit for participating in
research and preparing technical papers.

Summer Employment for Minority
Youth—Begun in 1990, this program
provides summer employment for minori-
ties who are high school juniors and seniors
or university freshmen and sophomores.
The program is designed to provide rcal-
world work experiences in technology-
related fields. Unlike some other summer
employment programs in existence, it
imposes no financial criteria and is strictly
targeted to students with mathematics and
science interests.

Co-op Education—Provides opportuni-
ties for undergraduate students to acquire
meaningful laboratory experience by
alternating work experience with college
studies. Work assignments are carefully
matched to the individuals’ interests, and
the technical challenge is raised as one’s
education advances.

Las Positas College Scientific Honors
Program—Provides summer work experi-
ence at our Livermore, California, facility
for academically outstanding and financially
disadvantaged, first-generation college, or
minority students.

Outstanding Student Summer Pro-
gram-Provides opportunities for summer
work experience in a laboratory environ-
ment for students of engineering and
science from the junior level through PhD.

Graduate projects

One-Year-on-Campus—To help meet
Sandia’s need for minority engineers and
scientists, bachelor degreed candidates are
hired and allowed to attend school full time
in the One-Year-On-Campus program. In
specific disciplines where Sandia has diffi-
culty recruiting masters level people, bach-
elor level employees are hired and allowed
to attend school half-time for two years to
complete their masters degrees.

National Consortium for Graduate
Degrees for Minorities in Engineering—
Sandia is a participant with this consortium
of university and industry members that
provides opportunities for under-
represented minority students to obtain
masters degrees in engineering through a
program of paid summer engineering
internships and financial aid.

A T&T Cooperative Research Fellow-
ship Program —Sandia participates in this
AT& ’1’ program that originated in the
research departments of Bell Laboratories.
The program provides financial support and
summer internships to minority engineer-
ing and science doctoral candidates.

Graduate Engineering Interns—Similar
to a co-op program, this program provides
opportunities for graduate students to
acquire meaningful laboratory experience
by alternating work and academic experi-
ence. Available during the academic year.

National Physical Science Consor-
tium-Sandia is a member of this consor-
tium of universities, federal research
facilities, and corporate employers, which
provides doctoral fellowships for minorities
and women in the physical sciences.

Minority Engineering Program—The
program provides advising, tutoring, and
mentorship for Hispanic and American
Indian engineering students at the Univer-
sity of New Mexico.
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Postdoctoral and faculty
projects

Postdoctoral Internship—Sandia hosts
postdoctoral students in areas of research
where its expertise or facilities provide a
good match for the student’s interest.

University Faculty Summer Employ-
ment/Academic Year Sabbatical—These
two programs are designed to attract
outstanding professors from universities
throughout the country who will make
meaningful contributions to the Laborato-
ries’ technical expertise. At the same time,
the participants have the opportunity to
engage in interesting, mission-oriented
work. These professors are brought on-roll
as temporary employees to work on
research and development projects speci-
fied by Sandia organizations.

Sandia/UNit4 Joint Appointments
Program—This collaborative program seeks
new faculty members for positions in fields
important to both the University of New
Mexico and Sandia. Appointees under this
program devote half time to teaching at the

university and half time to research at
Sandia for a period of two years.

Sandia/UNM Distinguished Professor
Program—Under this arrangement, out-
standing professors join the University of
New Mexico and are permitted to perform
research at Sandia under contract.

Sandia University Research Pro-
gram-This faculty development program
provides research funds for faculty mem-
bers at the three PhD-granting institutions
in New Mexico. The program is limited to
new faculty and is usually the first funding
the investigator has received. This “seed
money” is sufficient only to fund one grad-
uate student, pay the summer salary of the
faculty member, and reduce the teaching
load during the academic year. Funding is
limited to research that is of active interest
to the sponsoring Sandia organization and is
for a maximum of two years. The return on
this seed money is frequently substantial.
Participants have often attracted to their
institutions many times more funding than
the original Sandia outlay.
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Improving communication laboroto~-wide
is one of several strategies Sandia is using
to increase employee participation and
ochieve an empowered culture. In a
program entitled, “Brown Bagging with
Brass, ” Sandia managers hold informal,
lunch-time discussions with employees.
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Human resources management

Sandia’s Vision Statement declares that
people are Sandia’s most important asset.
Sandia’s philosophy is to hire exceptional
people, provide them with the support
needed to meet individual and organiza-
tional objectives, and reward them appro-
priately for their achievements. The
desired environment reflects openness,
candor, innovation, and professional
growth within a framework of compliance
with all legal and contractual requirements.

The mission of Sandia’s Human Re-
source (HR) management program is to
provide leadership in HR management that
acknowledges and supports the “people
side” of doing business. In partnership
with customers, the services and consulting
that support the business strategy create an
environment for living Sandia’s values. HR
plans are derived from Sandia’s business
strategies, quality goals, and program re-
quirements, both short-term and strategic.
The planning process is designed to ensure
(1) the inclusion of HR considerations in
implementation strategies of organizational
plans and (2) the alignment of Sandia’s HR
policies, programs, and services with regula-
tory, legal, and internal requirements.

HR planning begins with an impact
analysis of Sandia’s strategic and near-term
business challenges and the concomitant
human resource implications. These are
evaluated to produce a set of critical HR
success factors, which include changes in
legal and regulatory requirements, work
force productivity, future work force demo-
graphics, forecasts of work force needs and
supplies, training and retraining require-
ments, and so forth. Strategic and near-
term objectives and policies are formulated
from assessment of these factors against
current operations. When implemented,
these should result in the staffing profile,
work force environment, and work force
characteristics required for successfully
meeting legal, regulatory, and internal
customer requirements.

Manpower planning is a major respon-
sibility of management. Sandia’s HR man-
agement program oversees the planning
activity, which involves four major pro-
cesses:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Determining affordable staffing
requirements by program

Utilizing existing Sandia staff

Acquiring new staff for Sandia

Supplementing the regular work force
with nonregular and contract
personnel

These Drocesses are managed with
appropriat~ regard for labor c~ntracts and
equal employment opportunity require-
ments. Manpower planning is initiated
with an annual analysis of Sandia’s man-
power by HR management and Sandia’s
Management Council to determine the
Laboratories’ size for the upcoming three
fiscal years and to formulate the overall
hiring program to attain the desired size.

Sandia administers its compensation
function in support of its vision and phi-
losophy regarding the value of people. In
addition, Sandia acknowledges that com-
pensation must support the philosophy
that work must be performed in a manner
consistent with ES&H, quality, and other
process values. Both the results and the
process used to achieve results are key
components for success.

Sandia’s benefits are developed, main-
tained, and administered to provide cost-
effective employee benefits and services
that support Sandia’s capability to recruit
and retain a high quality work force. The
HR management program is responsible for
ensuring that equal employment opportu-
nity and affirmative action are conducted
in accordance with good business practices.
Sandia is succeeding in increasing its utiliza-
tion of women and minorities in all staffing
classifications.
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Laboratory personnel

Sandia Laboratories management is
committed to preserving the vitality and
quality of the Laboratories’ technical and
support staff. In general, Sandia follows
the personnel practices at AT&T and Bell
Laboratories, allowing for unique provisions
to accommodate local conditions and
precedent.

For many years we have conducted
nationwide recruiting efforts at leading
universities for the best qualified technical
candidates. In parallel, extensive continu-
ing education and retraining efforts are
ongoing for all staff in order to respond to
changing technical challenges and mission
needs and encourage effective employee
development. Staff recruiting require-
ments are updated and published annually
for campus recruiters. ‘l’he listing includes
requirements by degree level and clisci -
pline, which are determined for all de-
partments at Sandia. These requirements
are supplemented by changes in require-
ments throughout the year.

Sandia’s technical staff are recruited
from all disciplines of engineering and the
physical sciences. About 58 percent of the
nearly 3,600 Members of Technical Staff
(MTS) have engineering backgrounds, with
the majority having degrees in electrical
and mechanical engineering. The remain-
ing 42 percent is comprised of various
technical disciplines, including nearly 400
physicists and nearly 400 computer scien-
tists or mathematicians. Approximately 36
percent of the Members of Technical Staff
(MTS) have PhD degrees, while 43 percent
have MS degrees.

In support of the professional technical
staff are various categories of technicians.
There are well over 1,000 Senior Technical
Associates and approximately 500 Technical
Associates included in this group. In addi-
tion, indirect and administrative support is
provided by over 700 Members of Labora-
tory Staff (MLS) and nearly 600 Manage-
ment Aides. Nearly 1,700 graded employ-
ees perform clerical, crafts, service, and
maintenance functions.

For many years it had been the policy
of Sandia that a master’s degree was the
minimum educational requirement for new
hires for technical and administrative staff
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positions. Management altered this policy
in FY 1990 to permit hiring of bachelor-
degreed engineers and administrators. The
change acknowledges that there are job
needs of varying levels of sophistication
that should be filled by appropriate
candidates.

The internal Job Announcement Sys-
tem gives employees the opportunity to
achieve career objectives and helps create
good morale (Sanctia’s quit rate is 0.8 per-
cent). At the same time, it gives manage-
ment a mechanism to acquire staff
internally.

Management is actively fostering a work
culture that permits assumption of risk and
responsibility by individuals in order that
creativity, participation, and ownership
may flourish. Sanctia has adopted the
Process Quality Management and Im-
provement guidelines used by Al’&-r. Our
goal is to build a quality ethos into all of our
operations and activities. We are moving
toward an environment that emphasizes
defect prevention while retaining the
benefits of our historical focus on defect
detection. Quality improvement processes
involve employees working together in
teams to search out the root causes of errors
or defects and correcting the processes that
give rise to such errors. ‘1’bus, the focus for
improvement is on processes, not people.
Formal training in quality process theory is
being provided for all staff.

Upward feedback, a program to provide
managers with insight into subordinates’
perceptions of their effectiveness as
supervisors is continuing. The Sandians’
Perspective Survey, conducted in the
summer of 1991, is a tool for strengthening
communication throughout the laboratory
community.

Sandia has implemented several initia-
tives to help employees balance the needs
of work and family. They include child and
elder care referral services; dependent care
spending and health care reimbursement
accounts; flexibility in establishing working
hours; employee assistance programs;
health and wellness programs, and others.

Sandia has instituted a no-smoking pol-
icy to foster a more healthful workplace.
In view of the documented adverse health
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effects of secondary smoke on nonsmokers, clear message to those considering em-
we extended an existing partial smoking ploymcnt that we are firmly committed to a
ban to a comprehensive smoke-free policy drug free work place. We reserve the right
in all of Sandia’s buildings in 1990. - - to r;quire any ;mployee to cooperate in

The Laboratories implemented a pre- testing for the use of drugs and controlled
employment drug testing requirement in substances where there appears to be
December 1990. It is our intent to send a reasonable suspicion of drug use.

Laboratory Staff Composition

pt-llJ w
Professional Staff:

Scientists 699 475
Engineers 637 1152

Other Technical
Management and Administrative 29 408

Support Staff:

Technicians 21

All Other 30

Laboratory Total Staff 1365 2086

w
116

326
1

146

193
193

975

Other

21

22
326

35

1559
2218
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Affirmative action and equal

‘Respect for the individual’ is one of
the five corporate values articulated in
Sandia’s strategic plan. This value is at the
foundation of Sandia’s human resources
policies, including affirmative action and
equal employment opportunity. It is
Sandia’s policy to conduct all corporate
activities in accordance with the letter and
spirit of all applicable employment oppor-
tunity laws and regulations, including Title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Executive
Order 11246, the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967, the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973, the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1973, and
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

Details of Sandia’s workforce composi-
tion and progress toward meeting Affirma-
tive Action objectives may be found in the
Laboratories’ Affirmative Action Plan. We
ensure that our employment and promo-
tional actions are in accord with the princi-
ples of equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action by basing our decisions

employment opportunity

only on valid job-related requirements. We
recruit, hire, train, and promote persons in
all job titles without regard to race, religion,
gender, age, or national origin. Other
personnel actions and policies (such as
compensation, benefits, transfers, layoffs,
return from layoff, Sandia-sponsored train-
ing, education, tuition assistance, social and
recreational programs) are also administered
without regard to race, religion, gender,
age, or national origin.

With respect to job applicants or em-
ployees with disabilities, Sandia’s personnel
process assures a thorough and systematic
consideration of applicant qualifications
and job requirements. We will review the
physical or mental job requirements to
ensure that such requirements are job-
relatcd and consistent with business neces-
sity and safety. Accommodations to recon-
cile job requirements with a candidate’s
unique situation are routinely developed.

Ongoing EEO/AA initiatives arc con-
ducted on several levels, both within the
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organization and outwardly directed. Dur-
ing FY 1991, all levels of Sandia manage-
ment attended “Valuing Diversity” training.
The objective of this training is for mem-
bers of management to acquire expanded
sensitivity and awareness with respect to
the potential of all employees regardless of
racial, gender, or cultural considerations.
During FY 1992 we will conduct two pilot
sessions of “Insights for Success” for women
and minorities. If these sessions arc re-
viewed positively by those who attend
them, more sessions will be scheduled later
in the year. The Affirmative Action Coun-
cil, a group of five members of Sandia’s
Management Council, plus one female and
one minority director, brings executive
focus to affirmative action issues, plans, and
programs, and has been meeting quarterly
since November 1988.

It is also Sandia’s policy to prohibit sex-
ual harassment of its employees in any
form. Policies and practices conform to the
Sex Discrimination Guidelines for Govern-
ment Contractors (41 CFR 60-20). Both
supervisors and employees are subject to
complying with Sandia’s policy on sexual
harassment. Complaints of sexual harass-
ment (or other forms of harassment or
discrimination) arc investigated immedi-
ately. Appropriate sanctions may range
from warning to termination of employ-
ment.

We ensure that maximum opportunity
is afforded to minority and women-owned
business enterprises to participate as sup-
pliers and contractors to Sandia. Sandia has
had a very active small, disadvantaged, and
woman-owned business program for over 15
years.

The small business liaison officer must
approve all requests for quotation of
$10,000 or more that are awarded on a
competitive basis. In the event that a
buyer has been unable to locate a small,
disadvantaged, or woman-owned business,
the liaison officer attempts to locate one.

Sandia has received several awards from
the Small Business Administration, DOE,
and other organizations. They include the
SBA’S Distinguished Prime Contractor of the
Year Award for Region VI; SBA Category A
Superior Program Performance Awards (the
SBA’S highest national award for federal
prime contractors); the Department of
Energy’s Superior Achievement Award “in
recognition of outstanding service to minor-

ity and women-owned business develop-
ment”; and the Rio Grande Minority Pur-
chasing Council’s Outstanding Contributor
Award.

Continuous professional
education

Continuous employee improvement is
essential if the Laboratories is to thrive as a
world class research and development
organization. In support of the corporate
mission, values, and objectives of Sandia’s
strategic plan, Sandia’s Education and Train-
ing function nurtures and supports individ-
ual and group development by providing a
wide variety of high-quality opportunities
for performance improvement throughout
an employee’s career at Sandia. The scope
of performance improvement opportuni-
ties includes gaining and applying knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities in the advance-
ment of technology, quality human
processes, protection of the environment,
and ensuring the safety and health of
Sandia’s employees.

‘l’raining needs of the staff are deter-
mined through ongoing assessments, and
curricula are developed to target specific
job performance improvements. Current
emphasis is on curricula in quality, design
for manufacturability, and project manage-
ment. Career dwelopment needs are
a(idressed by a combination of classroom-
hasecl interventions and job assignments to
improve both qualifications for jobs and the
optimum match of people and positions.

Sandia offers ongoing training and skills
enhancement in leadership and manage-
ment development. Currently, we are
accomplishing this through a combination
of internal courses and university or insti-
tute scrninars. Individual coaching of
newly promoted supervisors at the time of
their promotion, and at regular intervals
during their first year, has recently been
begun.

In keeping with national trends, Sandia
has expanded its use of organizational
effectiveness training, providing consulta-
tion in both organizational development
and human performance improvement.
Organizational development consulting
consists of strategies and interventions
based on behavioral science theory and
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practice that lead to planned change
within an organization. Process consulting
continues to be offered and used as a vehi-
cle for corporate strategic planning, strate-
gic management, problem solving, group
facilitation, team building, and change
management.

Human performance improvement
focuses specifically on the performance of
individuals within organizations. This ex-
pertise is currently being applied to corpo-
rate initiatives linked to our strategic plan,
upward feedback, leadership effectiveness,
and the total management of human
resources at Sandia.

Sandia employees may begin or con-
tinue university academic studies by one or
more of several programs. These include
the Local University Education Off-Time
Program, the University Part-Time Program
(which allows for half-time work assign-
ments while attending school half-time),
and the Doctoral Study Program, where
participants attend school full-time for two
years while completing PhDs. The Onc
Year On Campus program serves the
Laboratories’ affirmative action objectives
by permitting bachelor-degreed new-hires
to attend school full-time to earn a masters
degree.

Sandia also designs, develops, and
implements requirements-based training to
develop the knowledge, skills, and abilities
to enable employees to perform their jobs
with proper regard for ES&H. During the
last year we developed instructional design
and technical standards, methods, and

Perry Horse c
workshop in
effectiveness
managers.

:onducts a
supervisory
for new

processes to endure consistency and quality
across the Laboratories in the develop-
ment, procurement, implementation,
documentation, and evaluation of ES&H
training.

instructional television is used as an on-
site delivery vehicle for university courses
and professional seminars. Sandia main-
tains video links with the University of
Ncw Mexico, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, and New Mexico
State University to offer courses at our
Albuquerque location. Three educational
television networks were started in 1971
that link Sandia Livermore with several Bay
Area universities, including Stanford
University and the University of California
at Davis.

Other delivery mechanisms include
lecture style classroom instruction, individ-
ualized self-paced instruction, and home
study.
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The Sandia quality improvement initiative

Quality is one of the five corporate
values articulated in Sancfia’s strategic plan.
It is defined as conformance to customer
requirements for performance, cost, and
schedule. Exceeding the sponsor’s “musts”
and providing some of the “wants” will
further increase customer satisfaction.
Going even further and fulfilling customers’
unanticipated needs will gain their loyalty
and reflect world-class excellence. As a
national laboratory, we cannot be satisfied
with less than world-class performance.

Customer focus will be the single most
important characteristic of the successful
corporations of the future. Our definition
of ‘customer’ comprises internal % well as
external customers.

The general customer-supplier model,
based on AT&T’s Process Quality Manage-
ment and Improvement (PQM1) methodol-
ogy, provides a graphical depiction of
Sandia’s Quality Management System. The
model is constructed on the premise that
every individual has customers who use the
outputs of his or her job. Similarly, every
individual is dependent upon suppliers
who provide inputs. Processes should ini-
tially be designed to satisfy the customer’s
requirements and should be continuously
improved based on customer feedback and
objective measures of the extent to which
requirements are being satisfied. Process
owners should likewise communicate their
requirements and feedback to suppliers.

It is important to thoroughly under-
stand the processes occurring within the
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center triangle of the customer-supplier
model. Quality improvement involves
employees working together in teams to
search out root causes of engineering
errors, defective software, late reports,
unmanufacturable designs, ineffective or
time-wasting systems, and other process
problems. This team approach ensures that
quality improvement becomes an integral
part of the way wc do our work.

Twenty percent of Sandia’s employees
have been trained in PQMI, which helps
people focus their efforts for improvement
on processes rather than on individuals. As
a result of this training, Process Manage-
ment Teams have been formed throughout
the Laboratories to address critical issues
related to quality processes.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
has been recognized as an effective follow-
on tool to PQM1. QFD is a discipline for
product and service planning and devel-
opment in which key customer desires can
be matrixed with the task and process vari-
ables needed to satisfy them. Line person-
nel are being given the opportunity to be
trained to teach PQM1, and many of these
same people are receiving on-the-job train-
ing in how to facilitate the application of
QFD to specific projects.

The processes that have resulted in
safe, reliable, high-performance nuclear
weapons can be used in other ways to
improve services and products. We arc
sharing a limited amount of resources for
teamwork activities with city and state gov-
ernment (such as the Albuquerque Quality
Network) and educational institutions. This
activity is in keeping with serving the na-
tional interest and is an expression of our
desire to be a good neighbor in the com-
munity.

Senior management, through the Sandia
Quality Council, has provided leadership by
revising the Sarrdia Quality Policy, defining
the Qua]ity ?vfanagcmcnt System, and de-
veloping corporate quality goals. This man-
agement commitment and implementation
guidance is formalized in the Sandia Quality
improvement Plan, which presents a Qual-
ity Management System that integrates
Sandia’s quality policy and several inde-
pendent improvement processes into a
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Requirements Requirements

and feedback and feedback

The General Customer-Supplier Model

cohesive structure. The Plan is based on
management practices generally accepted
by high-technology industry and specifi-
cally adapted by AT&T.

Sandia management has established five
corporate quality goals to provide a consis-
tent direction for quality improvement
throughout Sandia. These goals are sup-
ported by objectives, responsibilities, mea-
sures of performance, and a desired sched-
ule. They are intended to accelerate
progress toward ES&H excellence and build
a bridge to the future application of quality
methodologies to all Sandia programs.

Quality Goal: Dcjnonstratc progress
toward becoming a national leader in
quality. Sandia’s Strategic Plan 1990 stated
a strategic objective that the Laboratories
shall “become a national leader in quality
and quality progress. ” Sandia has taken a
very important step in the journey toward
becoming a national leader in quality.
Ownership for each of the seven categories
of the AT&T Chairman’s Quality Award has
been accepted by Sandia senior managers.
I’hcse categories are identical to those of
the Malcolm Raldrige National Quality
Award:

1. Leadership
2. Information and analysis

3. .
4.
5.
6.
7.

Strategic quality planning
Human resource utilization
Quality assurance
Quality results
Customer service

Milestones have been agreed upon that
begin with a schedule for the first rough
draft of the award application to the win-
ning of the award. The set of scores for the
seven categories will be used as a frame of
reference from which we can measure our
improvement over time. Our progress will
be judged by looking at the approach,
deployment, and results in each category.
Success will require extraordinary dedica-
tion, teamwork, and training at all levels.
The benefits of winning the Chairman’s
Award could include national recognition,
enhanced sponsor confidence, and a firm
funding base from which to serve the
national interest.

Quality Goal: Vigorously and persis-
tently solicit our sponsors’ evaluations of
work performed and work with our spon-
sors to make sure that such evaluations
are as meaningful as possible. Measuring
the quality of work performed can begin
quickly using evaluations from our prime
customer, L>OE. The appraisal system cur-
rently being developed with DOE/AL-KAO
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has several elements that are important to
DOE. These elements include compliance
with DOE Orders, ES&H compliance and
improvement, progress toward reaching
strategic plan objectives, and performance
on major projects.

We are developing feedback techniques
to assure that we collect the necessary data
to enable us to properly evaluate customer
satisfaction. Several Sandia organizations
are now using such data to create action
plans directed at processes in need of
improvement.

Quality Goal: Increase efforts at dc/7n-
ing processes, establishing ownership of
the processes, and vesting responsibility
and authority for continuous i)nprove-
ment of these processes with individual
employees where possible. Process im-
provement is essential to both quality
improvement in programs and ES&H
performance improvement.

Sandia is implementing a Quality Action
Request (QAR) system to provide a mecha-
nism for employee involvement in process
improvement. QARs from employees are
entered into a data base and assigned to the
cognizant center directors or a corporate
screening board for evaluation and possible
action. Similar employee input programs
have led to significant improvements at
other companies, such as Florida Power and
Light, the first U.S. company to win the
Deming Prize for quality.

Quality GoaJ: Improve the job-related
ability of all Sandians. One of the ways to
accomplish this goal is to increase job-
related education and training. The train-
ing required should be determined by
employees and their supervisors. Initially,
the focus should be on ES&H-related train-
ing. In the future, it might also include
quality training, a university course, sympo-
sium attendance, a management training
short course, or a training course in a spe-
cific skill. It is our objective that all em-
ployees will receive all ES&H training
required to be certified to do their jobs by
October 1, 1992. Additionally, it is our
objective that all employees will obtain
required lX&H-related, quality-related, or
other job-related training by October 1,
1993.

Quality Goal: Improve project man-
agement by including project reporting,
control planninx, and requirements
cstab]i.shlncnt (cost, pcrft)rmance, and
schedule). We are adapting project man-
agement tools and methodologies that will
fit with our existing support systems at the
Laboratories. Project management informa-
tion that is derived from generally accepted
project management techniques used in
industry is made available to Sandia man-
agers in several forms, including written
materials and course offerings. We will
continue to evolve our project manage-
ment guidelines as we gain experience and
improve our support systems.
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Laboratory

facilities

description

Sandia is one of the nation’s largest
research and development facilities. Its
executive management offices and larger
laboratory location arc on Kirtland Air Force
Base on the southeastern edge of Albu-
querque, New Mexico. Another Sandia
laboratory complex in Livcrmore, Califor-
nia, adjoins Lawrence Livcrmore National
Laboratory. Test ranges are operated near
Tonopah, Nevada, and on the Navy Pacific
Missile Range, Kauai, Hawaii.

Total Sandia facilities represent in
excess of $1 billion of U.S. government
assets at current replacement value, consist-
ing of $.360 million in buildings and struc-
tures, $10 million in improvements to land,
$735 million of capital equipment, and $31
million in utilities. Sandia’s 660 buildings
provide total laboratory, shop, and office
floor space of approximately four million
square feet. “~hey are !ocated on land total-
ing approximately 562 square miles, most of
which is at the Tonopah Test Range. About
7,250 employees work at the Albuquerque
location and about 1,050 at Livermorv.
Slightly more than 100 Sandians are located
at Tonopah, the Ncvadir ‘rest Site, and
elsewhere.

Sandia operates a broad range of facili-
ties, many of which are unique. ‘lhese
facilities are used for a wide variety of pro-
jects ranging from basic materials research
to the flight testing of components. “l’hey
include state-of-the-art equipment for envi-
ronmental testing, radiation research,
combustion research, computing, and mi-
croelectronics research and production.

Extensive environmental test facilities
are located at the Albuquerque laboratory
location and within a 60 square mile haz-
ardous test area further south on Kirtland
Air Force Base. In addition to standard
environmental test capabilities for compo-
nent and system development, Sandia has a
variety of special purpose test facilities.
Examples include two of the world’s largest
centrifuges; blast tubes operating from 1 to
2,000 psi; a facility for impulse testing using
sprayed, light-initiated high explosives; a

low-field, broadband electromagnetic radia-
tion facility; a radiant heat facility; a facility
to ~rovide”lartze quantities of molten metal
ox~des for stu~yi~g nuclear reactor accident
conditions; a 10,000-foot rocket sled track;
a multiple-stroke lightning facility capable
of simulating natural lightning; drop towers
(including one to simulate water impact);
and a 5,000-foot aerial cable for impact
tests.

Other major facilities include a fuH-
service technical library for employees; a
primary standards laboratory; transonic,
supersonic, and hypersonic wind tunnels;
and design, fabrication, and process devel-
opment laboratories.

The Torropah Test Range, a major test
facility for DO1l-funclcd weapons programs,
is a permanent outdoor testing laboratory
with unique capabilities for gathering data
from a variety of test vehicles. This 525
square mile area is located on the north
end of the Nellis Bombing and Gunnery
Range about 32 miles southeast of
Tonopah, Nevada. The range provides
state-of-the-art instrumentation systems for
test vehicle tracking and data acquisition.

The Kauai ‘rest I:acility (KTF) on the
Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF)
in Hawaii has a rocket preparation and
launching capability for both rail-launched
and vertically launched rockets. Sandia
maintains its own launch, ground handling,
and launch control equipment, augmented
when necessary with assets of the PMRF
(e.Cy.,radars, communications, and aircraft).

Many of our specialized research facili-
ties constitute maior national resources. A
fcw

●

●

examples are:

Pulsed power accelerators, including
the Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator 11
(PBFA 11), the Saturn x-ray simulator,
and the Hermes 111gamma-ray genera-
tor, to simulate nuclear weapon effects
and permit study of pulsed power
approaches to fusion energy;

Reactor facilities to evaluate the
effects of nuclear weapons on
components and simu!ate the internal
environments of power reactors;
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Sandia National
Laboratories,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Sandia National
Laboratories,

Livermore,
California

Sandia National
Laboratories,
Tonopah Test Range,
Tonopah, Nevada
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●

●

●

●

●

Facilities and equipment to study semi-
conducting materials; environmental
test facilities (shock, vibration, tem-
perature, etc.) for nonnuclear, above-
-ground field tests; and dedicated facili-
ties and test equipment at Pantex in
Amarillo, Texas, for quality assurance
and stockpile evaluation operations;

The Combustion Research Facility in
Livermore, California, to contribute to
solving problems in combustion
science, energy, and the environment;

Robotics laboratories for basic scientific
research and engineering develop-
ment of prototype advanced systems
with application to DOE weapon
production activities and the retrieval
and repackaging of radioactive wastes;

A unique complement of solar thermal
facilities for testing distributed re-
ceivers, central receivers, and high-
temperature materials and processes,
along with an advanced photovoltaics
facility for testing concentrator and flat
plate systems;

And extensive computing facilities to
support our growing use of computa-
tional methods and computer-aided
engineering.

Facilities plans and options

Sandia’s Site Development Plan,
updated annually, contains a comprehen-
sive description of planned facilities
changes. The plan describes an optimum
site development projection with short-
rangc and long-range plans for the three
principal Sandia sites.

Two essential factors underlie Sandia
National Laboratories’ site and facilities
plan. Onc is a problem that has existed
from the Laboratories’ founding, when the
nation was in great urgency to build a
nuclear arsenal. The Laboratories did not
have adequate permanent buildings then
and the problem has never been fully
corrected. The second recognizes that
profound changes have occurred in
engineering and supporting scientific
technologies since Sandia was founded.

During the 1950s much of Sandia’s
engineering work was straightforward and
was checked with extensive field testing.
But for many years now, cost-conscious
engineering has been intensely analytical,
relying heavily on elaborate, sophisticated
instrumentation and measurements that
require control of temperature and vibra-
tion to achieve repeatability and reliability.
With this evolution, staff moved from the
field to the laboratory. Laboratory work
proliferated, the complexity of measure-
ments and apparatus increased, and profes-
sional requirements for staff were raised.
These changes created new facility needs.

Two other important factors are the
need to conserve energy and the require-
ment to provide special purpose buildings
for certain applications. Older structures,
particularly temporary buildings, waste
energy and are expensive to maintain.
New technologies demand facilities
designed to accommodate their special
requirements. Examples are buildings for
equipment to fabricate microstructure,
inertial confinement fusion machines,
special instrumentation systems, and
computer centers.

The intent of Sandia’s site development
planning is to relieve space shortages and
construct permanent buildings as replace-
ments for temporary ones. As the con-
struction program permits, we will retire
mobile offices, trailers, transportable
buildings, and other substandard space.

‘l’he Laboratories must also reduce
dependency on buildings borrowed from
the military. Sandia’s Albuquerque location
relies heavily on borrowed or leased build-
ings for warehousing, and should the Air
Force need these buildings, they would
have to be returned. Planned on-site
construction will relieve problems of
availability and accessibility.

Facilities resource
requirements

Some of our laboratory facilities arc
being upgraded and new ones are being
proposed. Several new construction pro-
jects address long-standing insufficiencies.
Other projects accommodate changing
functions and requirements.

Environment, safety, and health
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concerns are actively addressed in planning
for all facilities. Accordingly, all new bui!d-
ings and major renovations are reviewed
internally and by DOE for adequacy of
ES&H design features. In the area of envi-
ronmental protection, DOE now requires
that all contractors comply with the provi-
sions of the National Environmental Policy
Act. This law stipulates that major construc-
tion projects be reviewed for potential
impacts on the environment and compli-
ance with environmental laws. For each
new facility and major renovation, Sandia
prepares an Action Description Memoran-
dum for circulation within DOE. If DOE
deems that further documentation is neces-
sary, an environmental assessment or an
environmental impact statement is pre-
pared and made available to the public.

Projects required to meet environmen-
tal laws, regulations, and DOE orders are
included in Sandia’s Five Year Plan for
Waste Management Operations and Envi-
ronmental Restoration. DOE also requires a
safety review of new construction projects
and major renovations.

Funded construction

The principal goals of Sandia’s construc-
tion plan are to provide facilities needed to
achieve programmatic objectives, eliminate
substandard conditions and overcrowding,
and replace temporary and inadequate
space with permanent facilities. Items
listed in the table of major construction
projects are briefly discussed below.

Strategic Defense Facility (A lbuqllcr-
que)—This facility will provide space for
research on directed energy weapons and
weapon effects. Research will explore
basic physics and the technical feasibility of
particle beam, x-ray laser, microwave, and
kinetic energy weapons. Evaluation will be
based on the lethality and vulnerability of
weapon systems and cost trade-off analyses.
The facility will also provide engineering
and field test support for weapon and
component tests at NTS and other loca-
tions. At present, there is no laboratory for
post-shot evaluation of experiments
exposed in underground tests, and no
adequate docking facility is available for
reworking trailers between shots.

Defense Engineering Laboratory (DEL)
(Livcrmore)-The Defense Engineering
Laboratory is a controlled environment,
state-of-the-art, engineering laboratory that
will be used to support the engineering of
modern nuclear weapons and the reengi-
neering of the aging stockpile. These
capabilities do not currently exist at Sandia
Livermore, and are necessary to support
ES&H compliance, to handle new materials
with increased environmental sensitivity,
and to enable the instrumental accuracies
needed to characterize these materials and
structures. The DEL will centralize many of
our chemistry, materials, and nuclear di-
rected energy capabilities to better meet
i2S&H and programmatic requirements, and
enable new capabilities in lightweight
structures, SDI materials, and pointing and
tracking.

In tegra ted Materials Research Labora-
tory (Albuquerque)-Modern weapon
requirements for safety, command and
control, reliability, long life, and low system
and life cycle costs are being met by the
introduction of novel materials; smaller,
lighter, and more closely coupled system
designs; and more capable on-board intelli-
gence. Further progress depends on a
close integration of materials development
and the design process for both electronic
and structural materials. The laboratory is
intended to provide space for materials
development, characterization, and pro-
cessing research; constitutive theory
research; computer modeling; and ad-
vanced concept development in a highly
integrated environment focused on the
(imwiopment of advanced weapon systems.

Explosive Components Facility (ECF)
(Albuquerque) -Sandia is DOE’s technol-
ogy center for ordnance for nuclear
weapon systems, and four of Sandia’s de-
partments will utiiize the EC]: Explosive
Components, Neutronic Components,
Power Sources, and Weapons Evacuation.
ECF capabilities inciude internal test fire
chambers, an x-radiographic diagnostic
laboratory, an expiosive mild detonating
fuze and timer development laboratory,
remote postmortem and disassembly areas,
and a puise heat laboratory. A significant
feature of the ECF will be improved
explosives handiing and safety.
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Weapon Production Primary Stan-
dards Laboratory (Albuquerque)—We
operate the Primary Standards Laboratory
for the DOE/AL Standards and Calibration
System. Very precise control of laboratory
environments is essential for accuracy. In
most cases, environments in current facili-
ties are marginal or unacceptable. This
building will provide appropriate space for
the primary standards operation. Upgrad-
ing and concentrating all standards activi-
ties will enhance our ability to perform this
vital function.

Technology Support Center (A lbuquer-
que)—in order to minimize potential
radiation exposures, this center will reduce
the Tech Area V population by providing a
new office, light laboratory, and confer-
ence center for the staff who support the
nuclear facilities. An improved facility is
particularly important because Tech Area V
receives many visitors as a consequence of
its nuclear development and testing pro-
grams for DOE, DoD, and other agencies.

Main Electrical Service and Switch-
gear (Livernrore)-The existing main
electrical service and associated switchgcar
is not adequate to supply site power re-
quirements beyond 1992. The proposed
service is dual-source, separate-direction,
and will provide backup capability and
additional capacity when required.

Robotic Manufacturing Science and
Engineering Laboratory (A lbuquerque)—
This Laboratory will facilitate progress in

the development of robotics and associated
automation technologies, which have been
identified as strategically important to the
nation. It has become evident that these
technologies can minimize the need to use
human beings in hostile environments or
near potentially hazardous materials;
accomplish tasks which stretch normal
human capabilities for complexity and
reliability; and reduce production and
operating costs within both the weapons
production complex and the domestic
industrial sector.

Center for National Security and Arms
Control (Albuquerque)—Sandia is a recog-
nized leader in advanced systems concepts
for nuclear and conventional weapons and
arms control verification. This facility will
bring together work in four areas: (1) SYS-
tems Analysis and Advanced Concepts, (2)
Arms Control and Verification Technology,
(3) Intelligence, and (4) Threats and Coun-
termeasures. The new center will signifi-
cantly assist in ensuring our ability to con-
tinue to respond creatively and effectively
in these four areas.

Combustion Research Facility, Phase
II (Livcr~rlf~re)—’l’his facility will provide
resources to adequately deal with the
critical combustion research needs of the
1990s, It will emphasize centralized next-
generation laser diagnostic facilities and
specially designed laboratories, including a
high repetition rate laser system. Phase II
will also provide additional offices required
to support visiting researchers and staff.

The Weapons Production Primary Standards
Laboratory at Sandia Albuquerque is now under
construction. The facility will provide reliable, precise
laboratory environmental controls essential for
standards work.
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MAJOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

($ in Millions)

FUNDED CONSTRUCTION

Strategic Defense Facility**

Defense Engineering Laboratory

Integrated Materials Research Laboratory
Explosive Components Facility

Primary Standards Laboratory
Technology Support Center

Main Electrical Service & Switchgear
Robotic Manufacturing Science and

Engineering Laboratory

Total DASMA .

Center for National Security and
Arms Control

Combustion Research Facility, Phase II

Total
Estimated

Site* Sponsor cost

A DoD

DASMA

L DASMA
A DASMA
A DASMA
A DASMA

A DASMA
L DASMA

31.3
35.0
45.6
27.9
27.8
17.7
30.0

5.3

A DASMA 33.0

A OAC 34.5

L ER 23.3

BA
thru

FY89

22.7
35.0
19.7

21.1
1.3

17.7

4.8

FY90

BA

7.0

7.8

4.4

3.0

15.2

1.0

Total Funded 16.2

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION

Power Systems Modernization
Storm and Waste Systems Modernization

Processing and Environmental

Technology Laboratory

Program Support Center

ES&H Facility

Water Systems Modernization

Infrastructure Modernization
Transportation Systems Modernization

Falcon Test Facility
Micro Technologies Laboratory

Computing/CAE Building

Center for Environmental Technology Res.
Site and Seismic Modernization

Total DASMA

Consolidated Waste Management Cmpx.
Geoscience Research Laboratory

A DASMA

A DASMA

A DASMA
A DASMA

L DASMA

A DASMA

L DASMA
A DASMA
A DASMA

A DASMA

A DASMA

L DASMA
L DASMA

A EM

A ER

42.5

10.5

81.3
17.6

14.6

6.6

16.8
7.9

91.3

131.0

50.0

35.0
25.0

90.9

25.5

Total Proposed

* A= Albuquerque site; L= Livermore site
** DoD contribution is reimbursable funding—not included in construction funds total
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FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA BA BA

4.5 1.6 1.6
4.5

9.7 10.1 10.1 8.0
2.1 2.4 2.4
0.7 13.7 13.7 6.7 3.1
0.2

2.6 2.6 6.5 8.4 12.5
1.0 1.0 3.3 1.0

1.0 6.9 17.0 8.1

17.2 29.8 29.8 25.5 19.4 29.5 8.1

0.4 5.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 8.5

11.0 7.5

17.6 34.8 34.8 35.5 40.4 45.5 8.1 I

6.1 12.2 15.0 9.2

3.2 5.3 2.0

4.0 33.0 35.0 6.0

1.0 10,0 6.6

1.8 6.0 4.0 2.8

2.2 4.4

1.8 10.0 5.0

2,6 5.3

14.0 18.0 25.0

11.0 30.0

5.0 20.0
3.0
5.0

17.9 95.3 111.3 101.0

4.3 11.2 26.2

1.5 11.0 8.0

17.9 101.1 133.5 135.2[
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Proposed construction

Power Systems Modernization (Albu-
querque)—Existing electrical distribution
systems at Sandia Albuquerque are aging
and obsolete, as is the series-connected
security lighting system. The project
includes converting to higher distribution
voltage, replacing aging and obsolescent
transformers and switchgear, and replacing
cable as required. It will also replace the
remaining series security lighting system
and begin replacement of aging master unit
substations. .

Storm and Waste Systems Modern-
ization (Albuquerque) —This project will
rehabilitate storm drains and sanitary sew-
ers, construct storm water monitoring sta-
tions to check for contamination before
discharge, and eliminate remaining septic
systems.

Processing and Environmental Tech-
nology Laboratory (Albuquerque)—”~he
purpose of this facility is to maintain
Sandia’s capability in providing high-quality
engineering R&D support to DOE’S
weapons program in consideration of new
ES&H requirements. It will co-locate activi-
ties dealing with materials and processes
research, waste reduction, management of
hazardous materials, and ES&H. Occupants
will include the Materials and Process
Sciences directorate, the ES&H directorate,
and organizations supporting DOE’s efforts
to manage hazardous wastes.

Program Support Center (A lbuquer-
quc)—Work areas for several support activi-
ties will be located in this building, includ-
ing laboratory space for video graphics and
instrument repair services and standard
office space for the Safety, Personnel,
Benefits, and Medical organizations.

Environment, Safety, and Health
Facility (Livermore)-This facility is
designed for several functions, including
F.S&H, emergency medical, the emergency
operations center, fire protection, safety,
employee and security training services,
and environmental monitoring services,
including monitoring of tritium and other
environmental hazards. It includes offices,
laboratory, and support space.

Water Systems Modernization (Albu-
querque)—The water system modernization
project will rehabilitate water systems at
the three principal Sandia sites.

Infrastructure Modernization
(Livermore)-This modernization project is
a multi phase effort to renew site systems,
modify and add to infrastructure facilities,
and upgrade structures to meet seismic
reinforcement requirements.

Transportation Systems Modern-
ization (Albuquerque) —This project will
upgrade and replace roads, parking lots, and
pedestrian circulation facilities.

Falcon Test Facility (FTF) (A lbuquer-
quc)-’l’hc FIT will be a multiprogram
reactor facility to provide the capability to
perform laser physics, optical beam extrac-
tion, and reactor operational tests to
demonstrate the scalability necessary for a
large, reactor-driven laser system. The FTF
will also provide a high-intensity, large vol-
ume, irradiation capability for radiation
effects simulation, reactor safety, and
nondestructive testing.

Micro Technologies Laboratory
(Albuquerque)-The Micro Technologies
Laboratory is essential to developing and
maintaining expertise in state-of-the-art,
miniature, solid-state component technol-
ogy. This facility is necessary in order to
keep pace with the rising level of research
activity in compound semiconductors and
optoelectronics.

Computing and Computer-Aided Engi-
neering (CAE) Facility (Albuquerque)—
This facility will provide properly designed
space to house our growing central comput-
ing and CAE resources. The design will con-
sider such needs as physical security, safety,
configuration layout constraints, and pro-
vision for cooled air and water. Associated
office space will provide an efficient envi-
ronment for the support staff and will be
dwigne(i to accommodate terminals, print-
ers, and other needed equipment. Contin-
ued expansion of present facilities into
buildings not designed for computers is
becoming increasingly expensive and is
presenting difficult security, layout, and
utility problems.
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Center for Environmental Technology
Research (Livernlore)-Work performed at
this facility will identify and develop ad-
vanced thermo-mechanical treatment tech-
nologies to be used to minimize or process
waste generated at DOE weapon produc-
tion facilities. It will also accomplish the
technological base research necessary to
facilitate technology development.

Site and Seismic Modernization
(Livermore)—The seismic modernization
project is a multiphasc effort to renew site
systems, modify and add to infrastructure
facilities, and modify structures as required
to meet seismic reinforcement require-
ments.

Consolidated Waste Management
Complex (C WMC) (Albuquerque)—The
CWMC will support all waste management
activities at the Albuquerque location,
including radioactive and mixed waste,
waste oil, explosive waste, and supporting
facilities.

Geosciences Research Laboratory
(Albuquerque)—’rhe Geosciences Research
Laboratory will provide a unique center for
use by Sandia and the scientific community
to study active processes in the earth’s
crust. This facility will allow Sandia to meet
both its research and Drilling Research
Office responsibilities in the Continental
Scientific Drilling Program. The laboratory
will also perform work in fossil and geo-
thermal energy research as well as waste
disposal and seismic verification programs.
The proposed facility will accommodate
mechanical and geophysical testing of large
samples as well as development and testing
of advanced instrumentation systems.

General plant projects

Consistent funding of general plant
projects (GPP) is crucial for facility changes,
structural improvements, and non-line item
buildings to meet special programmatic
needs and upgrades to meet new standards.
Funding requirements approximate be-
tween one and one and one-half percent
of total operating funds. Nearly all of the
required funding is provided by the
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs.
We expect substantial GPP support from

the Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management in the future to
support ongoing projects for ES&H com-
pliance. Projected GPP requirements are
shown in the table.

General Plant Projects
(BA S millions)

ASDP U ERWM Total

FY90 7.0 0.4 3.2 10.6

FY91 7.6 0.4 0.8 8.8
FY92 8.0 0.6 2.8 11.4

FY93 8.0 0.6 0.9 9.5
FY94 17.5 0.6 18.1
FY95 17.5 0.6 18.1

FY96 18.0 0.6 18.6
FY97 18.0 0.6 18.6

Computational facilities.
and telecommunications

Scientific computing

Sandia is dedicated to providing its
scientists and engineers with the compu-
tational tools they require to compete
successfully in today’s rapidly moving tech-
nical environment. This dedication implies
a commitment to a high-performance com-
puting environment ranging from advanced
workstations to the latest modern super-
computers.

Sandia’s supercomputers include large
vector architecture machines, such as the
Cray Y-MP systems, and a growing number
of massively parallel systems (SIMD and
MIMD architectures). Supercomputers are
primarily used for solving large scientific
and engineering problems. Application
areas include materials studies, nuclear
safety calculations, particle beam calcula-
tions_ (for pulsed power and other re-
search), weapon systems development,
missile defense and countermeasures
analysis, facilities vulnerability analyses,
combustion chemistry, and more. With
supcrcomputcrs, it has become possible
model three-dimensional effects and to
perform increasingly higher resolution
approximations.

to
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In order to accommociate the computa-
tional demands of its mission activities,
Sandia has developed a number of inter-
lined networks of computers based upon
increasingly more capable communication
links. Linkage of desktop computers and
workstations to central systems is accom-
plished through reliable, high-speed
networks. At our Albuquerque location,
such a network is presently centered
around a PBX switching system handling
transmissions at roughly the Ethernet level.
Higher speed dedicated lines are used for
special applications and FDDI and Hyper-
channel connectivity between centrally
residing systems.

The major delineation in the net-
working realm is the separation of secure
(classified) and open (unclassified) com-
puting resources. Individual computer
systems reside in one or the other of these
domains. The secure domain is capable of
processing classified information through
secret restricted data.

Supercomputcr systems are presently
distributed between our two laboratory sites
as follows: The Albuquerque site includes a
Cray Y-MP/864 in the central computing
facility along with a terabytc Integrated File
Store. These machines are linked to other
systems within a secure partition. The
Livermore site includes a Cray Y-M P/264 in
a secure partition and a Cray X-MP/24 for
protected unclassified work in an open
partition. Livcrmore presently has a Cen-
tral File Store comparable to the Integrated
File Store at Albuquerque. Livcrmore and

Albuquerque computer facilities communi-
cate via high-speed links with up to T1 data
transfer rates.

Progress is underway toward locating all
of Sandia’s supercomputers at the Albu-
querque site, with production systems
slated to be moved there by the end of
1993. Data telecommunication capabilities
will be upgraded to T3 at a minimum in
order to facilitate the usc of these produc-
tion systems by staff at either site. Our
massively parallel systems (CM-2 and
NCUBE computers) are currently housed at
the Massively Parallel Computing Research
I.aboratory in Albuquerque. However, as
massively parallel systems enter the pro-
duction mode, some of them will be moved
to the Central Computing Facility.

Sandia’s scientific computing acquisi-
tions during the FY1992-1997 time frame
are intended to increase computational
power and improve the performance of
support servers both at the central facility
and within distributed Local Area Networks.
Plans arc also being implemented to bring
Sandia’s network technology into the giga-
bit range during the same time frame. By
the end of the planning period, it is antici-
pated that the major computer servers will
be massively parallel systems. The growing
demand for unclassified communications
will result in the unclassified computing
environment being dominant by 1995.
This change will require flexibility in how
wc allomtc the primary computers and
support servers between classified and
un-classified networks.

Scmdia’s central
computing facilities
provide a range of
capabilities from
supercomputing to
general purpose time-
sharing for use by
program engineers
and scientists.
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Computer-aided engineering
(CAE)

The CAE Operational Plan calls for
continued acquisition of resources in suffi-
cient quantities to furnish appropriate
computer assistance in the analysis, design,
and fabrication of products for which
Sandia has responsibility. Total Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) product definition was
achieved in 1989 for Sandia drafters and in
1990 for contract drafters.

CAE is an integral part of Sandia’s
programmatic responsibilities in nuclear
weapons production and surveillance.
More information on our CAF; capabilities
may be found in the description of pro-
grams for the Assistant Secretary for
Defense Programs on page 55.

Administrative data
processing

Sandia’s administrative data processing
systems activities are managed with a five-
year plan called the Administrative infor-
mation Systems (AIS) plan. This plan
governs information systems migration and
development activities. Tasks outlined in
the AIS plan arc typically accomplished by
establishing project teams. The teams use
system project methodologies such as
SDM/Structured by AGS Management
Systems and Information Engineering by
Texas Instruments. Programming and
documentation standards arc used by these
teams in delivering application systems.

Centralized administrative systems are
in the process of being moved from two
UNiSYS processors, an 1100/82 and an
1100/72, to an IBM ES9021-500, designated
as the Laboratory Information System (1.1 S).
Applications migrated to the LIS will take
advantage of the Multiple Virtual Storage
(MVS) operating system and be dcvelol]cd
with the COBOL and Cross System Product
(CSP) languages. These applications will usc
an integrated data base implemented with
IBM’s DB2 data base management product.
All three machines operate twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.

The Laboratories’ procurement and
payroll subsystems, as well as subsystems of
both human resources and financial sys-
tems, have been moved to the LIS ma-

chine. The remaining administrative
systems will be moved to the ES9021-500
by the end of FY 1993. New application
systems to support ES&H, cost center activi-
ties, and other initiatives are also being
developed on the LIS. As migration activi-
ties are completed, more resources will be
applied to support the changing laboratory
environment.

A series of smaller IBM processors, two
4381s and an ES9121-190, provide other
services to the Laboratories. The Office
Automation machine runs IBM’s Office
Vision product under the Virtual Machine
(VM) operating system on a 4381 processor.
‘l’his node provides its own electronic mail
and routing for other laboratory electronic
mail systems such as the ALL-IN-1 product.
A particular advantage of Office Vision is its
ability to integrate with host-based adminis-
trative applications.

The VM Reporting machine resides on
an IBM 4381 and is used to provide easy
access to management information. De-
tailed personnel information may be
obtained through the Personnel Reporting
System (l’RS). Financial information is
provided through the Management Infor-
mation and Distributed Access System
(M IL>AS). In the future, the l]l/S and
MIDAS applications will bc moved to the
LIS machihe.

The Classified Information System (CIS)
is an MVS-based ES9121-190 tha~ will pro-
vide a cost-cffectivc environment for classi-
fied administrative applications. Currently,
the CIS machine supports the Record of
Assembly (ROA) application used to coordi-
nate product information throughout the
DOE complex. By FY 1993 we expect that
the CLS will also process Sandia Livermore
engineering, document accountability, and
(possibly) classified library applications.

Telecommunications

Voice communications

In the past, the Kirtland Air Force Base
Communications Squadron provided local
voice telecommunications service for
Sandia’s Albuquerque site as well as for all
other Kirtland Air Force Base tenants.
However, recognizing the importance of
telecommunications service to corporate
existence, Sandia has begun to assume
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direct responsibility for providing quality,
state-of-the-art services. Sandia is installing
a new AT&T 5ESS digital electronic switch
that will form the cornerstone of our voice
and unclassified data telecommunications
services. This switch will provide ubiqui-
tous digital voice and data services while
continuing to provide conventional tele-
phone services, such as Direct Distance
Dialing, FTS 2000, dial TIE lines, and off-
prcmises extension.

The Sandia 5ESS will consist of a host
system and Optical Remote Modules (ORM)
to service the Laboratories’ remote security
areas. We are constructing a switch building
to house the host 5ESS and upgrading
conduit systems to provide customer access.
In addition, we installed and cut-over an
Optical Remote Module of the 5ESS to
provide services to the remote security
areas and alleviate chronic telephone
service problems that have plagued
customers in those areas. Currently, over
1,200 lines arc in service on the first ORM
and over 1, 100 lines are in service on the
5ESS host, which is temporarily housed at
the Kirtland Air Force Base central office,

Sandia’s strategy for communications at
Albuquerque is to move the host into the
new switch building expeditiously, expand
the 5ESS to serve all Sandia Albuquerque
customers, and assume operation] control
of all open voice and data telecommunica-
tions services. Preparations for this project
began in FY 1989 and funding will continue
through FY 1994.

Sandia Livcrmore operates an AT& ’1’
5EM PBX for its unclassified voice/data
communications. The 5ESS is an Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) switch
capable of handling voice, data, and signal-
ing information over the same line. It pro-
vides access to the commercial network for
long-distance communications, FTS, and
LLNL.

The Tonopah ‘1’est Range local voice
telecommunications system terminates in a
Northern Telecom SL-I PBX with 24 trunks
to the SL-100 PBX at DO1.’S Ncvacta Opera-
tions Office. ‘I-H{ personnel usc ns and
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) tie-line network
for the majority of their long distance tele-
phone requirements.

A Motorola Radio Trunking Systcm
(selected by competitive bid) was installed
at Sandia Albuquerque on November 14,
1991. This is a basic five channel system

and will be expanded as required to main-
tain the necessary grade of service as users
are moved to the system from their existing
frequencies. The basic system has a
capacity of approximately 600 radio users.
The site currently has about 2200 radio
transceivers in use.

Initial radio networks that will be
placed on the trunking system will include
the motor pool, transportation, and storage,
and reclamation services. The radio fre-
quencies currently in use by these organi-
zations will be made available for other
uses. As funding becomes available, most
other services, such as plant maintenance,
safety, emergency operations, and health
physics, will have their radio communi-
cations transferred to the trunking system.

When fully implemented, the trunked
radio system will become a part of Sandia’s
National Security Emergency I)repareclness
communications system. It will fulfill emer-
gency communications requirements man-
dated by the Specification for Emergency
Operations Centers in the DOE Albu-
querque Field Office Complex.

Data communications

An era with emphasis on parallel
computing, outside collaboration, consolida-
tion, technology transfer, total quality
management, and ES&H management
makes data communications vital to Sandia’s
future. To meet the challenge, a variety of
technologies are being investigated and
deployed. Fibers to the desk, very high
speed local area networks, modern broad-
band switches, high-speed intersitc links,
video teleconference facilities, and modern
network management systems are all part
of the arsenal of communications technolo-
gies being applied to this challenge. Many
of Sandia’s new initiatives make necessary a
new focus on unclassified communications
while .%ndia’s traditional mission demands
continuing support of secure communi-
cations.

Sandia operates an extensive internal
secure communications system. A large
customer base receives services ranging
from asynchronous terminal access through
10Mb Ethernet support. Numerous inter-
sitc links to a variety of DOE and DoD facil-
ities exist. Video teleconference capabili-
ties also exist to a variety of DOE facilities.
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The Massively Parallel Computing
Research Laboratory recently moved to a
new building. As part of the move, Sandia
installed an extensive, state-of-the-art
optical fiber distribution system to every
desk in the new facility. While full band-
width Ethernet on optical fiber will initially
be installed, the distribution system will
support FDDI local area networks and
video. This distribution system and the
high-speed networks will serve as a model
for several other Albuquerque facilities.

An architecture that consists of T3 (45
Mbps) intersite links, asynchronous trans-
fer mode switches, switched multimegabit
data service protocols, and high perfor-
mance routers is being implemented as part

of Sandia’s plan to locate all of its super-
computcrs at Albuquerque. Additionally,
Sandia is a participant in the BLANCA
network sponsored by AT&T, which is a test
bed for cross-country gigabit networking.

These activities constitute an aggressive
approach to bringing the data communica-
tions infrastructure of the Laboratories up
to the state of the art. The technical excel-
lence and quality commitment of Sandia’s
networking and communications staff is
evidenced by a number of recent accolades,
including an R&D-100 Award, “best paper”
recognition at the NEXUS 90 and NEXUS
91 conferences, and the 1991 INTEROP
Achievement Award in the government
sector.
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Resource projections

This section presents a five-year budget projection for Sandia National Laboratories.
Dollars are in millions; personnel arc in full-time equivalents (FTEs). Operating and capital
equipment amounts in FY 1990-1993 arc expressed in purchasing power of their respective
fiscal years. For FY 1994 and beyond, operating and capital equipment estimates are in FY
1993 dollars. For these years, we consider budget obligation and budget authority to be
equivalent. Amounts shown for the current budget year (FY 1992) are best estimates as of a
point in time prior to plan publication and are subject to change. Construction funds are
expressed in dollars of the year of commencement of each construction project. Amounts
for general plant projects are summarized at the total Laboratories level.

Long-range projections contain significant margins of risk. Therefore, planning is
continuous and is subject to amendment as assumptions and needs change. We will manage
our resources and programs to live within the constraints of actual funding levels as they
become known.
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LABORATORIES FUNDING SUMMARY

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
6A Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A BA

DOE Effort 787.2 816.4 839.1 807.6 982.2 1011.1 980.7 1037.5 1020.8 1102.8

Work for Others 335.5 294.4 308.8 327.1 368.4 393,0 415.0 430.0 430.0 430.0

TOTAL OPERATING 1122.7 1110.8 1147.9 1134.7 1350.6 1404.1 1395.7 1467.5 1450.8 1532.8

Equipment 51.5 54.7 59.3 55.5 59.4 104.2 104.4 103.7 103.6 102.8
Major Construction 16.2 17.6 34.8 34.8 35.5 40.4 45.5 8.1
General Plant Projects 8.8 8.8 10.6 8.8 11.4 9.5 18.1 18.1 18.6 18.6

TOTAL FUNDING 1199.2 1191.9 1252.6 1233.8 1456.9 1558.2 1563.7 1597.4 1573.0 1654.2

Proposed Construction 17.9 101.1 133.5 135.2
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PERSONNEL SUMMARY BY ASSISTANT SECRETARIAL OFFICE
(FTEs)

w

2035
215

70
5

~ m

2035 2035
215 215

70 70
4.3

m

2035
215

70
3

DOE PROGRAMS
Defense Programs
Office of Arms Control
Office of Security Affairs
New Production Reactors
Environmental Restoration

Waste Management
Energy Research
Conservation and

Renewable Energy
Civilian Radioactive Waste
Fossil Energy
Nuclear Energy
Other DOE

2340
200

60
14

2200
210

70
1030 28

and
102
114

179
108

210
137

294
145

295
152

295 295
153 155

295
158

113
100

39
15
57

117
91
42

12
52

132
63
52
11
61

137
70
53
10
61

148
65
54
10
61

156 162
57 50
54 54
10 10
61 61

167
42
54
10
61

3057 3191 3280 3260 3110 3110 3110 3110

847 917 950 950 950 950 950 950
54 54 60 60 60 60 60 60

135 103 108 122 150 180 180 180
32 40 42 43 55 60 60 60

Total DOE Programs

OTHER THAN DOE

Department of Defense
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Other Federal Agencies
All Others

Total Work for Others

TOTAL DIRECT PROGRAMS

Direct Support
Indirect

TOTAL LABORATORY ES

1068 1114 1160 1175 1215 1250 1250 1250

4125 4305 4440 4435 4325 4360 4360 4360

1339 1221 1080 1050 1010 1000 1000 1000
3021 3074 2930 2915 2865 2840 2840 2840

8485 8600 8450 8400 8200 8200 8200 8200
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FUNDING BY ASSISTANT SECRETARIAL OFFICE

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A BA BA BA BA

Total, Assistant Secretary For Defense Programs

Operating 634.7 644.0 637.6 636.0 660.2
Capital Equipment 48.7 50.1 49.1 50.6 48.4
Major Construction 16.2 17.6 34.8 34.8 25.5

Total Cost 699.6 711.7 721.5 721.4 734.1

Total, Office of Arms Control
Operating 46.7
Capital Equipment 1.6
Major Construction 10.0

Total Cost 58.3

Total, Office of Security Affairs
Operating 11.6
Capital Equipment 1.8

Total Cost 13.4

Total, Office of New Production Reactors

Operating 4.7 7.7 3.6 4.3 4.5
Capital Equipment 3.4 0.3 0.8
Construction 0.8 0.8 1.0

Total Cost 4.7 7.7 7.8 5.4 6.3

625.9
78.9
19.4

724.2

52.0
2.3

10.0
64.3

12.0
1.3

13.3

4.0
1.1
0.5

5.6

Total, Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management

Operating 39.3 40.5 58.3 56.2 112.9 145.9
Capital Equipment 1.0 2.9 1.9 4.7 4.0

Total Cost 39.3 41.5 61.2 58.1 117.6 149.9

Total, Office of Energy Research
Operating 23.9 24.9 33.5 25.2 32.5 44.7
Capital Equipment 1.6 2.3 2.6 1.6 1.8 13.4
Major Construction 11.0

Total Cost 25.5 27.2 36.1 26.8 34.3 69.1

Total, Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy

Operating 33.3 32.1 39.1 32.0

Capital Equipment 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6
Total Cost 33.9 32.9 39.9 32.6

Total, Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Total, Assistant Secretary
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

23.8 30.8 28.5 26.0
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3

24.4 31.2 28.9 26.3

for Fossil Energy
7.9 7.9 10.3 8.6

7.9 7.9 10.3 8.6

45.0 46.9

0.3 1.8
45.3 48.7

18.1 29.1
0.2

18.1 29.3

11.1 12.9
0.9

11.1 13.8

605.5

77.6
29.5

712.6

54.0
3.7
8.5

66.2

12.0
1.2

13.2

2.0
1.1
0.5
3.6

136.8
3.7

140.5

47.5

13.6
7.5

68.6

49.0

2.1
51.1

25.0
0.2

25.2

13.1
0.9

14.0

605.5

77.6
8.1

691.2

54.0
3.9

57.9

12.0
1.1

13.1

1.5

1.1
0.5
3.1

191.0
2.9

193.9

48.5

13.6

62.1

52.1

2.1
54.2

24.0
0.2

24.2

13.1
0.9

14.0

605.5
77.4

682.9

54.0
4.0

58.0

12.0
1.0

13.0

1.0

1.1
0.5
2.6

172.6
3.0

175.6

49.5
13.6

63.1

54.3

2.1

56.4

23.0
0.2

23.2

13.1
0.9

14.0

605.5
76.6

682.1

54.0
4.0

58.0

12.0
1.0

13.0

1.0

1.1
0.5
2.6

252.6
3.0

255.6

51.5
13.6

65.1

57.3

2.1

59.4

20.0
0.2

20.2

13.1
0.9

14.0
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Resource projections

FUNDING BY ASSISTANT SECRETARIAL OFFICE
(CONTINUED)

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA 6A BA

Total, Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy

Operating 4.1 5.9
Capital Equipment 0.1

Total Cost 4.1 6.0

7.4 5.0 8.3 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
7.5 5,1 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1

Work for Other DOE Locations, Contractors, and Offices
Operating 15.5 22.6 20.8 14.3 31.3 29.7 27.8 27.8 27.8 27.8
Capital Equipment 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total Cost 15.5 22.6 20.8 14.4 31.3 29.9 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0

Total DOE Programs
Operating 787.2 816.4 B39.1 807.6 982.2 1011.1 980.7 1037.5 1020.8 1102.8
Capital Equipment 51.5 54.7 59.3 55.5 59.4 104.2 104.4 103.7 103.6 102.8
Major Construction 16.2 17.6 34.8 34.8 35.5 40.4 45.5 8.1

Total Cost 854.9 888.7 933.2 897.9 1077.1 1155.7 1130.6 1149.3 1124.4 1205.6

Proposed Construction 17.9 101.1 133.5 135.2
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR DEFENSE PROGRAMS
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MILITARY APPLICATION
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A BA

GBO1O3 Research and Development
Operating 364.8 368.9 365.6
Capital Equipment 33.7 36.3 35.5

Total Cost 398.5 405.2 401.1

Direct Personnel 1288

GBO1O4 Testing
Operating 48.1 48.5 50.2
Capital Equipment 3.0 2.0 2.7

Total Cost 51.1 50.5 52.9

Direct Personnel 181

GBO1O5 Nuclear Directed Energy Weapons
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

GBO106 Technology
Operating

Direct Personnel

GB02 Inertial Confinement Fusion
Operating 27.4 27.5

Capital Equipment 1.8 1.8
Total Cost 29.2 29.3

26.3 26.5
2.0 2.0

28.3 28.5

73

Commercialization

15.6

15.6

29.3

2.0
31.3

Direct Personnel 90

GB03 Production and Surveillance”
Operating 116.2 118.0 122.3
Capital Equipment 3.8 4.4 6.1

Total Cost 120.0 122.4 128.4

Direct Personnel 587

GB05 Program Direction
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

361.9
37.7

399.6

1339

49.8
2.3

52.1

193

16.1

16.1

38

1.3

5

29.2

1.6
30.8

92

122.8
7.3

130.1

635

0.2
0.1
0.3

1

406.9
34.4

441.3

1470

49.0
6.1

55.1

195

23.0

45

31.4
3.2

34.6

90

146.7
4.4

151.1

530

3.2
0.3
3.5

10

375.5
36.8

412.3

1350

46.0
5.4

S1.4

180

38.0

70

30.0
7.1

37.1

90

133.0

29.6
162.6

500

3.4

3.4

10

352.0
36.8

388.8

1205

46.0
5.4

51.4

175

38.0

70

31.0
4.3

35.3

90

135.0
31.1

166.1

485

3.5

3.5

10

352.0
36.8

388.8

1205

46.0
5.4

51.4

175

38.0

70

31.0
4.4

35.4

90

135.0

31.0
166.0

485

3.5

3.s

10

352.0
36.8

388.8

1205

46.0
5.4

51.4

175

38.0

70

31.0
4.4

35.4

90

135.0
30.8

165.8

485

3.5

3.5

10

352.0
36.8

388.8

1205

46.0
5.4

51.4

175

38.0

70

31.0
4.4

35.4

90

135.0
30.0

165.0

485

3.5

3.5

10

“ For FY 1990 and 1991, includes P&S reimbursable work for DOE
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Resource projections

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
RESOURCES BY MAJOR

FOR DEFENSE PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)
PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
6A Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A

GB Weapon Activities
Operating
Capital Equipment
Major Construction

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

Gc Verification
Operating
Capital Equipment
Major Construction

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

582.8 589.4 583.0
44.3 46.5 46.3
15.2 17.2 29.8

642.3 653.1 659.1

2219

and Control Technology
37.8 39.5 43.7

1.7 1.5 1.5
1.0 0.4 5.0

40.5 41.4 50.2

181

581.3 660.2 625.9 605.5 605.5 605.5 605.5
49.0 48.4 78.9 77.6 77.6 77.4 76.6
29.8 25.5 19.4 29.5 8.1

660.1 734.1 724.2 712.6 691.2 682.9 682.1

2303 2340 2200 2035 2035 2035 2035

43.3
1.0
5.0

49.3

200

CD Nuclear Materials Safeguards & Security
Operating 9.9 12.4 10.9 11.4
Capital Equipment 1.1 1.1 1.3 0.6

Total Cost 11.0 13.5 12.2 12.0

Direct Personnel 71 59

GF Defense Waste Management
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

Total, Assistant Secretary

Operating

Capital Equipment
Major Construction

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

4.2 - 2.7
1.6 1.0
5.8 3.7

16

for Defense Programs

634.7 644.0 637.6 636.0 660.2 625.9 605.5 605.5 605.5 605.5
48.7 50.1 49.1 50.6 48.4 78.9 77.6 77.6 77.4 76.6

16.2 17.6 34.8 34.8 25.5 19.4 29.5 8.1
699.6 711.7 721.5 721.4 734.1 724.2 712.6 691.2 682.9 682.1

2487 2562 2340 2200 2035 2035 2035 2035

Proposed Construction 17.9 95.3 111.3 101.0
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OFFICE OF ARMS CONTROL
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual BA Actual BA 6A 6A BA 6A 6A

Gc Verification and Control Technology
Operating 46.7 ‘ 52.0 54.0 54.0 54.0 54.0

Capital Equipment 1.6 2.3 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.0
Major Construction 10.0 10.0 8.5

Total Cost 58.3 64.3 66.2 57.9 58.0 58.0

Direct Personnel 200 210 215 215 215 215

Note: Amounts for FY90 and FY91 are included in the table for Defense Programs.
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Resource projections

OFFICE OF SECURITY AFFAIRS
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA 6A 6A 6A

CD Nuclear Materials Safeguards & Security
Operating 11.6 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
Capital Equipment 1.8 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0

Total Cost 13.4 13.3 13.2 13.1 13.0 13.0

Direct Personnel 60 70 70 70 70 70

Note: Amounts for FY90 and FY91 are included in the table for Defense Programs
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OFFICE OF NEW PRODUCTION REACTORS
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA BA BA

NP New Production Reactors

●

Operating 4.7 7.7 3.6 4.3 4.5 4.0 2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0
Capital Equipment 3.4 0.3 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
Construction* 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Total Cost 4.7 7.7 7.8 5.4 6.3 5.6 3.6 3.1 2.6 2.6

Direct Personnel 30 28 14 10 5 4 3 3

Title I effort in support of construction at Savannah River
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Resource projections

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA BA BA

EW Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Operating 39.3 40.5 58.3 56.2 112.9 145.9 136.8 191.0 172.6 252.6
Capital Equipment 1.0 2.9 1.9 4.7 4.0 3.7 2.9 3.0 3.0

Total Cost 39.3 41.5 61.2 58.1 117.6 149.9 140.5 193.9 175.6 255.6

Direct Personnel 102 179 210 294 295 295 295 295

Proposed Construction 4.3 11.2 26.2
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OFFICE OF ENERGY RESEARCH
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA 6A 6A 6A BA

AT Magnetic Fusion
Operating 5.0
Capital Equipment 0.2

Total Cost 5.2

Direct Personnel

KC Basic Energy Sciences
Operating 17.9
Capital Equipment 1.4
Major Construction

Total Cost 19.3

Direct Personnel

5.7 5.1

0.6 0.3
6.3 5.4

24

18.3 25.1
1.7 2.3

20.0 27.4

88

KP03 Biological and Environmental Research
Operating 0.9

KP05 Carbon Dioxide Research
Operating 0.9

Direct Personnel

KS Superconducting Super Collider
Operating 0.2 0.2 0.2

Direct Personnel 1

KTO 1 Laboratory Cooperative Science
Operating 0.8 0.7 1.3
Capital Equipment

Total Cost 0.8 0.7 1.3

Direct Personnel 1

Total, Office of Energy Research
Operating 23.9 24.9 33.5
Capital Equipment 1.6 2.3 2.6
Major Construction

Total Cost 25.5 27.2 36.1

Direct Personnel 114

Proposed Construction

4.5
0.2
4.7

22

18.3
1.4

19.7

82

0.7

0.9

3

0.1

0.7

0.7

1

25.2
1.6

26.8

108

5.5
0.2
5.7

27

22.2
1.6

23.8

95

2.3

14

2.5

2.5

1

32.5
1.8

34.3

137

6.0
0.9
6.9

28

21.7
12.2
11.0
44.9

88

14.3

28

2.7

0.3
3.0

1

44.7
13.4
11.0
69.1

145

6.0
1.0
7.0

28

24.0
12.2

7.5
43.7

92

15.0

31

2.5

0.4
2.9

1

47.5
13.6

7.5
68.6

152

6.0
1.0
7.0

28

25.0
12.2

37.2

93

15.0

31

2.5
0.4
2.9

1

48.5
13.6

62.1

153

1.5

6.0
1.0
7.0

28

26.0
12.2

38.2

95

15.0

31

2.5
0.4
2.9

1

49.5
13.6

63.1

155

11.0

6.0
1.0
7.0

28

28.0
12.2

40.2

98

15.0

31

2.5
0.4
2.9

1

51.5
13.6

65.1

158

8.0
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Resource projections

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR CONSERVATION AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA 6A BA BA BA

AK Electric Energy Systems
Operating 0.8 0.7
Capital Equipment

Total Cost 0.8 0.7

Direct Personnel 4

AL Energy Storage Systems
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

AM Geothermal
Operating
Capital Equipment

Total Cost

Direct Personnel

EB Solar Energy
Operating

Capital Equipment
Total Cost

Direct Personnel

4.8

4.8

3.4
0.1
3.5

20.4
0.4

20.8

ED Industrial Sector
Operating 3.4
Capital Equipment 0.1

Total Cost 3.5

Direct Personnel

EE Transportation
Operating 0.5
Capital Equipment

Total Cost 0.5

Direct Personnel

4.2

4.2

7

3.4
0.1
3.5

12

20.5
0.6

21.1

73

2.8
0.1

2.9

14

0.5

0.5

3

0.9

0.9

4.2
0.3
4.5

4.4
0.1
4.5

23.7
0.2

23.9

3.4
0.2

3.6

2.5

2.5

0.9

0.9

4

2.8
0.1
2.9

5

3.8
0.1
3.9

15

19.6
0.4

20.0

73

3.7

3.7

17

1.2

1.2

3

1.1

1.1

4

5.6

5.6

9

4.5
0.2
4.7

16

26.8
0.1

26.9

78

4.5

4.5

20

2.5

2.5

Total, Assistant Secretary for Conservation & Renewable Energy

5

Operating 33.3 32.1 39.1 32.0 45.0
Capital Equipment 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.3

Total Cost 33.9 32.9 39.9 32.6 45.3

Direct Personnel 113 117 132

1.0

0.1
1.1

4

4.3

4.3

8

4.0
0.1
4.1

14

30.0
1.3

31.3

79

4.6

0.2
4.8

23

3.0
0.1
3.1

9

46.9
1.8

48.7

137

1.0
0.1
1.1

4

4.3
0.3
4.6

8

4.0
0.1
4.1

14

30.0
1.3

31.3

79

4.7

0.2
4.9

26

5.0
0.1
5.1

17

49.0
2.1

51.1

148

1.0
0.1
1.1

4

4.3
0.3
4.6

8

4.0
0.1
4.1

14

30.0
1.3

31.3

79

4.8

0.2
5.0

27

8.0
0.1
8.1

24

52.1
2.1

54.2
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1.0
0.1
1.1

4

4.3
0.3
4.6

8

4.0
0.1
4.1

14

30.0
1.3

31.3

79

5.0

0.2
5.2

28

10.0
0.1

10.1

29

54.3
2.1

56.4

162

1.0
0.1
1.1

4

4.3
0.3
4.6

8

4.0
0.1
4.1

14

30.0
1.3

31.3

79

6.0

0.2
6.2

30

12.0
0.1

12.1

32

57.3
2.1

59.4

167
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OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

RESOURCES BY MAjOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A

DB Nuclear Waste Fund
Operating 23.8 30.8 28.5 26.0 18.1 29.1 25.0 24.0 23.0 20.0
Capital Equipment 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total Cost 24.4 31.2 28.9 26.3 18.1 29.3 25.2 24.2 23.2 20.2

Direct Personnel 100 91 63 70 65 57 50 42
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Resource projections

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FOSSIL ENERGY
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA BA BA

AA Coal
Operating 4.0 3.8 4.1 3.4 4.7 6.6
Capital Equipment 0.9

Total Cost 4.0 3.8 4.1 3.4 4.7 7.5

Direct Personnel 17 16 22 23

AB Gas
Operating 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5

Direct Personnel 2 2 2 3

AC Petroleum
Operating 1.7 2.1 3.7 2.7 3.3 3.5

Direct Personnel 11 13 16 16

SA Strategic Petroleum Reserve - Storage Facilities Development
Operating 1.9 1.7 2.3 2.1 2.7 2.3

Direct Personnel 9 11 12 11

Total, Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy
Operating 7.9 7.9 10.3 8.6 11.1 12.9
Capital Equipment 0.9

Total Cost 7,9 7.9 10.3 8.6 11.1 13.8

Direct Personnel 39 42 52 53

6.6
0.9
7.5

23

0.7

4

3.5

16

2.3

11

13.1
0.9

14.0

54

6.6
0.9
7.5

23

0.7

4

3.5

16

2.3

11

13.1
0.9

14.0

54

6.6
0.9
7.5

23

0.7

4

3.5

16

2.3

11

13.1

0.9
14.0

54

6.6
0.9
7.5

23

0.7

4

3.5

16

2.3

11

13.1
0.9

14.0

54
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY
RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual BA BA BA BA BA BA

AF/GE Nuclear Energy Research and Development
Operating 4.1 5.9 7.4 5.0 8.3 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Capital Equipment 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total Cost 4.1 6.0 7.5 5.1 8.3 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1

Direct Personnel 15 12 11 10 10 10 10 10
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Resource projections

WORK FOR OTHER DOE LOCATIONS, CONTRACTORS, AND OFFICES

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97

BA Actual 6A Actual 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A 6A

Miscellaneous Locations
Operating

Direct Personnel

Office of Intelligence
NT Intelligence

Operating

Capital Equipment
Total Cost

Direct Personnel

15.5 22.6 18.0

57

2.1

2.1

12.3

43

2.0
0.1
2.1

9

Office of Minority Economic Impact
WA50 Minority Economic Impact

Operating 0.7

Direct Personnel

Total, Other DOE Locations, Contractors, and Offices
Operating 15.5 22.6 20.8 14.3
Capital Equipment 0.1

Total Cost 15.5 22.6 20.8 14.4

Direct Personnel 57 52

26.7

50

2.1

2.1

10

2.5

1

31.3

31.3

61

25.0

50

2.1
0.2
2.3

10

2.6

1

29.7
0.2

29.9

61

25.0

50

2.1
0.2
2.3

10

0.7

1

27.8
0.2

28.0

61

25.0

50

2.1
0.2
2.3

10

0.7

1

27.8
0.2

28.0

61

25.0

50

2.1
0.2
2.3

10

0.7

1

27.8
0.2

28.0

61

25.0

50

2.1
0.2
2.3

10

0.7

1

27.8
0.2

28.0

61
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WORK OTHER THAN FOR DOE
RESOURCES BY MAjOR REIMBURSABLE SPONSOR

FY90 FY90 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97
BA Actual BA Actual 6A BA 6A BA 6A 6A

Department of Defense
‘Operating 280.6

Direct Personnel

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Operating 14.6

Direct Personnel

Other Federal Agencies
Operating 27.0

Direct Personnel

All Other
Operating 13.3

Direct Personnel

Total Work Other than for DOE
Operating 335.5

Direct Personnel

243.7 254.5

847

13.3 14.0

54

27.2 28.6

1 3s

10.2 11.7

32

294.4 308.8

1068

274.8

917

13.9

54

24.1

103

14.3

40

327.1

1114

311.0

950

19.6

60

24.0

108

13.8

42

368.4

327.0

950

20.0

60

30.0

122

16.0

43

393.0

330.0

950

20.0

60

40.0

150

25.0

55

415.0

1160 1175 1215

330.0

950

20.0

60

50.0

180

30.0

60

430.0

330.0

950

20.0

60

50.0

180

30.0

60

430.0

1250 1250

330.0

950

20.0

60

50.0

180

30.0

60

430.0

1250
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Resource projections

Subcontracting and Procurement
(Budget obligation dollars in millions)

~ m m
Supplier type:

Commercial business $527 $561 S490
Government transfers 127 101 62
Educational/nonprofit/GSA/

state and local government 46 42 36

Total activity S700 $704 S588

Small and Disadvantaged Business Procurement
(Budget obligation dollars in millions; percent of total commercial procurement)

I Small $315 58V0 $310 54% $287 56%

Disadvantaged 55 10% 46 8 0/6 51 1o%

Woman-owned 32 6 ~0 43 7 Yo 49 1o%
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Acronyms

A&F
ACRR
AEPT
AF&F
AFTAC
AG EX
AGT
AIS
AL-KAO
ARM
ASDP
ATSD(AE)
AVS
AWU
B&R
BA
B ES
BMO/ASMS
CAD
CAE
CAM
CAM
CCF
CCN
C(2ST
CDF
CERCLA

CFE
CHAMMP
CIM
CIMET

CIS
CIT
CMOS
COMSEC
CQM
CRADA
CRF
CSDP
CSP
Cvc
CVD
DARPA
DASMA
Dc
DDD

Arming and Firing
Annular Core Research Reactor
Advanced Extraction Process Technology
Arming, Fuzing, and Firing [assembly]
Air Force Technical Applications Center
AboveGround Experimental [capabilities]
AboveGround Testing .,’
Administrative Information Systems
Albuquerque field office - Kirtlancf Area Office
Atmospheric Radiation Measurements
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy)
Access Validation System
Associated Western Universities
Budget & Reporting
Budget Authority
Basic Energy Sciences
flallistic Missile Office/Advanced Strategic Missile Systems
Computer-Aided Design
Computer-Aidmt Engineering
Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Support
Computer-Aided Manufacturing
Central Computing Facility
Central Computing Network
Center for Compound Semiconductor Technology
Combustion Dynamics Facility
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act
Conventional Forces Europe
Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Center for Intelligent Manufacturing and I%vironmentally -Conscious

Technology
Classified Information System
Compact Ignition Tokamak
Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
Communication SF,Curity
Certification, Qualification, and Monitoring
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
Combustion Research l:acility
Continental Scientific Drilling Program
Cross System Product
Chemical Vapor Composites
Chemical Vapor Deposition
L>efense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Application
Direct Current
Direct Distance Dialing
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DEL
DNA
DoD
DOE
DOEIAL
DOI
DSAC
DSVS
DTV
EAM
ECF
ECUT
EDNA
EMP
EOR
EPA
ER
ER
ER&D
ES&H
FAA
FALCON
FDDI
FPU
FTE
FTF
FTS
FWHM
GCD
GCM
GEND
GPP
GPS
GRI
HAZWRAP
HITEC
HQ
HR
HTS
HVP
HWR
I&c
IAEA
IBM
Ic
ICF
IEMP
IFS
INF
Ioc
IR
ISDN

768

Defense Engineering Laboratory
Defense Nuclear Agency
Department of Defense
Department Of Energy
Department Of Energy, Albuquerque field office
Department of the Interior
Deterministic Severe Accident Criteria
Deployable Seismic Verification System
Device Transport Vehicle
Embedded Atom Method
Explosive Components Facility
Energy Conversion and Utilization Technologies
Externally-Driven Nuclear Assembly
Electro-Magnetic Pulse
Enhanced Oil Recovery
Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Restoration
[office ofl Energy Research
Exploratory Research & Development
Environment, Safety, and Health
Federal Aviation Administration
Fission Activated Laser CONcept
Fiber Distributed Data Interface
First Production Unit
Full-Time Equivalent
Falcon Test Facility
Federal Telecommunication System
Full Width, Half Maximum
Greater Confinement Disposal
General Circulation Model
General Electric Neutron Devices
General Plant Projects
Global Positioning System
Gas Research Institute
HAZardous Waste Remedial Action Program
Hispanic and American Indian Technical Education Center
Headquarters
Human Resources
Hyperchannel Terminal Server
HyperVelocity Projectiles
Heavy Water Reactor
Instrumentation and Control
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Business Machines
Integrated Circuit
Inertial Confinement Fusion
Internally-generated Electromagnetic Pu]se
Integrated File System
Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces [treaty]
Initial Operational Capability
InfraRed
Integrated Services Digital Network



Acronyms

lTER
IWRP
JET
KAFB
KTF
LANL
LIS
LLNL
LMF
LSI
LWR
MAST
MCC
MDF
MDL
MHTGR
MIMD
MIRV
M LS
MTS
MVS
MWX
NAS
NASA
NATO
NCP
NDE
NDEW
NMOS
NP
NRC
NREL
NSA
NTS
NWC
ODES
OPM
OPX
0s
OSD
OSHA
P&s
PAL
PBFA 11
PBX
PETC
PMRF
POET
PQM1
PRS
QAT
QFD

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Industrial Waste Reduction Program
Joint European “rorus
Kirtland Air Force Base
Kauai Test Facility
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Laboratory Information System
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Laboratory Microfusion Facility
Large Scale Integrated [circuits]
Light Water Reactor
Multiple Application Surety Technologies
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation
Mild Detonating Fuse
Microelectronics Development Laboratory
Modular High Temperature Gas Reactor
Mingle Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream
Multiple Independently targeted Reentry Vehicle
Member of Laboratory Staff
Member of Technical Staff
Multiple Virtual Storage
Multiwell Experiment
National Academy of Scicnccs
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
National Contingency Plan
Non-Destructive Evaluation
Nuclear Directed Energy Weapons
Nitrous Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
office of New Production reactors
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
National Security Agency
Nevada Test Site
Naval Weapons Center
Operational Deployment Experiment Simulator
Operations and Performance Monitor
Off-Premise EXtension
Office of Space
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Production & Systems
Permissive Action Link
Particle Beam Fusion Accc’lcrator 11
Private Branch Exchange
Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center
Pacific Missile Range Facility
Phase One Engineering Team
Process Quality Management and Improvement
Plasma Radiation Sour~c
Quality Action Team
Quality Function Deployment
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R&D
RCRA
RF
RPI
RSP
SAIC
S13A
SDI
SDIO
SED
SEPW
SES
SETEC
SICBM
SIMD
SNM
SPR
SPR-111
SRAM
SRAM 11
SRAM-A
SRC
SREMP
STAR-I’
srEp
STM
srs
SWMU
TASM
l’CG
-l’cl
TFI’R
TLI
TRA
TRL
TRU
TSD
TSN
TTR
uG’r
UNM
USAFE/F.UCOM
VAWT
VISDTA
VLSI
VLSIC
VM
VRLA
WIPP
WRD&T
YMP

Research and Development
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Radio Frequency
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rapid Solidification Processing
Science Applications International Corporation
Small Business Administration
Strategic Defense Initiative
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
Statistical Experimental Design
Strategic Earth Penetrating Weapon
Stationary Energy Storage
Semiconductor Equipment Tcchrrology Center
Small Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data stream
Special Nuclear Materials
Strategic Petroleum Reserve
Sandia Pulse Reactor
Short Range Attack Missile
Short-Range Attack Missile 11
Short-Range Attack Missile—Air-to-ground.
Semiconductor Research Corporation
Source Region Electro-Magnetic Pulse
Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
Stockpile Transition Enabling Program
Scien~ifically Tailored Materials
Stockpile-to-Target Sequence
Solid Waste Management Unit
Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile
Technical Coordination Group
Technology Commercialization
Tokarnak Fusion Tmt Reactor
Treaty Limited Item
Teacher Research Associate
Tritium Research Laboratory
Trans-Uranic

initiative

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
Terminal Switching Network
Tonopah ‘rest Range
Under-Ground Testing
University of New Mexico
United States Air Force F.uropc/l,uropean Command
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
Video Imaging System for Ilc’tmlion, Trdcking, and Assessment
Very Large-Scale Integrated [circuit]
Very Large-Scale Integrated Circuit
Virtual Machine
Valve Regulated Lead-Acid [batteries]
Waste Isolation l’ilot Plant
Weapons Development, Research an(i Testing
Yucca Mountain Project
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Organizational chart

Management Council

A. Narath
President

C. T. Cheney

~

J. C. Crawford M. R. Kcst*nbaum p. M, StanfOrd c. p. R*IIISU+I P. A. Flaury H. W. Schmitt c. Yonas D. L. Mattlq R. L. Hagengmb.r

EShH & Facllltlms Llv*rmOr* General Attorney COntrOll*r Laboratory ftemarch b COmpOn*nt System$ Energy b D@f*nse

Management Programs CFcvelopment Exploratory Dwelopment Appllcatlons Envlronmm!t programs

I ~ ‘“h””’”y‘E::s;”g
R. W. Lynch R. C. BOnnw C. M. Tq)f) V. L. Dugan

Environment Human Quallty PFmmlng 6

Safety 6 Health ❑esources Improvement staff support
Program

Management
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